
/

jL ^

* p

s „

S4C <15?-^. S/13/S2

Si JOH£? W. -7&2DT

AJKRICAH >ja^i part/
hacim. wartsas

cn 3/?/os, rax(RA.d (cods name)
orally furnished iaformtion concerning a meeting of iuiP
iseffihers held 4/27/62 . On the same date tfei« iafoxmtioa was?
reduced to written form and authenticated by the PCI .

Jo 6

b7C
b7D

vatf.ttan report* vliich is retained as A$
‘fc-j as follows: 1

b7D

a.

1

103-2110 (SI 7&&S0
JOS-USOO (VAraa Mt?n
205-116671

“
~ 205-2327

'

2 — 105—22U

b 6

b7C

J^T/iuab
(7)

4££^3>S'2 /

*h*k' V

aw 2 3 t%2
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’'Chicago, Illinois
day 7, 1902

”0*j April 27, 1982 a sieeting of * ?£rouj> W 1 of the
American Kaz.t Party was held at ASP hcndgpartoars, \

I I CgQ» 111. PrBBBXit Wfc* yi^jg. WAVWK MTIEU^R,
I I JOE fdhry.I J The aeetiug:
/ wa» cpontl

| exslaininss tftp seven roain points
/ of the Afcp ’'program. 1

'
| | told those present they were

s to become familiar with those points each of them may at
some time be called upon to explain then to others. On
this occasion a'collection was taken up to no used in the
legal defense of weighers presently facing trial for arrests
in connection with AMP activities. AH present except WAYHn

contributed $5.09 each.’1

bo
b7C



OFFICE MEMORANDUM** UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATES

FROM : SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

On 5/22/62 during the course of a snot surveillance
of the American Nazi Party (ANP) Headquarters

,

I I

I la* Hy SA« LELAND G. RICHIE and ROBERT
J. DOLAN,f Iwas observed oh the sidewalk in
front of the ANP headquarters . In that it was noticed that
secure conditions existed J ~l was approached and
entered into a discussion with the agents. The results
of this interview are reflected on attached FD-302

„

"
i

I

Submitted herewith for the designated files
are copies of mentioned FD-302 setting forth results of
described interview.

1 - 157-117 (FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS)
1 - 105-12114 (WHITE YOUTH CORPS)

l
l
l
l
l
l
i

l
RJD/djs
(12)

105-3527
105-11404
105-11500
105-9118
105-11666
.105-9110
105-12814
157-65

PME NAZI PARTY)



?D-5 (Rev. 1-25-6
. > 0'EDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST IGATJ

\

Date

.

5/29/62

at[
advised that he currently resides

Chicago, Illinois, which he
explained is the headquarters of the American Nazi Party (ANP)

1stated he was involuntarily terminated
J
Chicago, Illinois,

in Chicago. [
from his job with
for Hpolitical reasons”

stated he was involuntarily terminated

on April 30, 1962.

|advised that the Chicago ANP continues to
a branch unit of the ANP headquarters in* Arlington,
He stated the Chicago branch is, to a degree.

operate as
Virginia.
autonomous though it remains subject to GEORGE LINCOLN
ROCKWELL and the ANP national headquarters for final authority.
In this regardf I stated most decisions regarding the

'

operation and practices of the Chicago' branch are’ made locally,
but are subject to the veto of the national organization.

stated all operations in the Chicago area are
now carried on under the banner of the ANP. ‘ Previously he
stated a certain element of their membership1 was* assigned'

"

to the Fight ing American Nationalists (FAN) / a "front group”
of the ANP.

| | stated the purpose of the’ FAN was to
afford the young, inexperienced ' individuals with organizational
training and certain indoctrination into"Nat ional/Socialism.
In recent weeks, all activities have Slowly, been*consolidated
into the ANP operations and the FAN has ceased to exist
in Chicago. '

was an
Regarding the White Youth Corps,!

of L WAYNE MUELLErTT
1 stated sue:

f
and did not exist as an organization per se, but rather whs a
level of affiliation with the ANP and FAN, specifically for
the young element, unable to actually be accepted into
membership because of their age. The White Youth Corps,

I stated, is also out of existence since MUELLER became
affiliated fully with the ANP and because I I

are now in

stated f

L

and he,[
continues tof

J
^estimated

that the Chicago organization has approximately 50 persons
connected with it as members , support**®, those interested, etc.

.b6

b7C

b6
b7C

b6
hlC

h6
b7C

b6
b7C

5/22/62 Chicago, Illinois c ., j» 157-3
On at Z—L F,le *—

by
SAs ROBERT J. DOLAN & LELAND G. RICHIE/djSn„t, dictated 5/23/62

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.' It the property of the FBI :and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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CG 157-3

He stated the organization continues to handle their financial
obligations; however, such has been difficult especially
since I \ JOSEPH FUEHY and himself have been
discharged

-
from

-
their respective employments;

In this, regard,
|

|stated| was work
on a part time basis with a heating firm, tne name of w
he was unable to recall, FURHY , I I stated. Was an
employee of a Chicago hospital and as previously
stated he. I \ worked I

|
Since April 30, 1962, all of the

above have been involuntarily terminated from these
positions.

eq was working
firm, the name of which

I stated, was an

| |
stated that he is aware of the recent'

attempt at formation of another Nazi party in Chicago.
He noted that the group has been under the I \

I 1 who has been assisted|
I stated, was affiliated with the ANP in

Chicago on a rather infrequent basis „ I stated
it is his opinion that the new Na£i group will hot
succeed, and are apparently activated because I I

1 remarked that to MS knowledge
the organization has no source of revenue and although they
indicate an inspired attitude at this time, he believes
that such will die off just as suddenly. 1 I remarked
that he has assigned JOE FOMHTf to go info this organ-
ization specifically for the purpose of reporting' on' ‘

.

their development and activities to' the ANP in .Chicago,
I stated that at the present time', the ANP' in

'

Chi sago have no specific plans for further development.

.

or future activities.



SAC, CHICAGO (157*131) 6/26/62

SA JOHW If. tOEOT

IHS NAZI PABTtf
RACIAL MATTERS

Oil 6/16/62 PCI C&AO I

orally advlaad of a nesting of "Ths Nnsi Party
1262, at Chicago. This information was reducedto writing
and authenticated tar ths PCI on May 16. 1862. Tba written

(Code Kama)
bold May 15,

report i» retained as and is as follow*:

be
b7C
b7D

l-[
1
1
1
l
1
l

a
105*12614
105*13143
105*8116 rfX2K_ZLBCKL
105*
105*13142
103-

* 157-3 CAKP>
103*3327

-h7D

b6
b7C

JITspat
CIO)



CG

Illinois'
Ray 16, 1902

On ilav 1&, 1962 ft meeting was held
_

- Chicago* niiaoto of a group contemplating
the formation of "The Hast Marty” la Chicago.

Present wn>:

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

who

Musi Marty,
over that os

however, ho

the meeting ana in charge of
I

stated he ns.'dissatisfied with the leadership of the Aaerican
*h»i Marty* their lack of activity and the lack of positive
programming of that organisation#

. Consequently he and
I Ihad gone to the heariqttartara of the African

l
Chicago with the Idea of taking

mauitioa^ After taltelner l

1

I lhaa decided it would he better to
start a new organisation* therefore* be is establishing
"The Hast . Party” of Chicago which will have no connection
with GXORGR LIHCOLN ROCKWELL and Ms American Ifezi Marty*nMain Kamof* will serve as the “bible” of the new organization,
according I I and the swastika flag as ucmd in
the German third Reich will be the party symbol. Ha stated
he had quit his job in order to devote all of his time
to this effort and that the organisation would he an action
group, anti-Semitic, antl-Kagro and anti-Communist. Uniforms
will consist of black Shirt and pants, black trench coat and
Cerman army-type helmet* -Wooden night sticks with leather
thongs will he carried and the organisation will Initiate
a “crash program to set the world on fire’** Re is interested
in having members of the American Rani Marty, such as FUBK7
andPLECK, join his organisation and seated the njroup- will

be •

b7C

resort to anything to gain their ends. listed he
plans to obtain a building in which to establish a headquarters



and go out nd do something to show the Aaorlcoa Hut firtr
that he isn't going to sit hack and salt for destiny hut
rather is going to neks destiny.

, ,

'

. ..

,

. _ J also stated lie planned to have a eosten**
group sithia tbs gsi Party.

Addenda* ' V -

PCI subsequently advised on May 17 , IW2, that
^_|apparently is occupied
I Me learned ttetl I

mil rnrantlT hroan fired fr*^~
Chicagoegdls ftm dflaastato Illinois, He further advised
that] Ithe Montrose Hotel, S53 test Montrose
Avttnte. Chicago, and drviea a Hash antosohile (possibly a
1«51 *odel>, light blue in color.



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 6/26/62

SA JOHN W. TOEDT

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL HATTERS

b

On 6/7/62 f I (RAC) furnished oral information
concerning a visit to ANP Headquarters 5/27/62, This information
was reduced to written form, authenticated by the informant
6/13/62 and is retained The written report
follows:

1 1

i -
i

105-3527

JWTjpat
(3)

JLM -3 *0^2

*•—

I.
Egi — CHICAGO



Chicago, Illinois
June 7, 1962

On Sunday, Kay 27 , 1962, JOSEPH FUHRY appeared at
headquarters of the ANP , Chicago, and visited with I I

I who was on duty at the bookstore which opened the day
before, I I was elated with the volume of business at the
bookstore on opening day. He stated that in addition to a
good walk-in trade there also had been a very good response
via mail order to the notice of opening which had been sent
out earlier.



SAC, CHICAGO (157—3) 6/26/32

SA JOHN W. TOEDT

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 3/7/62 (RAC) orally advised of a
visit to American Nazi Party headquarters May 16, 1962.
This information was reduced to written form and authenticated
by the informant 6/13/62. The written report, which is
retained is as follows:

105-3527

JWT:pat
(4)

Fii»— CHICAGO



CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
June 7 , 1962

On 5/16/62 headquarters of the ANP. Chicago, was
vislted l | JOSEPH FUHRY. Hwas
also present . I I explained he had asked 1 foyer to
look over the headquarters relative to starting a series of
instructions in Karate and Judo for interested ANP members.

I who operates a judo school, spent approximately
three hours there demonstrating techniques of both systems.
When he left be said he would contact I I as to when he could
put on a demonstration ofr all members as a group. It is
planned that instructions will be given at the ANP headquarters
once a week for as long as anyone is interested. The fee
will be $5.00 per person per lesson.



6/26/62

Y

SAC, CHICAGO <157-3

>

SA JOHN W. TOEDT

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 6/7/62 oral information was received from I I (RAC’l
concerning a visit to ANP Headquarters 5/22/62, This information
was incorporated into a written report which was authenticated
by the informant 6/13/62. The written report is retained

and is as follows:

1
1
1

(X
l

- 105-9116
- 105-
- 105-3527
- 157-19

(KEN ELECK)

(LYRL CLARK VAN HYNNING)

b7D

b6
b7C

JWT : pat
(6 )

1 1

1

* ’ *2

f
CHICAGO

!/>



CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
June 7, 1962

On Tuesday evening, 5/22/62, headquarters of the
ANP. Chicago were visited bv KEN FLECK, JOSEPH P6HRY and one

I
Also present was I I All present spent the

evening preparing for mailing notices concerning the opening
of the Yinland Bookstore 5/26/62. A mailing list consisting
of one received I 1 and one received
from ANP headquarters at Arlington, Va. , was used.



v\ -

SAC, CHICAGO <157-3

)

6/26/62

SA JOHN W. TOEDT

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 6/7/62 [. . I

(RAC) orally advised concerning
a visit to ANP headquarters on 6/1/62. This information was
reduced to writing, authenticated by the informant on 6/13/62
and is retained 1

1

follows:
The written report is as

b7D

**

& - 105-3527
1 - 105-Desdex (S) (W, M, ~Sprn approximately!

b7D
b6
b7C

l
6/1/62 ,

.
5*8*

,

165 lbs.,
1 (RAC) , visited ANP headquarters

OWD)
1 - 105-Desdex (S) (W . M . born approximately I I 5*10", 140 lbs..

Vl/6&
t

1 - 105-9998 I \

1 - 105-5587 (MAX NELSON)
1 H 1
1 - 105-H67O
1 - 105-9116
JWT : pat
(10)

RAC), visited ANP headquarters

b7D

(KEN PLECK)

}
. s'm ~w r **

JML ^or>2
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CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
June 7, 1962

On Friday evening, June 1, 1962,[ on
duty at the bookstore at ANP headquarters, Chicago, was visited
at the headquarters by JOSEPH FUHRY and two other individuals y

one known
I I was a white male in bis l I

5* 8W tall, stocky build, weighing about 165 pounds, with blond
hair and a fair complexion* The other was a white male in his

pounds,
be knowJH
and whenf

1 5* 10tf tall, who weighed approximately 140

|

and a slender bujld. Both appeared to
]—Eater

[

, filAX NELSEN also arrived
J closed the bookstore at approximately 9:00 p*m«,

all went upstairs to ANP headquarters , I I was

b6
hi C

expected to come and demonstrate I

show up. After awhile NELSEN

[

Jbut didn*

t

so NELSEN could see it and laterL
JoinedL

I went down to the bookstore

]NELSEN, Since [_

evening fell flat.
| |

told FUHRY to get in touch with KEN

] arrived and
] didn't show up, the

FLECK and remind him to come to headquarters the following
Sunday to make up some signs to be used for a planned
picketing on Monday, 6/4/62, FUHRY said he would contact
FLECK and remind him.

Addendum

subj ect ;,

On 6/13/62
known

±i?e informant advised that the unknown
mentioned herein, was identified to

him on C/12/02 by

be
b7C

- 2



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO <157-3)

PROM ; SA JOHN W. TOEOT

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: C&

to 6/7/62 oral information was received from
concerning a visit to ANP Headquarters

6/3/62. This information was prepared in written form
and authenticated by the informant 6/13/62. On that, date
the informant advised that the, 'full name [

Jo 6

b7C
b7D

^
The written report is retained

and is as fo 1lows

:

1!
(J)‘
1 0

1 •

1 *=

1 •

1
1 •

X *=

1 .

105-
105-3527
105-11670
105-9116
105-12814
105-13143
105-13142
105-
157-131
105-

(12 )

(KEN FLECK)

b7D

b6
b7C

(THE NAZI PARTY)

105.- - - *,
-?$!
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Chicago, Illinois
June 7 , 1962

Nasi Party,

[

FUHRY
visit

[

Ohio,

. 6/3/62, headquarters of the American
I I Oh i Pfl crn mae *r-i o 4 * u.. t/] Chicago, was visited by JOSEPH b

Jwas on duty. During his

b6

—-————5 1 uaa uuiuy. Juurxne ms
told about his run-in with authorities in Columbus,

at Ohio State University. He stated he hadgone to the OSU student union building and*' posted ANP literature
cou?d

d
hA -1°^?? th@m up" 80 that GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELLcould be invited there to speak.

the above
ini

up,

__ia^so visited ANP headquarters on
brought a camera and took photographs of the

before and after it was cleaned

be
b7C

asked c^JOE FUHRY where KEN FLECK wasthat he was expecting him to come over and make up some signs
£gfi ^C

5!i
iia
g

on
t
he day* FUHRY stated he had remindedFIlSCK on Saturday, June 2, 1962, and didn s t know why hedidn v t show up.

•b 6

b7C

[

FUHRY asked if[ ] had heard anv more from
,

^said that
, ,ana

| 1
had recently been at the ANP headquarters to talk

cam© to find out just what the ANP was all
g to

| Ithey found out from him that
misinformed them concerning the ANP and were

l J — . . . I 1

with him
about « Accord!mg to[

f^nd his organization. I I was of the
through with
belief^ he^will, be ablest© interest the three of them to th**
poxnt that they will join the ANP. He stated that Igronp as such apparentlyf has flopped. 1 be

b7C

also tolid ’ about having, contacted— maving contactthe ANP headquarters. It was explained that I had been
®57S

f
2iS

int@r©st®d
>
parties at the time the Chicago^ Branchof thp ANP ^ was ^gt&^lished who had later drooped out of sight*

2B

Jtelephone number as TSMMWiW a . . . I— J Wheaton,an
?.

to
i?

EUHRY to contact him' relative to~interestinghim in re-activating in the ANP. ®

- 2
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE:

On 6/7/62.1 |(RAC) orally advised of an
ANP meeting held 5/31/62. This information was reduced
to written form and authenticated by * the informant 8/13/

6

2 0

The written report, which is retained as A

3

1 ~~M
as follows:

1 00 AH
1 *=» 105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER)
1 - 105-11667 | I

1 - 105-9116 (KBN FLECK)
1 - 105-12296 (JOHN WALLACE)
1 - 105-

<5) «= 105-3527
1 - 105-9118
1 - 105-12832
1 - 105-11670
1 -

JWT:pat
(12 )





TOTED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE:

PROM ? SA JOHN W. TOEOT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 6/7/62 | [RAC) orally furnished information
concerning a meeting of the American Nazi Party held 5/24/62 c

This information was reduced to written form, authenticated
by the informant 6/13/62- is retained as A)|

and is as follows:
'

1 ** A)| I

<dP- 105-3527
1 — 105—9118
1 - 105-12296 (JOHN WALLACE
1 - 105-9116 (

1 - 105-11500 (

1 - 105-11667

p

1 - 157-107
1 - 105-
1 - 105-12832 _
1 - 157-19
1 - 65-582
1 - 105-1709 1

JW:pat



00" 157-3

Chicago,- Illinois
June 7, 1962

VOn Thursday 'evening,
members of the American Nazi.
Chicago,-.'';.;-

'

i

" <

24, : 1962,:
.

a ;m©eting’of.
ms held at ANP

. JOHH WALLACE,
KEN FLECK
JOE FBHRY
WAYNE MUELLER

b6
'hlC *

'

store o He
will open ?for
will be
ity ; He
merchandise
of the prof it:

I
gave a report on progress ;of the, book;

that things are shaping up and that the store
business; to, the public Saturday, 5/26/62 0 Hours

£from 9; 00 a „ m, to 9 s 00 p,m«
out that because a

1

certain amount
obtained from';.the . ”Women* s Voice”

in the operation will go to

will
of “>fchey

'

a 'Percentage

reported
between .

a .few' days - earlier JT

that as a result of the fight
JOE BEAUHARNAIS at ANP
Isworeout ’'.an. -assault;.

against BEAUHARNAlS't Shakespeare district police are
;
attempting

to locate, BEAUHARNAIS and have contacted I I regarding his
whereabouts . - i istated he : has had- telephonic contact -with
BEAUHARNAIS- but doesnft know wherehe is and that* h© :

r Istated he • intended; ;tb " fee.’

fer

is hiding put
truthful- with the police
BEAUHARNA IS' over helping

fed he
really

Jo 6

b7C
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SAC, CHICAGO (103-9800) July 9 , 1962

SA ROBERT J* DOLAN

RACIAL MATTERS

On 6/28/62, captioned Individual was interviewed
by SAs ROBERT J# DOLAN and CLEMENT J. HOCO.iboaUBe of

] current employment as a[
irlines and because of hiUnited Airlines and because of his possible knowledge of

the nuserous thefts having recently occured at that
airline , SA ROOD assisted in this interview.

Results of the interview with the subject are
submitted herewith on attached ID 302s.

"b6

b7C

1 « 157-3 (American tbusi PartvV
~ American .Nationalists

)

105-3527

RJDjmej
<4)

' SEARCHED

fifPifti »gn /FOILED mm :

JUl 1 0 1962 i

M— CHICAaO



F*' FD-302 (Rev; 1-25-60) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dote July 7, 1962

. Chicago,
Illinois, advised that he first became affiliated with the
Atoeyi^aa Nazi Party (AUP) approxiiaately two years ago V

through membership in that organization’s affiliated
group s the Fighting Anrican Nationalists <fFAj) . He cam©

ft- . 0 M.m - - |
11 TrTj S' v

J whom h© m©t
Jstated he ' became

into contact with the FAN through
through unrecalled circumstances!.,
a member of FAN and attended meetings of that organization
in the headquarters , I

| Chicago, Illinois.
He said that he still considered himself to be a. ••member in
good standing'' , although since th® dissolution of the’ FAN
he imagines such membership is now held with

; the ANP.
I
stated that this, is an assumption on his part 'for

he has not been officially advised as to the ’status of his
membership.

Jo 6

b7C

[ ] characterized the ANP as an organization
with .’•certain; ideological ties with National Socialism",
but: actually is more '•socialistic'’ - and "racist"’ than what
one understands is meant by the National Socialism In
ADOLPH HITLER’S Nazi Germany,

stated that he regards the' ANP and its
activities as entirely legal and has noted they are far
above board in their attempts to maintain proper.

:
legal

standing,. He, added that it is his belief that the .ANP*

s

greatest fear is that some action, taken Will, be 'found
Illegal and will "sink the organization".

be
b7C

said h© found ; the- ANP, to. be
,n nature and seeking strict:.

1 was for this reason that he joined' tii.
Charges of anti-Semitism against the Party^were ineyitable
since ,it is his opinion that "certain anti—Semitic tendencies"
are necessary if strict segregation is- to be promoted* b?c

I | stated .that he personally
: is in accord with ' the.

ANP* in their efforts

On
6/28/62

.at File ^0 105“*98SO

by SAs ROBERT J. DOLAN and CLEMENT J. HOOP/ 7/3/62
; mej '

Thie document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It te the property, of the FBI and Is loaned toyour agency; it and its contents are not to b© distributed outs id© your agency s



CG 105-9860

on synagogues as "kid stuff". Further,
| I explained

knowing the organization as he does , he would definitely
state that the belief that the AMP any connection with
past bondings or connections with the desecration of
cemeteries is "shore nonsense".

I |
advised he regards GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL

as sincere in stating he will get complete control of
this country by entirely legal means. Further, the
reported statements that the AMP will dispose of large
numbers of Jews as "traitors" is ,

in - his opinion
, maant

to apply only to ^racial traitors*! I I stated he
has participated in public demonstrations- with the Chicago
organization when it operated as FAN, He cited as an
example, the picketing of the Israeli Consulate in Chicago
in April, 1961 and the subsequent fight on the Michigan
Avenue Bridge, In this Instance

,

1 I charged the "Jews
were really out to get us% when the FAN representatives
appeared in court following the occurrence, -

| |
Stated that because of his present

position with Waited Airlines, at O'Hare Airport, he
can no longer participate publicly .' with the AMP, le
added that he visits the headquarters only occasionally
and is unacquainted with the membership,

I 1stated he could . furnish no additional
information regarding the organization, its members or
activities. He said that if he had knowledge of illegal
activity on the part of the AMP he "would be the first .

to come ,|o the FBI with ? such ^information**.

| is described as follows %

Race ,

sex
Date of birth
Place of birth
Height
Weight
Build

White
Male

Chicago, Illinois
5'6"
160 lbs.
Medium

be
b7C

tf

tf



CG 105-9860

Hair
Eyes
Complexion
Residence

Occupation

Brown, close cut
Brown
Medium

Chicago. IllinoTg
I J United Airlines,
0*Hare Airport, Chicago, 111.
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FD-209 (Rev. 1 1-23-60)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum \

TO SAC

from : SA

subject:

kobhc* t. mum

IMflV

DATE: JUN 2 1 1962

PCI

Os,

PSI

b7D

Dates of Contact

Titles and File #s on which contacted

Purpose and results of contact

Hi1 Negative

-^ I Positive

$#• fcttnohwat.

£&m itmm &t Whttm fffirrl#
*•?•**** «oo toimmKt^mxXU. »ubk 1* 1» th* U Mctlos of

Personal Data
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Chicago, Illinois
May 31, 1962

On Thursday, May 24, 1962, a meeting of the
Chicago Branch of the American Nazi Party fANP) was held
at that organization!!? headquarters.

approximately 9s00 p«sa
£The meeting commenced at

Present were the followings

]

WAYNE MOELLER

JOSEPH FUHRY
KENNETH F1ECK
JOHN WAL&ACE

I
| commenced toy saying that the meeting

would not last long in that they had nothing to discuss

»

Most of the talk of the evening was concerned with the
activities at the yinland Book Store, which is currently
toeing operated toy the Chicago Branch of the ABP on the
ground floor level of the headquarters building*

It is said that the Vinland Book Store is
doing quite well and if the business continues a it. will
more than lay for itself* At the present time]
I 1 are operating the store*

During the meeting it was Mentioned that two
new charges have been lodged against I 1 tout
it was net explained if these charges were also to apply
to WAYNE XDEUUBE, Qm of the. charges, it is recalled,
Is concerned with distribution of oversized leaflets which
evidently is in violation of city law*
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at AKP
wl10 *PP®*«»d for the second ,tiae

5l enployed as a I Im is waitQfr sale, approximately 6° 2”
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«fj S «mt ©eea©i©n s a Meeting held«ay 3, xSoSj, at ASP headquarters.-

the headquarters
fo®» the garage building
broke its leg in three
intends to continue
recoaperated.

-

unit dog recently juaped
adjoining headquarters and
ace®.

I I apparently
beeping the dog once it has

asn no
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®f »>*»* JOES WAUACE has contribute,
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It was also learned that

,

National states Rights Sfcrty and a friend oil

nee Sa»A
At Meeting of the

ia Chicago. This organisation is
?5
P
fT??

t2y a@t worhiag snt too well and it is anticipatedit will probably fold in the near future.

„ .
la that there was no business to discuss theMeeting terain&ted shortly after 9?SO p»M*
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Chicago 9 Illinois
May 31 9 1962

On May 17 e 1962, the following individuals if

t

at African Masi Party CAMP) Headquarters, I

|Chicago 9 Illinois

t

jcsem wmm
KEM FU5CK
WATOB WffiL&SSR

was not present at this meeting.
Although is was a roguaar nesting night » tbs group present
spent their tins preparing ths announcements of the opening
of the Finland Bool Store scheduled for May 24, 1962„

be
-b7C

assistance sane®

[

it wa learned that during ths course of the
I appealed to KEN FLECK for financial

]is not presently employed, It is

FLECK.
he was only successful in getting $6*00 iron

It was also learned that
a eonplaint
with assault

o

police had visited

has signed
BSAUHARNIAS charging BKAUHARNXAS

with this it was learned that
the AMP Headquarters,

be
b7C

Mo plains are feeing aade at. this tine for future
activity for the AMP*. Mo information has been put out to
the membership regarding the once talked of national
convention to he held in Chicago nor has anything been
said concerning a visit of Commander ROCKWELL to the Chicago
area.



/

.
It was learned that the individuals concerned

ia the formation of the new Nazi party la Chicago have openly
shown their dissatisfaction with the new organisation
and have indicated complete boredom, I

~
l and

I are 'known to Regard this organisation very
lightly and, feel confident 'it will not succeed,

'

i

/

!
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10

5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

SAC, CHICAGO (105-3527) date: 8/30/62

subject:

SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

RACIAL MATTERS

;

POTENTIAL BOMBING SUSPECT

Investigation of this matter was re-instituted
to verify subject's residence and employment In compliance
with existing Bureau instructions regarding potential bombing
suspects.

The following information is noted:

Residence and Employment

On 8/27/62, I lOL
individual currently resides at

|

Chicago, headquarters of the Ameri<
Source stated that as of this time|
subsists on relief from the city.

Miscellaneous Information

I (RAC) advised that captioned

:i Party (ANP).
lis unemployed and

It is noted that captioned individual, according
to nrtwi nnc i y identified source, has recently been commissioned
as I H Chicago Branch, ANP, and serves as a

j

of the Chicago Unit of that organization.

It is recommended that this matter be placed in a
closed status and a tickler set for six months for verification
of subject ^s_Efiaidence and employment at that time. It is b6
noted that

| 1 activities are followed on a continuing b 7 <

basis through investigation of the ANP.

RJDigmf
. OS) ¥
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UNITED STATES ' GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM '

1

TO .1 SAC, CHICAGO (.157=3)

FROM : SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

SUBJECT? AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

On August 1962, \ |(RAC) , who has furnished
reliable information in the past , furnished SA- LELAND G. RICHIE
with information concerning activities of the Chicago Branch,
American Nazi Party*

A copy of this information is attached hereto.



August 8, 1962
Chlcsgo« Illinois

On July 20 p 1962; a regular meeting of the Chicago

Wnit of the American Nazi Party (ANP) was held at that

organization 0 s headquarters; I

~~|
Preset

were the followings

KEN FLECK

During the course of this meeting;

was commissioned as a Captain of the Chicago Wni-t-j ANP*

WAYNE MUELLER was court martialed during the course

of this meeting for his refusal to participate in a picketing

demonstration on July 17, 1962 b MUELLER has the opportunity
;

r>

)

to visit Arlington;^ Virginia; National Headquarters for

further training! however; he has some time in which to make

his decision if he will do thie 0

It was also learned that has been

listed as Absent Without Leave since July 17, 1962, No

further business was transacted during the course of this



r

t

SAC, CHICAGO (167-3) 9/1X/62

SA ROBERT J. BOL&N

AMERICAN' NAZI PARTY , ska,
RACIAL MATTERS

On AmniB't 27 1962 • I
^(RAC) , ^10 has

furnished reliable information in the past, furnished SA
ROBERT J. SOLAN with information concerning activities of
the Chicago Branch, American Nazi Party.

A copy of this information is attached hereto.

The original of. this information is located in
Chicago file A)

1
1
1
X

Al

157-117 <

105-9118
105-3527

lighting American Nationalists)



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/11/62

SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

AHSRSCAK NAZI PARTY, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

On July 16, 1962,
|

|RAC>. who has
furnished reliable information in the past, furnished SA
ROBERT J. DOLAN with information concerning H'ivities of
the Chicago Branch, American Nazi Party.

A copy of this information is at r„£iCjut£ii «*--.r?to.

RJD:gaf



9/11/62SAC, CHICAGO (167-3)

SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

AMERICAN NASI PARTY, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

On August 16, 1962, |(RAC) , vrho has
furnished reliable information in the past, furnished SA LELAND
6. RICHIE with information concerning activities of the Chicago
Branch, American Nazi Party (ANP)

.

A copy of this Information is attached hereto.

Chicago
The original of this information is located in

file Aj

.bo

b7C
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1 « 105-
1 - 167-62 L
(1 •- 105-3527
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ChltASOt
July 18, 1062

‘Tbe Chleago Braoob, AatftrjLcftn ^rty (ANP)

cttnr«iitl^ haa tvo t*l«i^Qa«i( locAtd<3 la the Imd^usartiare
'

tmUldliur* On# suiidber*

’

; %» listed to theAseriean Kfcsei jtotft the second, .

'•'. iiliit«4 to the Vinlwad Book Stare, a retail book oatlot '•.

. located on the ground lloor olthe headquarters building•

.

:

;.'

. The ANP hasthe entire building with soakers f |
..

;

MBS 'iwitf tfooft1* .y*f
j|
^A4ii0O '-

;• on the aecond flooy> | land I I have ge^entqy ';,

been taraosfarred fro* Arlington, Virginia,
;

to'the’ Chicago •

- heating 'vooae tot. theonlt are also eaintained
'

.
(Hi them with the living quarters lnthehesdquarters

- --ihvdpMMaivV.
‘

--V;''*

'- '••.. Yr'4 '

At the inreeent tiioe there are approaieately 17
"

'-aenBieni 1b H« A))P, Chicago Branch*

’
: >/ .Ao of the currant tioc the Chicago Branch has no

\ ^treasury hut depend* upon receipt of dues.* collections,. . and .

'

'; contributions iroa the seahershlp to handle-.ci^onseo. ",

lathing specific hiis been plntmed tot the future •

oitheCfclcago organisation*

V i/. "V\
. ; ,m % mm -

' '/ ' .•'/•/'
‘ ’

'
*

*



August 27, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

gutil the consolidation of the American Naai

party <A£P), Chicago Brandt, with tie Chicago unit of the

lighting American Nationalists (FAH), the FAS' maintained

its headquarter# with tho ASP at 2124 North Banea Avenue,

Chicago. Until the consolidation of those two units, the

Chicago Branch of the i?AN was by tftf;. following

officers:

KEH SI^CK
44S0 North Albany
Staff Officer*



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/14/02

SA JOHN W. TOEOT

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
EM

On 6/13/62 |(RAC) orally furnished information
concerning a visit 6/4/62 to the American Nazi Party (ANP)
Headquarters, Chicago, This information was reduced to
writing, authenticated by the informant and will be located
in A a

b6
hi
hi

1 „ All 1

105-3527
1 - 105-11500
1 - 105-11667

(WAYNE MUELLER)

JWTipat
(5)

a

O



August 15, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

On August 11* 1962, the following members of the
Chicago Branch of the American Kami Party CAMP) conducted
a picketing demonstration at the Israeli Consulate, 936
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois:

KEN
1

ThKClC

FLECK and!
|
were "inactive participants" and

remained more or less to one side. Placards with inscriptions
were carried reading, "Bring Back Soblen So We Can Gas Him."

The demonstration was conducted without incident.
The Chicago Police sent representatives to the scene, hut
there was no trouble.

1

tf

tf
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CG 157-3

June 13, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

It was learned that on 6/4/62 JOSEPH FtIHRY was
in contact with I I at headquarters of the American
Wazi Partv. I I Chicago. On that
occasion

|
| mentioned that WAYNE I MOET.tjer had left

town and gone to Florida without saying anything about it
at ANP headquarters, I lwas sore at them for leaving without
telling anyone about their plans and considered them sort
of AWOt» from the ANP.

- 2 -



9/18/62

A-

A

SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

SA JOHN W. TOEDT

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RM

On 7/2/62 there was received iron [ ] (RAC)
oral information concerning a picket demonstration by the
ANP at the headquarters of ’The Worker ’% Chicago, 6/28/62.
After being reduced to written form and authenticated hv, the
informant, this information was placed in A)

- a£
105-3527
105-12832
105-
100- ("THE WORKER")

be
b7C
b7D

JWTspat
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CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
July 2, 1962

On Thursday, June 28, 1962,
and

| I
as representatives of the American Nazi

Party, Chicago, picketed in front of ‘The Worker" Office, 36
Vest Randolph Street, Chicago, The picket lasted from approximately
7:30 p.ra. to 8:15 p.m. Signs were carried which read, ’’Communism
Must Be Smashed", "Communists Upstairs" and "Communist Propaganda
Mill Upstairs".

2 -



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/18/62

SA JOHN W. TQEBT

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RM

On 7/3/62 (RAC) orally advised Q'—
. . , , ,

...... . T a visit
to the headquarters of the ANP, Chicago, on that date. The
information was incorporated into a written report, authenticated
by the informant and i& being retained as A]

1

1 — All I

1 - 105-11667
|

1 - 105-3527
|

1 - 105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER)
1 - 100- ("WE THE PEOPLE*')
1 - 100-

|

—

—

JWT: pat
(7)

b6
b7C
b7D

SEP 1 9 1962



CG 157-.3

Chicago, Illinois
July 3, 1962

On 7/3/62 d
American Nazi Party.

I

learned froal

luring a visit tn hanri«iuvffcers 0f
J Chicago, it was—... j unicago, iz was

T~ ' June 20 » 1962 - GEORGE LINCOLN
I a w/f ViVini intfiT <r wm . . . « »
— J UTM lu.-jtu -- : I v.—V*»v« *4AilvWJU
and WAYNE MUELLER attended a session of

ROCKWELL,

£.
ROCKWELL was not recognizad and during a gusstlon

£®r*?d
4
# *sjced

^°f
volunteers to help him picket communists,

A cou?*e of volunteers hut when they learned hisidentity they would bays nothing to rift , with him. When heintroduced himself to
[

1

i
i 1 after the convention,

Jshunned him, ROCKWELL then was interviewed by arepresentative of the CBS,



9/18/62

.¥

4

SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

SA JOHN V. TOEDT

AMS&ICAN NAZI PARTY
RK

Qa 7/2/62 oral information concerning a visit to
hoadmiart^rs oi the ANP, Chicago, 6/20/62, was received from

1C), This information was incorporated iato a
writtea report, which was authenticated by the informant and
vhich is located in A3

|

1
1'

1
1
1
1
1

X05-3527
10b-
105-9077
105-9118
157-19
157-100

(LYRL CLARK YAK HYNNINGF

JWTipat
(8 )

J\ - -
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Chicago, Illinois
July 2, 1962

On June 20. 1962. American Nazi Party headquarters.~
~1 Chicago

.

was visited by I I

JOE FUERY and

|

scrubbing floors and cleaning, It was learned from [

The evening was spent

had visited
] He stated he had been

that on June 17, 1962, former member f

headquarters and talked with
living in California and that he and his wife had separated.
He now lives with his parents in Lombard, Illinois. He had
come to headquarters to look around and was impressed with
what he saw. He expressed a continuing interest in the
movement.

It was also learned that
I

and the ANP split the profits from the Vinland Book Store
three ways after

| |
payment is made,

I presently lives at
I Chicago.



9/18/62SAC, CHICAGO <157-3 >

sa john w. toedt

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
KM

On 7/6/62
| t |

(RAC) orally advised of a visit
to ANP Headquarters . Chicago

r
7/5/62. THis information is

retained In A] J after having been reduced to a
written report and authenticated by the informant.

I
A
157-127
100-
105-
1Q5-3527
157-138

JIT: pat
(7)

r.yV



0 0

m 157-z

Chicago, Illinois
July 6, 1962

On July 5, 1962. at headquarters of the American
Party, I I Chicaja, I I

ASP, was heard to statu that he would he in charge of a
meting of the Chicago branch of the M? being called for the
evening of July 6, 1962. lie stated he is act happy with
some of tht? members and that GEORGE JuXKCQLK KOCKfiTbL wants 24
hour guard duty at headquarters and much more organized activity.
He stated that is that connection he will picket alone on
Saturday, July 7, 1962, at noon in front of 36 West Randolph
Street, Chicago, and also plans to arrange for demonstrations
in Milwaukee and Madison, Wisconsin. He also stated that two
more troopers will be coming to Chicago from Arlington.
Virginia, for assignment. One will be I l and both are
from the rough and tough ,'B" squad at Arlington. He also
remarked that it now will be a rule that not all officers of
the Chicago branch will appear at the same function and it
was for that reason thst| |did not participate
in a picketing demonstration earner that evening. He also
announced that a national convention of the AKP would be held
at ANP headquarters, Chicago, sometime in August, 1962.

It was observed that I I and I I are presently
residing at ANP headquarters with

|

2 *•



9/13/62

%
SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

3A JOHN W. TQKDT

AMERICAN NAZI PART?
RM

Oa 6/19/(32 1 I(hAC) orally advised of a picket
demonstration by tbs American Nasi Party (ANP) of a meeting
of the FAACP 6/17/62. This information was incorporated in
a written rfinayt. authenticated by the informants and placed
in Aj I

1 - 106-9113
|

1 - 105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER)
1 - 105-11667
1 — 105—3527
1 - 105-12296 (JOHN WALLACE')
1 - 100-3261 (NAACP)
1 - 105-9998

|

4WT:pat
(9 )

SE&'LlZS'ri .... ,, flita

SEP 1 9 1962
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06 167-3

Chicago, Illinois
June 19, 1962

On Sunday, June 17. 1962. CBB0BG8 LHfCQLS BQCMFII&,
|
VAYlfS MUELLER. I I

Mid
JOHK WALLACE picketed a neatlng of tin HAACP Raid at Me Coraick
Place, Chicago. All are mesbers of the American Itami Party and r°

ware in AMP uniform except for ROCKinELL, who wore a ewastika
mraband. I I

not in uniform, was present to take photographs.
The picketing was conducted for a period of approximately one
hour between 3; 30 p»m» and 7:30 p.a. and was orderly, inere
were no incidents.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3.) DATE: 9^j

FROM : SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, Aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

On 9/7/62, Detective | | Security
Section, Intelligence - Division

,

' Bureau of • Inspectional
Services, Chicago Police Department , furnished SA ROBERT J.
DOLAN with 14 photostat copies- of "Applications for
Membership in the American Nazi Party", executed’ by'
the individuals for whom conies of this memo have begi
designated. Detective I Iadvised that the Chicago
Police Department received fop their examination . originals
of mentioned documents as furnished by

| 1
Chicago Branch, American Nazi Party (ANP) .

^

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

105-9847_
157-100 1 1

X00—3527
105-12832
105-11667
105-1150Q
105—9860
157-107

(WAYNE MUELLER)

105-12823~[
105-12296 (JOHN WALLACE)
105-12817
105-12828

RJD?mej
(15)

be
b7C
b7D
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Submitted herewith for appropriate files is
one copy of mentioned photostat. Such will be maintained
in )J5~3S£'7- //? 'I

Due to the length of these documents and
the quantity of information contained therein, such .

information will not be reflected in instant memorandum
but rather it is suggested that a review of these
documents be made for whatever value such may be in
connection with investigation of these individuals.



/

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PART?
RM

DATE:

On 6/19/62 there was received orally from
information concerning, activities of members of the American
Nazi Party (ANP), Chicago, 6/17/62. This information was
incorporated into a written report., which yas authenticated
by the informant and which is -located in A

(RAC)

jas

1 - Aj

1 - 105-9118
1 - 105-115Q0
1 - 105-11667
1 - 105-12296

<£$>- 105-3527
1 - 105-8261
1 - 105-9998
1 - 105-9116

/-WAYNE MPELUESp

(JOHN WALLACE)

(NAACP)

(KEN FLECK)

JWT:pat
(10)

Jo 6

b7C
b7D

/a 6 -3^2-7 r
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CG 157-3

Chicago, -Illinois
June 19, 1962

On afternoon June 17, 1962, GEORGE LINCOLN
ROCKWELL, 1 1 WAYNE MilELLER. 1 1 JOE
FUHRY f JOHN WALLACE and gathered at .headquarters
of the ANP. L Chicago, and travelled
to Riverview Park, Chicago, where th®y attended a gathering
of a federation of various German American organizations in
Chicago. The day consisted of festivities and recreation of
various kinds and the above group spent approximately two hours
socializing with others present. Lat© in. the afternoon the

. above group returned to the AMP headquarters , changed clothesi;,

also accompanied them in street dress for the purpose of taking
photographs

.

Upon completion of the picketing all returned to
AMP headquarters and again changed clothes. ROCKWELL, fROCi

JOHN WALLACE, JOE FXJHRY and I

again left shortly and returned to the festivities at Riverview
Park. They were joined there later by KEN FLECK and I

I

~1 The evening was spent socializing with some ANP

]

literature being passed out.

be
b7C

«» 3
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157=3) DATE: jfylr-1 3.' 19^2
•

FROM : SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, aka,
RACIAL MATTERS

On June 28, 1962, (RAC),, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished SA ROBERT J. DOLAN
with information concerning activities of the Chicago Branch,
American Nasi Party,

A copy of this information is attached hereto.

The original of this information is located in
Chicago file

X - Milwaukee (RM) (105- )

i - a H
~1

1 = 105=9110 (JOE FUHRY)
1 = 157=100 H L
1 = 105=11500 (WAYNE MUELLER)

'

105=3527 1

1 = 105=10151
1 = 105=11667
1 - 105=9118

’ 1 = 105=11670

RJDj.gmf
( 11 )

be
b7c
b7D
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June 28, 2962
Chicago, Illinois

On Tuesday, June 29, 1962,
|

and WAYNE MUELLER appeared in court in con-

nection with their arrests during the spring of this year

following a picketing demonstration at the State Lake Theater.

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, National Commander of the American
‘

_ ‘i
J

.
" *

Nazi Party (ANP), who was visiting in Chicago at the time,

also was observed in the courtroom.
* ^ %

of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and WAYNE MUELLER * s

(Last Name Unknown) were also

present in the courtroom.

Poliowing the court appearance, all went to dinner
\

together and then went riding around Chicago in

car. They returned to the Chicago ANP Branch Headquarters

at about 12s 15 a.ra. , June 20, 1962.

During the absence of the above group, KEN FLECK was

placed in charge of the Headquarters. During the evening of

Tuesday, June 19, 1962, while Commander ROCKWELL and the others

were sightseeing in Chicago, FLECK, JOE FUHRY, and
|

worked cleaning the garage, which is attached to the

headquarters building.

It was learned that
|
is planning on

spending his vacation with which is scheduled

tf

tf



• *

to begin on June 29 or 30, 1962. Their plans are unknown.—
with the F. E„ Compton

Company, has been on the rolls of the unemployed. He is said

to own one-third interest in the Vinland Book Store; however,;

he cannot take any revenue from this investment because of

his status on Unemployment Belief,

\ It was learned that Commander ROCKWELL visited

the court on Wednesday, June 20, 1962, where
\ . i

1

and MOELLER again appeared. Apparently ROCKWELL took no

active interest in the proceedings, but appeared merely as
j

'
i „ , i

) •••

a spectator.

On Wednesday night, June 20, 1962, ROCKWELL appeared

at a f,We The People” meeting held in Chicago, and during the

course .of this meeting, arose and challenged the group present
' ;

i '

to join him in picketing the Jewish War Veterans, He'•••••'
r •. ••

.

•

apparently received little or no response to this challenge.

* *"
• i

2 ft



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

FROM:

SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630)

SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

DATE: JUL 1 6 1362

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PART?
RACIAL MATTERS

Oa June 28, 1962,1 l(RAC), who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished SA ROBERT J* DOLAN
with information concerning activities of the National States
Rights Party.

A copy of this Information is attached hereto.

The <

Chicago file A
s information is located in

Milwaukee (RM)
(1 - 105=
(1 - 105=

A
105-558?
105=3527
105-1015
105^9118
105=1166
105=
105=
1Q5=
105=1166
I

RJDsgmf
(14 )



June 28, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

On June 16, 1962, & meeting was held at the La Salle

Hotel, Mezzanine, Parlor F, Chicago, Illinois. This meeting

had been advertised as a National States Rights Party (NSRP)

affair and HAH NELSEN, 'who identifies himself as Illinois

representative of the NSRP, was responsible for the meeting.

Approximately S5 people were present, among which

were the following;

f Milwaukee,
of Milwaukee

@BCR@E LINCOLN RlPCKWELL

Wisconsin
Wisconsin

The meeting commenced at approximately 9 p.m. and

terminated at about 10s 45 p.m.

U&M ©haired the meeting and began by reading

mentioned the NSRP. Sharing the ©ours® of his talk* NELSEN

gave no indication that the NSRP has a group in Chicago. This

left some doubt as to the real purpose for the meeting or who



Stei Paris?4 its aims® assi passps©©®* EOSSffEMo was well xeseived

I^HOT&SBg ©©aspEati©® @£ W^SWSM^s talk 9 EEIcSEH

y©®® &M p^aisad W^KSMa to&gfelyo Me p@iaitted <mt ttoat fee ferns

j

mews? 'fe©©® sa©s? £© fe® a 8tes£ a tat fe© feas ©toaaged feis views

Ea©fe $®m<m &tt®iad4®g ttoia meeti®® was ©fe&rged $1

at ifee &<mw &®d USE! &®ia@aaiffl@®d asp©® tfe® ffleetiiag*® ©<8*pl®ti©m

left tfee to©©,. ffe© Prsxgeed® @£ tfe© neetisagp tfee

smial ©feaapge i@a? tfe® ©©©ting rmm B mm t© g<9> £®r tfe® feeaseflt

psewistisly ©®8&ti©ffl>©d D is described as be
b7C



UNITED STATES CKWERHHBNY
MEMORANDUM

TO; SAG, CHICAGO (:

V

DATE; „jul i 6 1362

FROM; SA ROBERT <?.. DOLAN

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, 8&a.
RACIAL HATTERS

Or Jrr® 28,
reliable . information in
with- information <^'a«?©rhiffij

, who has furnished
fiHished SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

®£ the- ehi<?agoi Brsinch»

Chicago file A)

is attached hereto.
s

-
1

1

•
'

The. original of this inf 1©rmation is located in
]

1

1
1
i

1
l
1
1
i

Milwaukee

a
105=1167©
105=9118
105=10151
105=3527
105-11667
103=11500 /WAYNE MUELLER)
105=12832 L
105=5587 /MAX HBLSBHl
105=
105=4630 (National States Rights Pftrbr)

RJDsgmf
(13)

b6
b7C
b7D

\



June 28, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

On June 16, 1962, GOERGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL,

National Commander of the American Nazi Party (ANP),

arrived in Chicago from Arlington, Virginia. Be made the

trip via United Air Lines, arriving at O'&are Field at

I met him at the airport and from1 $ 13 p . m«

there, they drove to the Chicago ANP headquarters,
I I

As a result of the Commander's visit, an afternoon

gathering of the membership mas held on June 16, 1962.

Present at this gathering were the followings

Milwaukee,

WAYNE MOELLER
I \

MAX NELSEN
ESN FLECK

Wisconsin

During the course of this gathering, MAX NELSEN

spoke of the forthcoming National States Rights Party meeting

to be held that evening at the La Salle Hotel. The Commander

had been invited to attend and was to give a talk before the

gathering. During the course of NELSEN*s comments at the

afternoon gathering, he told those present that he wants them



meaning the Kazis, to "break heads, snaih ribs, and kill

the s.o.bo *8*' if it is necessary. NBLSElf made reference

in this regard to anyone who would attempt to break up his

meeting.



/

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO; SAC, CHICAGO (157=3) ' DATE? JUL x g m
FROM: SA ROBERT J. BOLAN

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, aka.
RACIAL HATTERS

On Jane -14, 1962, 1 IfRAC) f who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished. SA ROBERT J. DOLAN
with information concerning activities ef the Chicago Branch,
American. EF&fci Party , b6

hlC

A "copy ©f this information is '.attached hereto.

The original ©f
Chicago file A)

jfchig Information is located in

X *p

1 -
1 “

X ®
X ***

X -
X «»

X 08

X »

1 -
X 0
1 -
A
X »
1 «

157=131
105=13142
105=13143
105=3527
157=65
105=9998
105=11500
105=11667
105=12832
105=2363

'

105=5587
105=11666
105=11404
105=12821
105=11927

,

105=11670
[

105=9110

be
b7C

BJDsgmf
(31)



June 14, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

two of the individuals

who Attempted to start a new organization to be known as The

Nazi Party, visited American Hazi Party CMP) headquarters *

Chicago, Illinois, recently to see

During their conversation with he furnished

them with a Program of the ANP and with certain other ANP

literature. They seemed interested in the ANP and in the

literature gave them. They were heard to remark they

had seen the literature before, but had not read it carefully.

Apparently they now have different thoughts regarding the ANP*

gn spite of their appearance at the headquarters

and their interest in the organization, it is believed doubtful

they will affiliate themselves with the ANP, at least for the

time being* Apparently, this is because of the recent trouble

they got into with Chicago police. It is understood that both

were charged with statutory rape and it is rumored that
| |

is the 'one who **felew the whistle** on them* As a

result of their involvement with the young girl and their

arrest, The Nazi Party-' apparently is. no more,

It was learned that on Tuesday, June 12, 1962,

T

EEH FLECE, JOE FtfflBY, and visited the head*

quarters of the AHP* Ho meeting was held, but rather a



•1 w

bull session followed. recently borrowed a copy

of "Organisation of NSMP” from'KEM FLECK to use as a

reference work. He apparently is concerned in preparing

some type of article, tbe nature of which is unknown*

It was learned that JOE FT7HRY has recently received

a "promoti^** and is now holding the position of Party

: librarian*'
i

WAYHE I I HOELLEB recently visited tbe

National Headquarters of the MP at Arlington, Virginia*

They apparently made the trip of their own accord and had

no. specific reason for doing so, other than they were curious

as to what the National Headquarters is actually like.

get money from suchhas claimed the

ventures from Whose identity is unknown.

It has recently been learned that

is employed as a bartender at an unknown bar located at

Argyle and Clark Streets. He is said to work from approxi-

mately 9 or Id p#m. until early morning

PAUL ANDERSON and MAX NELSEN were recently at the

AMP headquarters to make arrangements with con-

cerning the forthcoming National States Bights Party meeting

to be held on June 16, 1962.
1 1

who hashas advised that

recently been in the custody of Juvenile Authorities at

Joliet, Illinois, has been released and is apparently

be
b 7 C

be
b7§

be
b7C

2



’playing it quiet'* by avoiding the ANP and its members at

least for the time being,

custody at Joliet.

is still in Juvenile

visited the headquarters building

on May 17, 1962, just to keep abreast of activities there.

has given up the MP. He is said to

be going to Sweden to reside permanently.

fke Chicago Branch of the MP wants to set up a

cinema club for the fall of 1962. Iwill be

in charge and is presently contacting various movie film

outlets

.

| |

has recently advised he has not seen

in some time.

one of the original affiliates of

the AHP in Chicago, Is now living in Wheaton, Illinois.

His current telephone number is

} b6
b7C

b6
b7C



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEM OR A N D U M

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157=3) jUL t 7 ig62

FROM
.
f SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

* - . »

SUBJECTS AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, Aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

On June 28, 1962,
reliable information In the

, who has furnished
furnished SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

With information concerning- activities of the Chicago Branch,
American -Nazi Party.

A copy -of this information is attached hereto.

The original of this information is located in
Chicago file A)

| |

i - &i . —l
$ - I05=*3527
T. = 105=9998

1

1 = 105=9110 (JOE FUHRYl .

1 = 105=11670 1 I

1. = 105=12296 (JOHN WALLACE)
1 - 105=9118

\

1 = 105=11667
1 = 105=10243|

Kcwnnurn nmrvph I[SEARCHED

SERIALIZED *

^INDEXED

.FILED ....

JI/L17 1962
FBI — CHICAGO

b7D

bo
b7C
b7D
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) BATES JUL l 7 1962

FROM S SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

SUBJECTS AMERICAN NAZI PARTS', Aka.
RACIAL HATTERS

On July 6, 1962, , ^h© has furnished
reliable information, in the past, furnished SA ROBERT J. DOLAN
with ..information, concerning activities of the Chicago Branch,
American Nazi Party

.

The oiHgiiTnaii <a-p -feh ijs information is located in
Chicago file A,

tit

1 - 105=
1 - 105=
1= 105=
Li = 105=
1 - 105=
X = 105=
I - 157=

157=
105=
105=

1 - 105,
1 - 157=
RJDsgmf

13966
[

9110
"

12296

13900
62
127
3527
11500
11667
138

be
b7C
bVD

/z> 6 ' 3'£'J7-
:res.

SEARCHED

SERIALIZED ....

juf
FBI-

INDEXED

^LEDi
17 m
-CHICAGO
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July 6, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

On Friday, July 6, 1962, a meeting of the Chicago

Branch, American Nazi Party (ANP) was held at that organiza-

tion’s headquarter©, Chicago, Illinois,

Among those present at this meeting were the following;

KEN FLECK
JOE FUHRY
JOHN WALLACE

6 '

a white male, mid to late
plus, medium build, blond straight30*s,

hair, light mustache,
l lmarried.

J a white male,
S’ 8”,
shaven

. . 16 or 19 years,
slender build, black hair, clean

The meeting commenced at approximately 8 p*m, and

terminated at approximately 9 p.ra,

meeting

.

chaired the

introduced to the membership

and advised them that had been sent to Chicago from the

ANP National Headquarters to head the Storm 'Troopers Division.

will share the leadership responsibilities,

with heading the Administrative Division of the organiza-

tion. It was indicated that
] [

will demand more discipline

from the membership.

It is noted that the Chicago organization no longer

its meetings on Tuesday and Thursday with the membership

- 1 -

be
b7C

b6
b7C
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divided as it lias in the past* Meetings are again held as

they were in the past*

Regarding the breakdown in the membership into the

Storm Troopers and Administrative Division* it is generally

regarded at the present time that only four members are

considered as being assigned to the Storm Trooper Division.

These are
| |

WAYNE
|

~|
MOELLER.

The balance of the membership is* for the time being at '
!

least* assigned to the Administrative Division. Principally*

the Storm Troopers will demonstrate publicly. On Occasion,

it is believed they will seek the assistance of certain of

the Administrative Division in these endeavors.

During the course of this meeting,
| |

spoke before

those present concerning the initiation of a typewriting

class which would be conducted by him so . that more of the

membership would be able to assist in the typing work of the

organization. It is believed that each person participating

will foe charged $8 per person for these classes. No date has

yet been set for the start of this activity.

It was learned that as of this date, only $30 had

been accrued for the July rent of $175.,

Nothing additional in the way' of official business

ranspired during the evening. .

*• 2 **

i





June 28, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

June 18, 1962, a number of the Membership

•gathered at the American Nazi Party (ANP) headquarters.

Present sere the followings

bf Milwaukee, Wisconsin

WAVME MUELLER

commander huu&wisme
i ~i
JOHN WALLACE

brought a copy of the movie “'Rise of Adolph

Hitler” , which was shown to those present, A tape recording

of ROCKWELL0® speech at &$$ish®rg, Pennsylvania, and of the

New York riot also played, St is understood that

granted a leave of absence from his duties

of Officer in Charge of the Chicago Branch, ANP,

The Commander indicated that he wants Chicago head-

quarters cleaned up. He was overheard to advise that he is

sending two of his.^^from the Arlington^ Vfi^inia, headquarters
1
to be stationed at Chicago. Their identities, purpose of visit,

or length of stay was n$t mentioned. During the course of the

evening, a collection was taken from those present to assist

the defraying the expenses of ROCKWELL® s trip back to Arlington,

Virginia,



UNITED-1 STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

FROM

SAC,

SA

'-3)

DOLAN

NAZI PARTS’, aka.

DATE?
AUG 1 0 1962

.Jaalf 12, 10@2j

with , information ©oncerffiing

’RAG)
, who Mas furnished.

past, furnished SA ROBERT j.. DOLAN
activites of the Chicago Branch, •

Chicago file A]

information is attached hereto,

i this information is located in

be
b7C



#sly 2.2 p 1962
ChiefcgOp llllssdls

' Qm Sme 2® 0 1962 6 a, Meeting of the Chicago JB&n&eh'

iParty (AMP) was held at that :organisation9*

The following were ppeseat at this Meetings



•J’he- seetiragf, which coananced. at approkiwaiely

9 p.otto 9 was chaired toy stressed the necessity

for getting the headquarters- building ion shape a. Xt was

announced that
|

~| was to begin a- typing class for the »e®b©r-

Ship, .which would enable wore .of the aenhers to assist in, the

typing work to be dose at headquarters*,, ,

A eoXlectioa was takes fron those .present to' assist

Ion raising. tb© bond ®oaey ,©f $230 O - $27 o80

was seeured;,.fr®» those‘present*. It ws#>. learned that

from

had tried unsuccessfully “ to secure the entire $250

the balance of the evening passed without incident

and no other official business was transacted * . $he meeting^

itself 4 terwinated at 'appro^iieately 3.830 p 0m 0 7.
•

.bo

b7C

p 2 m
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

t

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATES (o~^

FROM S SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

SUBJECT? AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

reliable
with'
American
hereto.

J(RAC) , wh© has furnished
inf©rsmtion ‘ in the past, furnished SA LELAND G. RICHIE

of the Chicago Branch,
information is attached

The original of this information is located in
Chicago, file A^

j =

f) -» 105-3527

1

1 - 157-127
1 - 105- (FNU l \

1 - 105=9110 (TJOE FUHRY) !_
1 —

~ 157—138 1

1 - 105-11500 CWAYNE MUELLER)
1 ~ 157-62
1 — 105—
1 ~ 105=

RJDsgmf
( 11)

be
b7C
b7D

siraAnEL'-
FBI— CHIC‘S'-' X
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157®3)
'

'dATEj

FROM J SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, aka.
RACIAL MATTERS

On August 8, 1962,1 I (RAC), who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished SA LEL&ND G. RICHIE
with information concerning activities of the Chicago Branch,
American Nasi Party.

A copy of this information is attached hereto.



August 8, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

On July 13, 1962, a regular meeting of the Chicago

Branch American Nazi Party CAMP) was held at that organizat-

ion's headquarters, Chicago,

Illinois a Present mere the followings

WAYNE MUELLER
JOE fPHRY

[

KEN FLECK
Imho

has since reportedly returned to Sweden

,

The meeting went without incident and nothing of

an official nature mas decided * Mo pertinent business mas
ii'.

•

' ‘

discussed.

Following the meeting proper », FLECK,

FUHRY, and visited the Hungarian ‘Village, a

restaurant and bar. All appeared at the establishment in

their Mazi uniforms* - The evening went without incident, and

no trouble mas caused because of their appearance.



J

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO t SAG, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE: 9-£4'-^

FROM : SA JOHN.W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RM '

There was received on 7/3/62 rfronj |(RAC)
oral- information concerning .a picket: demonstration by. the ANP
in front of "The Worker" , Chicago, 7/2/62 0 Thia-information . .

was.- included in a written, .repor t, which wag smt.hen-n ca-frad
by the informant and will.be located in Aj

1 = A
1 - 100- iTHR WiBXE&l

«= 105”3527 .

1 - 105=11607
1 - 157-127 -

1 - 157-138
1 - 105-
1 - 105=
1 - 105-12296 /JOHN WALLACE)
1 - 105=9998
1 - ,105f>

JWT: pat.

(12)

be
b7C
h!D



CG .157*3

Chicago, Illinois
July 3, 1962

On 7/2/62 members .of the American Nazi Party ,
Chicago., Illinois., .picketed. .in. front of offices :of "The: Worker”:

r

36 . West: Randolph Street, Chicago* I
\

of the: Chicago. Branch and l ~l

from .the Arlington,. Virginia, hteadnuarters participated. . 1

I I took photographs and*]
|
was , -an observer ..

,
P.TOo •

after: which all of above returned .to .ANP. headquarters, I I

The picketing lasted, from approximately 7700 p e m. to 8; 15
after: which all of above returned .to .ANP. headquarters - I

I Chicago. Also at headauarters were: JOE
EOHRY:, JOHN WALLACE and brought
to headquarters :a complete prepared meal for all present.

It was -learned, that have just y
arrived tin Chicago, being assigned here

.

from .Arlington, .by
GEORGE LINCOLN; ROCKWELL* According .to [ I two other, members,
from Arlington, are 'also .scheduled for reassignment: to the. -

Chicago unit of. the , ANP.

h6
hlC

- 2



UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE: 9-£4-6&

FROM s SA JOHN. W,. TOEDT
\

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI. PARTY
EM

7/2/62. information was received orally from— nceraing a meeting of the ANP, Chicago, 6/22/62.
After incorporation into a written report , this .information—WOO On . j 0 m • « « " _ . • 1

1

***+>*>* iiiwiiwrawon xuxo a wrirxen report, this -informa
was authenticated by the informant and . is located -.in.:.A)

X - A)|
I,

,

rlo- 105-3527
1 - 105-9116 (KEN FLECKV
1 - 105-11667 r
1 - 105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER.)
1-157-100 r
1 - 105-9998
1 - 105-

|

1 - 105-12296 (JOHN WALLACE)
1 - 105-12832 I

1 *- 105-9118
1 - 105-10214

JWTs pat
(13)

/" S'- 3S'3. J _ -j//
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CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
July 2,. 1962

On Friday night:, June. 22,. 1962, a. meeting of members
of the. American Nazj. -Party was held at ANP headquarters, |~

| Chicago.

Present were? .

KEN FLECK
JOE FOHRY

WAYNE MOELLER

1 (fnat a member).
(not. a member).

JOHN WALLACE and were excused.

|
(announced, that. Commander ROCKWELL wants the

. Chicago unit of the ANP to demonstrate or picket every week and
if a week is. missed that there be. two. demonstrations the following
week;.. He also, announced that two troopers from.ANP -headquarters
are to be assigned, to Chicago. and would arrive in a week or so.
He further -stated that he intended, to obtain a movie projector
in order to show films of riots in California, and Washington,.
D. C. ,> during .Congressional Committee, hearings.

r
iatl

It was also stated that
in to live with JACK VON BERG; that
separating.; The reason given .was
a ..witness against her employer, who is Jew!
case and does! not want her connection with
association .with the ANP to become known

is Vmov

that.[
f
ng
are
be]

is .to
tax -..evasion

and his

be
blC

be
b7C

\
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE!

FROM ! SA JOHN W. TOEOT

SUBJECT! AMERICAN NAZI PARTY

On 7/6/62 oral information concerning a vd^sit to
headquarters' of the ANP, Chicago, was -received from
After: incorpkjration into written form, this information was

](RAC)

.

authenticated, by. the informant and is retained as , A)

1 - A'

^2?- 105-3527.
1 - 157-127
1 - 10541500
1 - 105=>9998
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-11670
1 - 10.5-9118

(fWAYNB 'MUELLER)

JOT! pat
•• (12 )

be
b7C
b7D
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- ^
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V .

GG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
July 6, 1962

On July 5, 196
.the American- Nasi Party,t

1* Wftg observed at headquarters of
I Chicago, that

the effect that onthe, official ANP . log contained" notations to
7/2/62 1 ~l WAYNE MOELLER and; JOE FOHRY
were on duty during the evening hours 0 -It also was reflected
that a ‘ picket demonstration had been conducted by the ANP
and , that the headquarters had also been visited, bv I

1 taHrt :1 j»aa at

|were on c

and
. I

and taerformec

It was recorded, that on 7/3/62

f

be
b7C

a work detail scraping paint and cleaning
1 was released

through
floors. It also was recorded . that
on that date on $2500.00- bond arranged .by

a -bondsman

.

•On 7/4/62 f I were .recorded
as being, on duty and engaged in a general clean-up.

- 2 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157=3) DATE:

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RM

There was received orally 6/20/62 fr©m|
|
(RAC)

information concerning a visit to the headquarters of the
American Nazi Party (ANP), Chicago, 6/19/62. This information
was reduced to written form, which wag authenticated by the
informant, and which is retained as A

i
L

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

*£
105=
105=3527
105=9118
105=1709
105=11500
105=9116
105=11670
105=12296
105=
157-100

(JOSEPH BEAUHARNAIS)
(WAYNE MUELLER)
(KEN FLECK)

(JOHN WALLACE) .

JWT:pat
(12 )

be
b7C
b7D



CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinofe
June 20, 1962

During the evening of June 19, 1962, the following
individuals were present at headquarters of the American
Nazi Party, | I

Chicago

s

JOE BEAUHARNAIS
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL
WAYNE MUELLER
KEN FLECK
JOE FUHRY

and[
Around 7; 00 p 0m

town",
the

I and

ROCKWELL, f |
MUELLER

J MUELLER wg$?t out to dinner and to "do the
BEAUHARNAIS left shortly later. Later in

~J JOHN WALLACE and I 1

dropped bv,
work.

3^only a few minutes and left for
FLECK and FUHRY spent the evening

cleaning the basement and garage of the headquarters. . ROCKWELL
and the group with him returned at about 11s 30 p.m. ROCKWELL
retired a few minutes later, I I left to go to work, (He
is I | at the Drake Towers.) and the rest shoved
ofx lor nome.

It was learned at that occasion that|
|
parents

were to call for ROCKWELL at 9s 30 a.m. the next morning and take
him over to their place of business where they' had some gifts
for him and then introduce him to some friends of theirs.

(

ROCKWELL then planned to again attend the trial of
| I

MUELLER and I Ilater in the day. He, together with
[ |

BEAUHARNAIS and MUELLER had spent all day
6/19/62 at the trial. ROCKWELL is optimistic concerning
the outcome.

b6
blC

be
b7C

a» 2 *CB
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE: 9- £4-4/2.

FROM SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RM

I , l(RAC) orally furnished on 6/27/62 information
concerning a visit to .the headquarters of the ANP, Chicago, on
that date. This information was incorporated into a written
report, signed by the informant, and is retained as A)

1 All

105-3527
- 105-1709

1 = 105—
1 - 105-11670
1 — 105—
1 - 105-9118
1 - 157=100
1 = 105—11500

3ARNAIS)
)

(WAYNE MUELLER)

JWT:pat
(10 )

•bo

b7C
b7D

\



CG 157=3

Chicago, Illinois
June 27, 1962

.

On the evening of June 27,
the Aimayicpm Tfagsi Party

t

J Ju£visited by

that

BEAUHARNAISTT

1962 o the headquarters of
1 Chicago, was

.TfVR fflTHftV fluid nmuft f I
]

It. .was learned from
WAYNE MUELLER

had- been' sentenced to a year in jail plus a fide and had reported
to the Cook • County jail that day. It also was annnnncert that
on the following evening, June 28, 1962,
would picket in front of ’The Worker” Office, Chicago. It was
observed that I I is in possession of a .357 magnum pistol.
It was also observed that JOE BEAUHARNAIS was driving a dark
red Chevrolet with a light top ,

1962 Illinois License!
possibly a 1950 model, with

b6
b7C

£

» 2 -

(



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, CHICAGO {157=3) DATS?

FROM : SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

PARTY

Oa 9/11/62 (RAC) »

DOLAN with information concerning tto® <

A copy of this information is attached
can b@ located in A]| i

i - a 1 I

p- 105=3527
1 - 157=127
1 - 105=1390©
1 = 157=62

|

1 - 105=9110 (JO! FUHRY)
1 = 105=12296 (JOHN WALLACE)
1 = 105= (PRO°AMERICAN FORUM)
1 « 105= I H
1 - 105=11500 (WATOB MULLER)

(11 )

pat

be
hlC
b7D
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On Sept©®!*©!? 7 g lBB2 g a rognlar i

Chicago- branch of th© Jteaevlc&m Masi P&rt^
at that organization 0s teadieparters B I

Chicago a
- Illinois* °Sh® E©©ting clmir©u! by

commenced at approximately 8s ©@ p0u 9 and m
by Ss45 p 0n 0 Pr©s©nt ?;@r® tb© followings



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE;

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RM

©a 7/2/62
1 |

(RAC) orally advised of a meeting
of members of the ANP held 6/29/62 at Chicago. This information
was reduced t
is filed as A

written form, authenticated by the informant and

__1 = A llCU 105-3527
1 - 105-
1 — 105—
1 - 105-11670
1 - 105-
1 — 105—
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 = 157-87
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 *= 105-11500 CWAYNE MUELLER]
1 - 105-11667
1 — 157-100
1 — 105-9116 (HEN FLECK)
1 — 105—
1 — 105—
1 - 105-
1 = 105-12296 (JOHN WALLACE)

Job

h7C
b7D

JWT:pat



CG 157-3

Also on 7/2/62 this informant furnished the following
identifying data concerning certain persons reported on at that
affair:

]of WAYNE MUELLER, is

hair.
5* 9", 140 pounds, with dark brown

a medium complexions, with tattoos on both arms, the word
""appearing on the right forearm.

b6
hi C

Age approximately 38, 6* 2”, 170 pounds, dark brown
hair* medium complexion, thin mustache.

Age approximately. 28, 6*, 185 pounds, tanned complexion,
very muscular in appearance.

hair, .very
5® 8 M

, 165 pounds, dark brown
in appearance . •

b6
b7C

Age approximately 35, 6 9 2", 170 pounds, fair complexion,
straight dark brown hair.

I short blond hair, 5* 8*% 120
, slender build, acne complexion . This source stated that b6

he had determined that I ~l resides at I I

~1 raHnaitm- gmri $ at a~ of
[

"7 He described
b7C

6* 2-*% 150 pounds, slender
build, wavey dark brown hair, acne complexion. The source was
unable to pr4>vid0 a description of (gNU)|



CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
July 2, 1962

On Friday, Juno 29, 1962, a regular, meeting of the
American Nasi. Party was held at ANP headquarters, I I

Chicago. Present were:

JOE FUHRY

| Jfirst name not known
JCMN. WALLACE, came late

bo
Jo7C

The evening was spent viewing films, of riots in Los
. Angeles, California, during Congressional Committee hearings
there and a newsreal entitled ’’Prelude .to War”, an anti-Nazi<
propaganda film. The ..projector was operated, by I

. who apparently owns it. be
b7C

After the films a collection was taken up for ’’legal
expenses” ,. which brought approximately $16.00. No further
business was transacted. . It was observed that ! I

had brought a Mauser pistol to the meeting and was attempting
to sell it to

| [to be kept at the headquarters

.

- 3 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

PROM s SA JOHN W, TOEDT

SUBJECTS AMERICAN NAZI PART?
RM

On 6/19/62 ] (RAC) orally advised of a
gathering at the American Nazi Party (ANP) headquarters,
Chicago, 6/18/62, . This information was placed. in written
form and authenticated by the; informant . Tjie original,
signed report is located in A)

b7D

Eji<

On this occasion the informant provided the following
identifying data on persons reported on whose identities
were, not known, to him?

1 “
1 -

1 -
1 *

1 -
1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -
1 -

1 -
1 -
1
1 -
1 -
1 -

105-9118
105*3527,
105-9116
105-12296
105-11500
.105-11667
105-10151
105-11927.
105*9081
105-
105W
105,-i11670 .

105-
105-
105-
105-Desdex

(KEN FLECK?

(WAYNE MUELLER)

born approximately :$*;5”, 115 lbs,,.

6/18/62)
](RAC) , visited. ANP headquarters,-.

Copies continued on 1A page

JWTspat
(26)
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1

1

1

1.

1

1
1
1

105-Desdex (S)

105-Desdex (S)

105-Dasdex .(S.)

105-Desdex (S)

W. M. born
^
approximately I L ,5* 10" , 160 . lbs
JrAG) , visited. ANP Headquarters,

• I

6/4f/62)
W . M . bom approximately I [ 6 *., 150 lbs ..,

XRAC) visited ANP Headquarters:.
6/18/62, acne face. (FNU)

f.w.. M. .ten approximately
)

r~5'8 180 lbs.
(RAC) , visited. ANP, ; 6/18/62.:

wears horn r.immed glasses,: (FNP) I )

W. M. born approximately. I
~| 6*, 200 lbs.,

JRAC)* visited: ANP headquarters,

b6
b7C
b7D

105-Desdex <S) (W-, M,
6/18/62, dressed, in khaki)

born approximately 1910, 6*2"
, 160 lbs.

](RAC), visited ANP headquarters* :

i&fo#00
105-12814
157-131

6/18/62 . nenei1-line mustache)

(THE NAZI PARTY)

1A



CG 157^3

160 pounds.,; . dark brown hair, rod. face, .protruding cheek bones ,.

medium build.

(FKP):
|

White,, maid,< ,
6V, 150

.
pounds,

dark brown unruly.hair, slender build, .acne face.

(FNU)-I

White, male.
|~

.5* 8",
180 pounds j chunky build, black hair combed in pompadour,. .

medium complexion, w&re horn rimmed glasses,

Male. Dressed in Khaki

White, male, approximately. 45 years of age, 6*.,

200 pounds.,. re.d~blond hairy, .red- .face, average build.-
V

Unknown Male,- .Approximately - 52
Years- of Age .

•

'

White, male, approximately. 52 years old, slender
build, -6*. 2", 160 pounds, dark brown. hair, pencil»line mustache.

$ $ $ $ £

Chicago, Illinois
June 19, 1962

•ft.

On. the evening of Monday, Junejp.8, 1962, there was bg
a gathering of ANP members and visitors at ANP headquarters, b 7 C

~~| Chicago. . Present were? %'

- 2 -
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\

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL

JOE FUHRY
KEN FLECK
JOHN WALLACE
WAYNE MOELLER

A friend of [

On® a friend of
|

name unknown

-also a friend of
An unknown male dressed in khaki
An unknown male approximately 52 years of age

be
blC

No formal meeting was held. Movies concerning the
Nuremberg trials and featuring WALTER KRONKITE were, shown .and .

the remainder of the evening was spent in informal socialising*.

ROCKWELL announced that I Hhad asked . be
to be relieved temporarily of his duties, as I 1 of the b?c

Illinois branch .of the ANP in order to attend- to some private
affairs. He stated be had appointed! |as temporary

| of the Chicago Branch,

During the evening a collection was taken, up which
netted $1,00 contributions . from most of those present.

ROCKWELL stated he atso planned to attend the
trial of |

~| MUELLER and
| |

in jury court to be
held the next day and would, then return to Arlington, Virginia,
He said that he plans to go to Ireland in July, 1962, .to

meet with Nazis from EUROPE, He did not elaborate on that..

asking [

On the above occasion was overheard
]to place his name on the work detail list

to perform volunteer work at ANP headquarters.

no 3
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[
with 25 armed robberies,
records of *fbe Nazi Party l

, ,

was overheard telling that I ~~l

]is presently being held by Chicago police in connection
stated he possesses some

b6
hi

- 4 »



UNITS© STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO ’8 SAC, CHICAGO (1*7-3$’ ' ©ATE; 9-JL4-&T

FROM. s SA ROBERT J. DOiIn-;’
/

SUBJECTS AMERICAN NASI PARTY,”” aka 0

RACIAL MATTERS

©aa Amgiast •'($, 1962, I tfRAC) who has fvanished
3feliafel© j ' iaa the past, fimraished. SA ; LELAND G 0 RICHIE
with isafes’eatioaa ©©aaeejralaag activities ©f the Chieag© Braaach,
Awes’ieaaa Nasi Part^o

A <s©pj ©f this iafosmati©:® is attached heret©.



August S p 1962
Chicago* Illinois

On August 3 6 1962* & meeting of the Chicago Branch*

Aaeriearn H&zi Party CAHPJ) was held at

the location of the organization °s headquarters in Chicago <>

Among those present at the Meeting sere the followings

Jo 6

' tB» FLECK b7

CFirst H&me Unknown) I

.
m mmz

^

'•• WAffKE WIEUER

fhe Meeting commenced at approximately 8 p»m«

following an inspection of the membership conducted by l

'A general discussion followed Concerning proposed plans for



i

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO ; SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM ? SA JOHN W. TOEBT

SUBJECT? AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RM

b6
b7C
b7D

There was received ©a 6/19/62 oral information
from I I (RAC) concerning a visit to the headquarters
of the American Nazi Party (AMP) * Chicago., 6/16/62. This
information was incorporated into a written report,, which
was subsequently authenticated by the informant and will
be. found in A)l I

On the above occasion it was learned that I

I 1 mentioned below, resides at I I

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and that I I resides at I T
I I Milwaukee

.

DATE? /A yAx

4

10

- Milwaukee (RM)
1 -

1 -
1 -
1 -

- Chicago
1 - A j

1 - 105-11670
<^3P- 105-3527

1 - 105-4630
1 - 105-9118
1 - 105-5587
1 - 105-12296
1 - 105-
1 - 105-10151

be
b7C
b7D

'0gr- 7 ~3* 1

m
"it

RJD? pat
(14)
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Chicago, Illinois
June 19, 1962

it was learned from
Lincoln Rockwell

Paying a visit to ANP headquarters, [

Chicago Saturday afternoon, June 16,
]

1962,
]that -ANP Commander George

, who was present, had arrived in Chicago
that day by air from Arlington, Virginia, at approximately
ls-00 p. m. He was met at the airport in Chicago by I I

I I and brought to ANP headquarters. Early in the evening
ROCKWELL went, out to dinner .with a Chicago man and his wife,
names unknown, .who had invited him. ROCKWELL later returned
to the headquarters and he and several ANP members went
in a group to the La Salle Hotel in downtown Chicago to attend
a meeting of the National States Rights Party

<

After that
meeting ROCKWELL, I 1 MAX NELSEN .

JOE FUHRY. I I JOHN. WALLACE- I L

I returned
to the ANP headquarters and spent a couple of hours socializing
then broke up. ROCKWELL remained at the ANP headquarters
for the night.

be
b7C

b6
b7C

- 2 -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM ; SA JOHN W, TOEDT

SUBJECT? AMERICAN NAZI PARTY

DATEi ^^-^_

On, 6/19/62 information was received orally from.
I I (RAC) concerning a visit to headquarters, of the .

American Nazi Party.(ANP), Chicago, 6/15/62. This information
was incorporated, into, a written report, • which was. subsequently
authenticated, bv .the informant and which is retained as
aF T

1 - A)
|

1 - 105-9116 (KEN FLECK)
105-3527 f

1 - 105-4630 (HSRF)
1 - 105-5587 (MAX NELSEN)
1 - 105-10151

| |

1 - 105-11500 (WAfNE MUELLER )

1 - 105-11667 j |

JWTspat
(10)

fb S'-
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3

Chicago, Illinois
June 19, .19.62 .

During the evening of Friday, June 15, 1962,
American. Nazi Party headquarters , Chicago , were, visited, bv
KEN- FLECK and .JOE FtIHEY, The evening . was.- spent helping I

I mail out invitations .to a meeting to be held at the
La Salle Hotel,. Chicago, the following night. Though the
meeting was advertised as a meeting of the National Spates
Rights Party called by MAX NELSEN, all of the invitations
were prepared and mailed out by the ANP personnel. The .

invitation advised that -GEORGE LINCOLN. ROCKWELL would speak
at the . meeting and ANP mailing lists were used in sending .

them out. I ladvised that ROCKWELL was expected, to arrive
in Chicago Saturday for th© purpose of talking at that meeting.
MAX NELSEN will introduce, him. I I and others from
Milwaukee are planning to attend , - according., to KOEHL. It
was also agreed- that I I FUHRY, and FLECK would likewise,
attend. I I also said that ROCKWELL would like to take
over the NSRP and use it as a front group of the ANP. It
was also stated that if. had been, learned from WAYNE and,

I I MUELLER that ROCKWELL was sort of sore , at the . Chicago
group for not having picketed against the Communists on .

6/4/62. ROCKWELL had. planned that there would be simultaneous.
ANP demonstrations at various locations in. the U.S. on that
date.

No further business .was >transacted.

b6
b7C

bo
b7C

- 2 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO *. SAC, CHICAGO .(157-3)

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOIOT

BAT*

SUBJECT? AMERICAN NAZI -PARTY
RH

©n 6/13/62 | l
(RAC) orally, .furnished- information

concerning a meeting, of the- American Nazi Party. (ANP) -

held 6/7/$2 at Chicago, This* information was. reduced tcj

written form and. subsequently authenticated by the- informant.
The original . signed report- is retained as A) l I

bo
b7C



Jun6 13 , 1362
Chicago, Illinois

1962, JOB FUHRY,
| J

at at American. Nazi Party
1 Chicago, I l-pointed

dl® room of the 2nd floor at
a good quality' carpeting .and
ht it for . the headquarters.

|
and

| |

ice. He said that about
-age girls . in their apartment
them with, statutory rape
parents • Both are -now out
hat either I I

s@. . According to I

ts and is supposed to-be
;® avoid becoming involved
also, lying- low for the same

of. another Nazi group in
land which, consists, of

he- would have nothing to do
s they are the type who would
elaborate any further ' on that
himself , was . born in. Zagy&b

,

1 had Spent his childhood in.

, he. is. owner of,, a place known hie
uses another name in. that

I
had mot come.-

and that his equipment- is.

appealed .that the headquarters,
®s and .left,-
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At 9s.0.0 p.m. a regularly scheduled meeting .of.,ANP
members was held.

Present were [

.at the meeting

JOE FUHRY, JOHN WALLACE,
"1 who is not vet a members .

told of WAYNE ]

MUELLER having "left town without saying anything. - He reported
that, he had learned . froml Iof thef I who ,called ,

headquarters , that, they had gone to ANP .Headquarters .in

Arlington, Virginia, Instead of Florida as. be. -first- heard.

.

He stated that, they are still at Arlington and th^t . they
also planned to m to Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, 'to contact

]one
interested in the. Whit® Youth Corps-.

small group , there who are.

I followed .this -by a
.
lecture and explanation

of some ..economic .theories advanced- .by a professor at Me Allester .

College who predicts an -economic .collapse. ‘.of. .the United. States
by 19#. ;

'

bo
b7C

I l-also gave a progress- report of .the Chicago
Branch; of. the -ANP since, the..present- headquarters..building
was.- obtained. / He pointed out that growth and -progress has. .

been slow butlsur® and .-stated . he. is. -pleased so -far. He
next announced -that., a meeting., of the. .National States Rights
Party was . to he. .held .at the La Salle- Hotel.,- Chicago., ..on the/;'

evening of Saturday., June 16., 1962. . He stated .that it. was.
b6

booked .at- the hotel as . a meeting, .of. the. .Institute of. Biopolitics
. b

°

c
and. .would be held at ®s3® ,p 0 ®-..- Me asked that -all who- .could

to. make a point -of attending as observers... .'

I then announced that the practice of. . having
members -of.-the ANP .meet in separate -groups .on different .nights.

was . being discontinued' and that - beginning.with the- next: .

Friday all members would ‘ again meet in. a-. general meeting..
He explained that he thought ..this mad.® lor better meetings... -

He. stated that on- Friday,. June.-15, 1962, ..the
- evening would -.

be spent mainly in showing some documentary films for the.

purpose of sparking, interest.

- 3 -
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After the, meeting concluded it wasobserved that
JOE FDHRY paid I ISlQ.OQ th« nur*. g»ag dinner and
$5.00 for: ANP.dues and ..that. I

maid I I.

$5.00 toward the AMP initiation fee. •: j bemarked:

r

that he would, appear , at AMP headquarters on . .the week .end; .to .

help out- with the,, work* At. that point: J 1 dropped .

in .and had a few private words .with
| land left..-- - It .was...

observed: that he. was. In. possession of various. left^wingr
publications and

.
paaptalets

.

No further..business- ..transacted,'

.

bo
b7C

- 4 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO ; SAC, CHICAGO (105^4630)

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT; NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

MTE:

On 6/19/62 there was received orally from (RAC)
information concerning a meeting of the National States Rights
Party (NSRP) held at Chicago 6/16/62. This information
was placed in written report form and authenticated by
the informant. The original report is located in A)

|

On the above date the informant * furnished the
following additional descriptive data concerning persons
mentioned above, not previously known to him.

4 - Milwauke (RH)
1 -
1 -

1 -

1 -
23 - Chicago

A]
1 W 105-5587
1 - 157-34
1 157-3
1 - 105-9118

105-3527
1 - 105-
1 - 105^-9116
1 - 105-1192^
1 - 105-
1 - 105-Desdex

1 - 105-
1 - 105-12296

]

(MAX NELSEN)
(INSTITUTE FOR BIOPOLITICS)
(ANP)

(KEN FLECK)

(S) (W M. born approximately 1917 ,
6*

, ?00 lbs •

,

J(RAC) , meeting of NSRP, 6/19/62,
dressed in khaki)

(JOHN WALLACE)"
]

Copies continued on 1A page

be
b7
b7

•b6

'b7C

b7D



CG 105-4630

I - 105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER
1.- 105-11666
1 -105-12832
1 - 105-9081
1 - 105-11670
1 - 105-
t - 105-
1 - 105-10151
1 - 105-

bo
b7C

1A
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Age late 30* s, 6* 2”, 170 pounds, black hair',
medium complexion, thin mustache*

Age' f

curly- hair, brown eyes, dark complected
120 pounds, black

| |,
5* 10”, 140 pounds, black

hair, dark complexion.

•bo

b7C

White Male Dressed in Khaki"" ' " '

Approximately 45 years of age, 6*, 200 pounds,
red-blond, hair, red faced, average build.

On July 2, 1962, this informant orally advised, he
had determined that the , correct name of I is in
fact I l that he resides at I

I I Chicago, and is employed as a soda fountain
waiter at the .Walgreen Drug Store. Broadway and Granville
Avenues. He is described as I

5’ 8*V 3-^0 pounds, blond, short hair, with a bad comp1ex

. * * * $ *

bo
b7C

Chicago, Illinois
June 19, 1962

On Saturday night, June 16, . 1962, at 8:45 p.m.
a meeting was held in Room F, La Salle Hotel, La Salle and
Madison Streets, Chicago, Illinois. This had been advertised
as a meeting of the National States. Rights Party. MAX NELSEN
was in charge and in his opening remarks stated that the
meeting bad been called by himself as Illinois representative
of the NSRP but that it was a meeting of the Institute for
Biopolitics

.

Approximately . 55 people attended the meeting,
including the following:

- 2 -
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MAX NELSEN

MAX NELSEN gave a 45 minute introductory talk
in which he stated that the Institute of Bfopolitics is an
organisation established to help prevent racial suicide by
the white race — to help .the white race to continue to exist
without being swallowed up by the. blade masses. His purpose
in calling this meeting was to explain this and acquaint, the
people with the situation today. He stated that among the
right the NSRP is the vote-getting branch and. that the. ANP
is the action group. . He. said he. personally is a member, of
the Institute of Biopolitics and the Illinois representative
of the NSRP but is not a member of the ANP. While- the NSRP
and the ANP have no official connection, they are connected

..in that both believe- in separation, .of the Negro, and the. white.
He stated that QtCfctGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL,- ANP Commander , was
present on this occasion at. his. invitation as guest, speaker.
He also gave a. plug for the Finland Book Store, 2124. Norlfa

Damen. Avenue,- Chicago,, operated by the ANP and stated be
would appreciate it if people present would patronise that
book store. He- then, introduced GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL.



CG 105-4630

• ROCKWELL then explained what h« and the ANP stand
for. He stated -that while he is against Jews generally, .

he is not against the Jew justrbeqause he* is a Jew but. rather
he is against traitors and he estimates that about 80% of
the. Jews in this .country are traitors. He stated that
Communists are traitors and that Communism is Jewish: starting

.

back with' KARL HARX. Re stated that -he has adopted the
swastika as a shock symbol -- that it is a .symbol of the white .

struggle for survival. He said that it is a Jewish lie that
HITLER, committed all the atrocities attributed to him
but- that "we are going to do some of. those things attributed
to HITLER which He .didn’t get .done.*?.

ROCKWELL’S remarks were. very well received and the
meeting closed with a "Sig Heil" between ROCKWELL and the
audience.

During the evening a collection was taken up
announced. by NELSEH as. fop. the purpose, of helping to defray-
expenses .of the Vinria.nri Book The collection-.
proceeds went to

] |
The admission change to the .

meeting was $1^00.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO

FROM.

SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

SA JOHN W. TOEDT •

DATE

RM

was • received from
| |

(RAC)

oral information' concerning a visit to 'the .headquarters of--,

the. American- Nazi Rarty (AN3P-) , Chicago, -.on 6/12/62 » This

information.:was/rednced to written form .and authenticated,

by- the •
. The original .signed- report- will

I' "in A)|_

1 ?

14 »

Milwaukee (RM)
1 -
Chicago^ •

1 — AH
1 - 105-9116 •

A.- 105-9998 .

105=3527
H. ?=• 157.-100
i =. 105-11500
i - 105-11667 .

1 *=» 105-9118
3, “** 105=11666
1 *® 105-11404
1 - 105,-1167© -

1 - 105-5=

1 F® .105-1.0151..

Vs pat
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Chicago, Illinois
Juno. 13., .1962

On the evening- of June. 12. . 1962 f
,it nhcorp^H

,

that. ,•KEN FLECK ,
' FUHR7 -and|

|

visited]
at ANP HeadQuarters^. 2124 North • Damen Avenue., . Chicago. -On
that occasion ! Iinformed, that .all- charges except for ;•

disorderly: conduct and defamation had been; dropped in .

rfeeard to I I WAYNE] IMUELLER and-T I

r This ocernffig®d, at .a .. hearing held , the day, before.
also; said that l I is now out of .1ail but I ]

I I-is still ln> • Be . stated .that - the Chicago ANP had

,

had
no contact fflth l I since his release hut that I rhad
written to ANP Headquarters r

\ Arlington . Virginia
r and told

all about the incident. According to I he apparently
is • lying low in Chicago for the tine ‘being. I I also
announced that the next stag dinner would be held June 15,
-1962.

reality will head their Secret

WRY that while he will have
i in the organisation, he in
Service and will have a private

for the. purpose, of
anrl ole*

htiErTTlOffice bog in Skokie,
-"The Worker" and the Jewish
d that I I was to act .as
t Post Office bon.

ANP in -t]

that "we
to • bring
os sedate, insignia- and awards

remarked that -he -is acquainted with
an article- for the Encyclopedia

al socialist’ era of H2T$®IR afti
] hopes to get him to seitioa'-the
the idea of conveying the thought
that connection I Iasked FLICK -

anissatioaal book and some publication!
awards of the- 3rd Reich -which -1©' has,*



Cfe 157-3

also vbifMLYked tftat f is .how
a member of the AHP and [from Milwaukee would
be visiting . at tb© Chicago AHP Headquarters over the coming
week end.

.b6

b7C
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SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/25/62

SA JOHH W. TOEDT

AMP
KM

On 9/6/62 ](HAC) furnished oral information
concerning a speech class held at American Nazi Party
(AMP) headquarters, Chicago, 8/28/02, This information was
written in report form and authenticated bv the informant.
The original written report is located in A%_

1 -
1 - 105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 105-13900
1 - 105-
1 - 105-

•bo

b7C
b7D

JUT: pat
(7)
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Chicago, Illinois
September 6, 1962

On August 28, 1932, a speech class was conducted
tor interested members of the American Kazi Party at ANP
headquarters . I

,
I fihinugn. were

I JOE 3

Judaism and

gave a talk on public relations
I talked on the history of Croatia, FTJHRY spoke on

ideal place for Kaziism
concerned his speech with Chicago as aneerj

Judged the talks on both
delivery and content and announced he was pleased with all
the talks and considered the above as good speaker material.



S/25/62SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

SA JOES' W, TOEBT

AMP
EH

On 9/6/62 1 I (RAC) advised orally concerning
a visit to ANP headquarters S/29/62. This inforjaatjon was
written up dfo report forg . authenticated by the informant, and
placed in A

1
-T

I - 103-3527
v

1 - 105-
1 - 105-13900
1 - 100-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-4630

(”WE THE PEOPLE'*)
(PRO-AMERICAN FORUM)
(NSRP)

be
b7C
b7D

JET: pat
(8)
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Chicago, Illinois
September § , 1962

,
On the evening of August 29. 1962- it was nhserveri,

that I I JOE FOHftY
f

l Tand 1 I

were present at headquarters of the American Hazi Party, ! I

I 1 Chicago, All performed various work
details and no business was conducted. It was learned that

I land FURRY nicked up | I at his residence at|
|

_ c
land drove to the headquarters, on

that occasion it was also learned that I [had detailed
FUHRY to attend functions of and Join other right-wing groups
in Chicago for the purpose of keeping the AHP informed of their
activities. Among organisations mentioned were We, The People
and the Pro-American Forum* He was also to subscribe to
publications such as the "Thunderbolt” and get his name on
the mailing lists of such organizations, FUHRY informed

|
he had recently received an announcement of a pro-

American Forum meeting.

- 2 -



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/25/62

SA JOHN W. TOEEfT

ANP
EM

.pa 9/6/63 information was received orally from
J(RAC) concerning a meeting of the American Nazi

Party (ANP) in Chicago, 8/24/62, A written report concerning
that information, whj^ch hag been authenticated by the informant
will be located in A!

1 ** All

1"- 105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 105-13900
1
1
1
1

105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER)
105- I I

105-9116 (KEN FLECK)
105-

_____
JWT:pat
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I then assigned topics to FDHRY,
| |

and
Ion which to give talks at the speech class scheduled

for 8/31/52. No further business was transacted and the meeting
closed.

b6
b7C
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SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/25/62

SA JOHN W. TOEDT

ANP
RH

On 9/6/62 1 |(RAC)
information obtained lrom|
was incorporated into a written re;

the informant and is retained as A

orally advised concerning
^9/6/62. This information

tpT** mi+h*vtvM jcated by

1 - A)l

1 - 105-3527
1 - 105-

be
b7C
b7D

JWT: pat
(4)
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Chicago, Illinois
September 6 , 1962

On 9/6/62 it was learned that of bo
b7Cthe Chicago branch of the American Nazi Party, was in

possession of information that ANP commander GEORGE LINCOLN
ROCKWELL had been in Canada for several days late in August,
1962. ROCKWELL had gone there specifically to organize a
Canadian Nazi group for the World Union of National Socialists,
The World Union of National Socialists is a new organization
which has been formed apparently as a result of a recent
gathering of right-wing representatives in London, England,
ihich ROCKWELL attended. Headquarters of that organization is
in London and member groups are located in various countries
throughout the world. Only one group from each country is
recognized officially as the member group from that country.
In the United States the American Nazi Party has been designated
ad the U, S. group and any other U. S, group which may attempt
to obtain membership will be treated as a splinter group of
the ANP.

ROCKWELL reportedly left Canada for an unknown
destination.



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/25/62

SA JOHH W. TOED?

AKF
EH

|(EAC) orally advised 7/26/62 concerning
a visit to the headquarters of the American Nazi Party (AKP)
7/24/62. This information is retained as A)l lafter
having been reduced to written for® and authenticated by the
inforiuant.

i ~ M
1 - 105-9116
1 - 105-13900

c"l'- 105-3527
^ 1 - 157-127
1 - 157-133
1 - 105-11667

fKEH ffUBCK)

JWTrpat
(8)

be
b7C
b7D
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Chicago, Illinois
July 20, 1962

writing a letter to this effect to th© Arlington beadcjuarter,w ,

the Chicago Police Department and the FBI,

No further business was transacted.



V

0t

SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/25/62

SA JOHN W. TOEDT

ANPm

There was received on 9/6/32 from | I (RAC)
oral iafor&ation concerning a visit to headquarters of the
American Nazi Party (ANP), Chicago, 9/2/62. After Incorporation
Into written report fora, this information was authenticated
by the informant and will be located in A)[

ijtf

1 - A'

1,- 157-127
£l~ 105-3527
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 157-19

(MRS. (FNU) ALDER)
(LYRL CLARK TAN HYNNING)

JVTipat
(7 )

•

*'< -r /

*
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Chicago, Illinois
September 6, 1962

On Sunday, Sentember 2. 1962. headquarters of the
American Nasi Party I I I Chicago, was
visited by I IJOE ffPHKY and \~

I

All spent some time working at various jobs around the head-
quarters, FUHRY reported he received a telephone call from
a Mrs, AbDER loft), a 75 year old woman formerly associated
with I 1 Mrs. AiiDEE ordered some literature
from the bookstore and stated she had a piece of anti-Semitic
propaganda which she wanted reproduced in quantity. It was
agreed that l Iwould contact her later as to what change
the ANP would make for reproducing a quantity on their mimeograph
machine.

It was learned that the ANP expects approximately
50 stormtroopers from other localities to come to Chicago
sometime in November, 1962, for a convention of some sort.
On approximately November 16, 1962, an observance will be
held commemorating "Crystal Night”, an evening during the
Nasi regime In Germany several years ago when stormtrooperr»

broke windows in business houses operated by Jews and then
made Jews pay for the breakage.

- 2 -
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SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/25/62

SA JQHH W, TOEDT

On 8/6/62| |
(RAC), who has furnished

reliable information in the past, orally advised concerning
a visit to headquarters of the American Hazi Party (ANP)

,

Chicago, 7/26/62. In A) |will he found a written
report authenticated by the informant setting forth pertinent
information.

Aj
105-3527
157-127
157-138
104T-13900
105-10151
105-11670

JWT: pat
(8)



of the
was vi
FtJHRY,
present worked on various work details except for| J
who was drunk. During the evening ! I set his feed on
fire, I I was overheard stating that I I is to return
to the Arlington headquarters of the ASGP,

| [also stated
that the Chicago headquarters was presently well supplied with
beef steak which someone had donated and that they were to
received 50 pounds sore.



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

SA JOHN W, TOEDT

On 9/6/02 I I (HAC) advised relative to a
visit to headquarters of the American Nazi Party (ANP),
Chicago, 8/30/G2. The original writeen report, which has
been authenticated by the informant, is located in A)

X - 105-3527
1 - 105-13900
1 - 100- ("WE, THE PEOPLE”)
1 - 105- (PRO-AMERICAN FORUM)
1 - 105-4630 (NSRP)

JIT: pat
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Chicago, Illinois
September 6, 1962

On tbe evening of August 30, 1962,
that headquarters of the American Kazi Party

|
Chicago, mam visited by I

|
JOB

FUHRY and I I All were observed to be engaged
in various work details^ FUHRY working on files. On this
occasion ! leas overheard telling FUMY that tie desired
FURKY to participate in affairs of We, The People, the Pro-
American Forum, the national States nights Party, and the
Abraham Lincoln Republican Club for the prupose of keeping
the ANP informed of developments in those organisations.

— 2 —



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 9/25/62

SA JOHN V, T0EDT

On 8/6/62 there was received from I I (RAC)
information concerning a visit to headquarters of the American
Nasi Party (ANP), Chicago, 8/5/62* This information was
incorporated into a written report, authenticated by the
informant and is retained as A] 1

105-3527
157-127
157-138
105-10151
105-12814

JWT: pat



Chicago, Illinois
August 6, 1962

On August 5, 1962, it was observed that headquarters
of the American Nazi Partv.2124 Worth Daman Averme>. f?hi capn

,

was visited by
| I

I and JOE FUHRY.

FUHRY and I \ were observed working in the Vinland
Book Store and the others on other work details, FUHRY and

Iwere observed to be in possession of an application for
a City of Chicago permit for the Vinland Book Store. On
that application FUHRY*s naite was given as I ~l and

I
was listed as a trustee.

It was observed that a new wall had been completed
in Vinland Hall and it was learned that construction of a
speaker's platform and rostrum is the next construction
project in the hall.

It was also learned from Jthat the plant
at which he was employed in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is on strike.
In the meantime he has obtained employment of some sort in
Chicago and is presently residing at the AHP headquarters.

Istated that approximately two weeks earlier
he had received a telephone call at AHP headquarters from

[ who stated he is "chancellor” of the Nazi
Party in the United States and continues to hold meetings
of some sort, discounted this.



UNITED STATES- GOVERNMENT

MEMORAND UM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3 ) DATE: / <3 -z- 62

FROM S SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: ANP
RM

On 9/6/62 oral information concerning a meeting of
the American Wn gsi Party (ANP), Chicago, 8/17/62 ,

was received
from I 1 (RAC). This was placed in a written report, .

which was authenticated by the informant, and is filed as
A3I

1 —

1 -
1 -
1 -

Cf;

105-9116
105-13900
105-MIL
105-3527
157-127

1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105^.11500

b6
hi C

b7D

JWT:pat
(11)
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Chicago, Illinois
September 6 ,

1962

All passed inspection.

On 8/17/62 a meeting of members of the American
NaSi Party was held at ANP headquarters,

|

Avenue, Chicago, Prior to the meeting a uniform inspection
was held. Present for inspection were KEN FLECK, I

J JOE FUHRY. The inspection was conducted by

present

:

Following this the meeting was. held with the following

and WAYNE MUELLER came, late.

| |
called the role and discussion concerned the

.. possibility of starting a class in public speaking at the
headquarters

.

All except WAYNE MUELLER thought it was a good
idea. I Iwill arrange to set up classes,. No other business
was discussed and the meeting was closed. After the meeting
all present helped clean and wax the floor of Vinland Hall.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO . : SAC., CHICAGO (157-3) DATE.-

IRQM : SA- JOHN W 0 TOEDT

SUBJECT.: . ANP
RM

On 9/6/62

[

--
,
(RAG) orally advised concerning .

a membership meeting of. the American Nazi. Party (ANP)
, Chicago,,

8/31/62. This information was' placed in written, re.port form ,

authenticated by the. informant.,, and. placed in A ) |.

1 A l

CP - 105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 105-139,00
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
i los- izyU I

1 - 105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER) .

1 - 105*12296 aOHN WALLACE*
i .- 105- r I

JWT : pat
(11 ). •

-b6

b7C
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Chicago, Illinois
September 6 , 1962

On the evening of August 31, 1962, a.meeting of
members Qf the American .Nazi Party was held at ANP. headquarters.,

Chicago. Present were,: .

WAYNE MUELLER
JOE FUHRY
JOHN WALLACE

Prior to the start of the meeting
steak and got a bottle of wine whicl|_hfi_ga£
to

| J He explained that I

J fried a
to FUHRY to take

is presently at
the Norwegian American Hospital, 1000 North Francisco. Street,
haying severed several fingers in a punch press at work,
FUHRYJlfift with the steak and. wine and the meeting, proceeded
with 1 in charge,

I I
told that earlier in the week a class in

public speaking had been held at headquarters for certain
members. He. reported: that it had been very successful and
desired others, to attend in the future. He also rsnorted
that on the previous evening, he,

I

had gone to the. shopping., area at Lincoln Avenue and Belmont
Street and passed out ANP literature. He considered it
successful and stated most, persons took 'the literature and there
was. very-, little, of it thrown away,.

rned from the hospital calledAfter FUHRY rel.
for him to "front and center” after which he announced, that
FUHRY was thereupon named as "adjutant”. He. followed this with
an announcement that JOHN WALLACE had been elevated to "group
leader meeting ended at that point.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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In general conversation after the meeting it was
brought out that I

~|has. recently lost his iob and that
|
is presently employed as an

| |
bv a firm

in that business and. that he is currently working on]
~

equipment at the Norwegian American ifpspital.
'



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

PROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT! ANP
RH

BATES //2/V.2

On 7/26/62
orally

„ 9
who has furnished reliable

furnished information regarding
7/13/62. This information

by .the .informant

information in the past,
an American. Nazi Party
was prepared in, written form ,

and- filed, as A)l

~1

On 8/6/62- the source advised that he . had snbseqtaently
^«>»gir»inined that the correct name of I I Is in fact

be
b7
b7

£p ; - 105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 157-138
1 - 105
.1 - 105-
1 - 157-87
1 » I05«?9116
1 - 105-13900
1 - 105-11667
1 - 105-11500
1 = 105-12296
1 - 105-12832

(THEN FLECK)

(WAYNE MUEUW
(JOHN- WALLACE) •

JWTspat
(14)

O

O
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CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
July 26 , 1962

On July 13, 1902 , a regular meeting of th© American
Nazi Paytv was held at ANP

""

Chicago. Present were:

J was in charge of the meeting and I I took
[again explained th© tvo divisions of th© partyminutes.

and announced that th© following are presently assigned to
the stormtrooper division:

.WAYNE MUELLER
JOHN WALLACE

He stated that present assignments to the administrative
division are as follows:

KEN FLECK

JOE FUHRY

He also stated that all must maintain their uniforms
in a pressed. and neat condition at all -times. -Members of the
stormtrooper division will be th© only $mes entitled to wear
a Sam- Browne belt as part -of the uniform. He added that there

ho
b7C

b6
b7C
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CG 157-3

will be some overlapping of activity between the two divisions
and he expected volunteers for headquarters clean-up details
from all members

„

I I then passed out aptitude sheets which all
present filled otit.« These called for occupations, talents,
particular aptitudes, preferences, etc,, which were signed and
turned in along with the individual work sheets.

FUHRY,
Aj-. the conclusion of

and FLECK, . all in uniform.
night spot and spent the rest of the
socializing.

to a North . Side
drinking and

h6
hlC
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

PROM • SA JOHN W.'TOEBF

SUBJECT: ANP
RM

DATE: m/*/ & *

On 7/26/62| |
(RAC) orally advised concerning

a meeting of the American Nasi Party (ANP) at Chicago 7/20/623
•This information was incorporated into a written r,snort, which
the informant authenticated. It is retained as

The - informant- furnished the following descriptive
data concerning (FNU) I

White, male, approximately 25 years of age, thin
build, fair complexion, dark brown hair, .5® 10*" tall, 145 pounds.

1 - K\

105-3527
157-127
105-/3? £6
105-9116
105-Desdex

(KEN FLECK)
(S) (W, M, born approximately

.145 Ibs. J
7/20/62 (fFMD I

~
I I 5® 10»%

) ANP meetiag

be
b7C
b7D

1 - 105-11500
1 - 105-11667
1 - 105-
1 - 105-9118
1 - 157-138

JWT: pat
(12 )
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Chicago f Illinois
July 26, 1962

On July 20', .1962, a mooting of members
American Nazi Party was held at ANP headquarters,

|
Chicago. Present were;

KEN FLECK
One I 1 first
WAYNE MUELLER

JOE FUHRY

i

conducted the meeting
"

| and in l

ministrative division
the stormtrooper division,
member. - He also stated that I

and announced that

His no longer a
jis presently AWOL,

| |
then chewed out

failure to check in with head®

.

A

t this point
of the ANP. I I annou
and.. he was hereby appoi

KEN FLECK and JOE- FUHRY for
day as now required'.

in as a new member

be -to take I

further stated that there now is so much a
that each, member must work at headquarters
hours a week.

ive work
eight

J | then asked I and I non-members... to
leave. the room. After they had lef

t

l I told that on 7/18/62
veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade were to picket the
Spanish' Tourist Office in Chicago in protest of the - Franco
regime. I Ihad ordered that h© and iwould picket
•the Lincoln- Brigade vets. on. that occasion. He related that

tf

t

f



CG 157-3

1 dldn*-fe shnw up so th© picketing fell through, . According
to I I had no legitimate ©sense, and h© was hereby

'

ordering that I leitfaer spend two months at ANP headquarters,
Arlington,- Va»

,
for discipline ©r to leave the. organization.

After some discussion I I agreed -to- go to the Arlington
headquarters and would leave by bus for Arlington at AHP
expense. 7/23/62 , .

At -that point the- meeting cam© to a close.

be
b7C
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

DATE: jd-TL-tVTO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: ANP
RM

On 8/13/62 there was received from koral
information concerning a visit to headquarters of the American
Nazi Party (ANP), Chicago., .8/11/62, After being reduced -to
written form, this information was authenticated by the
informant, and will be found in A)| |

A)
105-3527
157-127
105-13900
105-
105-9116
105-11500
157-100
105-11667

JWTspat
(10 )

(KEN FLECK)
(WAYNE MUELLER)

~~n^
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Chicago, Illinois
August 13, 1962

During a visit to headquarters of the American
Nazi Party. f I

Chicago, 8/11/62 it

was learned that on that date I I had called
an emergency .picket demonstration in front of the Israeli
Consulate, 936 North Michigan Avenue, to protest against the
fact that convictedL mad not, been returned
to the United States . "I I

I | picketed in uniforal* and KEN FLECK in civilian dress,

j | was /present in civilian dress as an observer. JOE
FISHRY and WAYNE MUELLER were detailed to ANP headquarters
during the demonstration. The demonstration was carried on
from approximately 2s.30 p0.m. to 3; 30' p.m. and attracted only
a small crowd.

During the demonstration!
|
and

I appeared at ANP headquarters and were admitted by
WAYNE MUELLER. Y&ey took 1 "ITV set and departed.
When the pickets returned and learned of this. I I was
sore at WAYNE MUELLER for having admitted I

]was furious to learn that
Arlington,

had not gone to

b6
b7C
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEM OR A N D U M

FROM

: SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

. SA JOHN W. TOEOT

SUBJECT: . ANP
RM

DATE: /&/^/

&

«2-

?
On 8/6/62 I

of the American Nazi. Party
was reduced .to written fori
and has been' placed in A)P

i r A* I ,

105-3527 .

1 - 157-127
1 - 157-138
.1 - 105-

|

1 - 105-Desdex (S) (W, M, born
200 lbs . , L
7/27/62. (i

1 - 105-13900 I

1 105- I

1 - 105-9116 (KEN FLECK)
1 - 157-87 f~
1 - 105-

|

1 - 105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER

1

orally, advised of a meeting
d 7/27/62 o This information
leafed by the informant

>roximat.eiy 1930 ,
6 9 2”,

I (RAC)
,
ANP meeting

1 - 105-10151
1 - 105-11670

JWT:pat -

(15)

J&-



On 8/13/62 the, informant -furnished the following
identifying data concerning! I

I white, male, v.5*. 7"
tall, : 150 pounds, dark brownhair, fair complected, stocky
build, occupation - butchery married..

The. informant also, furnished .the following
information concerning ,(FNU).

White,, male, approximately 32 years of age,. .

6* 2 ?*
, 200. pounds { black hair, fair complected, heavy, build,

employed .as. a molden...



CG 157-3

Chicago , Illinois
August 6, .1962

On July 27, 1962* a meeting of the- Chicago. Branch
of the American Nazi Party was held at ANP headquarters,

1

Chicago » Present?

JOE FUHRY
One I I

KEN. FLECK

WAYNE MUELLER

I I was in charge of the meeting which, was; the
first held in "Vinland Hall”# He announced that at the next .

meeting, all should appear in uniform and. that a uniform inspection,
would be held-. He. then, passed out to all present a written .

quiz, concerning general information of the purposes and aims
of the. ANP1 and National Socialism. The quiz consisted .of

approximately 50 questions.- All present took th© exam, .after
which l~ I collected and. graded the. papers.

I I also, announced that not all members are
turning, in their. ANP work sheets., that they are not spending
enough time on work details and that they are not all calling
in at head quarters, daily as instructed. He stated that
considerable improvement must be shown in that regard.

(announced that henceforth there would be no
drinking, of intoxicants on premises of the ANP without permission^

bo
h7C

Jo 6

b7C
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The meeting ended, at that point.

After- the meeting!
for an ANP. membership application.

was heard to ask'



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO i SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE:

FROM : SA JOHN W, TOEDY

SUBJECT: ANP.
RM

On 8/13/62 I I (RAC) , who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished information
concerning a white stag dinner held at headquarters of^the
American Nazi Party (ANPV. Chicago

T 8/9/62, This information
is retained in A)l I after having been reduced to
written form and authenticated by the informant..

1 7 AH
/PA 105-3527

- 157-127
1 - 105-9116
1 - 105-13900
1 - 105i-

1 - 157-138
1 - 105-^11500
1 - 105^
1 - 105-

JOTSpat

:

(11 )

(KEN FLECK)

.(WAYNE MUELLER)

b6
b7C
b7D



Chicago., Illinois
August 13, 1962

On the night of August 9, 1962, a white stag
dinner was held at headquarters of the American Nazi Party,.

|
jChic&go. In attendance were;

otskt unr-wnr

JOE FUHRY

J&rior.t© the dinner
also were observed. at the
for the dinner,. During the

I | Also dropped bv and
During the evening

[

in preparation of the.
on the archives and

qu
meal

spent

3ax

hi

and WAYNE MUELLER
hey did not stay

and

meal . FLECK
was working

cializing,
were, engaged

observed working
in the bookstore..

ng s<j>c
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT .

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE:

/

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT?. ANP -

RM

Oh 8/13/62] | (RAC) orally advised concerning
a meeting of the. American Nazi Party (ANP) 8/10/62. This was
written in report . form, authenticated by the informant., and
will be .found in All

1

1 - A)|

1 - 105-.9116
105-11500
105-13900
157-138
105
157-127
105"?
105-
105-3527
105-511667

1 - 157^100

JWspat
(13)

bo
b7C
b7D



CG 157r-3

Chicago, Illinois
August 13 , 1962

On August 10, 1962, a meeting of the American Nazi
Party was held at ANP headquarters,
Chicago. Prior to start of the meeting a. uniform, inspection
was conducted in Vinland Hall. Present for the inspection
were KEN FLECK „ WAYNE MOELLER
FUHRY. [
conducted, by L
After. inspection!
soon be initiated.

and JOE
1 was absent. The inspection was

I and all passed inspection satisfactorily,
_| announced that, close order drill would

Following this, the group, moved, upstairs to head*
quarters for the meeting. Present for tho meo-Mwcr gftro

.1 1 FBHRY.IFLECK, WAYNE MUELLER.
r

came, late,
] who. both

presided,

I I told
!

of the cost of improvements recently, made,
pointing out that new drapes had cost: $30.00, and a partition
wall in Vinland Hall would cost $250.00 to $300.00. He asked
for donations and collected $16.00 in contributions from those
present .. He then announced that., if convicted I I

I I was not returned to this country shortly from England, •

it is planned that the ANP will picket in front of the .

Israeli Consul, in Chicago. At that point he turned over the
meeting to I I

I I called, on [ ] to ”front and center”.
told him his conduct and excessive use of liquor was disgraceful
to. the ANP, that the ANP didn’t need him around any longer
and demanded his ANP membership nard

,
He thereupon burned the

card and told
|

[to get out.,
meeting.

left the

I I then announced that [ ] was then on. his
Virginia,- for. disciplinary reasons. He.way. to Arlington,

followed this by dressing down WAYNE MUELLER for slackness
in performing work details , avoiding picket demonstrations

,
etc

.

him nMUELLER replied that his attorney [ |. told
to participate in any ANP activities at this time,
him to get another lawyer and informed him that in the future

r
t
told

- 2 ~

be
b7C

be
b7C



OS 157-3

be would be expected to perform extra 5,KP" and other work
details to prove himself again to the ANP.

I I then informed thaJt he has. been detailed by .

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL to move into the various headquarters
of the ANP to get them ship-shape and then move on. He. is
presently her® in Chicago for that purpose and his next stop
will be Boston. He. also stated that I 1 was sent to
Chicago from Arlington for disciplinary reasons — that he also
had been in disgrace at Arlington.

He also made an announcement that he,,. I I FLECK
and FDHRY.are .the only members who are authorized to have, access
to all files of the. headquarters and. that others are. to stay
out of them. FUHRY has also been, named to type all letters
originating from the Chicago branch.

At that point the meeting concluded.

During the meeting I I appeared at headquarters
to reclaim -a TV set h® had previously donated. He was denied
admittance by I

” 1

3 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE: JO /=

7

4 2
FROM : SA JOHN V. TOEDT

SUBJECT: ANP
RM

On 8/6/62 | |
(RAC) orally advised of a picket

demonstration conducted by the ANP in front of ”The Worker”
office, .Chicago, 8/4/62 0

This information was. included in a written report,
which was authenticated by the informant, and is filed as



• #

CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
August 6, 1962

On August 4, 1962, representatives of the American
Nazi Party, Chicago, picketed in front of ”The Worker” office,
36 West Randolph Street. Chicago, Participating in ANP

land
The. above proceeded to the site of the picket

in'the ANP truck driven by I L Others present as
observers and not in uniform were I I WAYNE MUELLER

,

. one I I one | |
JOE ffBHRY and I I The

demonstration lasted from approximately Is40 p.m. to 2s 40
p,m, • The pickets carried signs which read, ”Communist Propaganda.
Mill ’Upstairs”, ”Gas the Communists - Use Zyklon B”, and one
dragged, a Russian flag, on the ground., A large crowd gathered,

. several .pictures were taken and ! Iwas interviewed by a
newspaper reporter. .Police maintained orders

ho
b7C

- 3 -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3

)

PROM : SA JOHNvW. TOEDT

SUBJECT: ANP
RM

DATE: /o/s. /<s»X

On 8/6/62 oral information concerning a meeting
of the American Nazi Party (ANP) 8/3/62 was received from

| |(RAC). This information was authenticated by the
"

informant after , having -been placed in a written report, which
is: filed as A j

1 -

1

I
1
1
I
1
1
1
i
1
1
1

a]
105-3527
157-127
157-138
105-
105-11667.
105-11500
105-I^CC
10^-13900
1015-9116
105-10151
105-
105-
100- ("THE WORKER' '-)

JWT:pat
(15)

(WAYNE MUELLER)

(KEN PLECK)

/

1

m\< A .

FBI'
~ nv

b6
hlC
b7D



that he hadOn 8/13/62. this informant orally advised
determined that the full name of (FNU) l~ I is f

He also stated that I I is known as I I and that he
had arrived in. approximately the last week in July, 1962, in
Chicago., from the Arlington headquarters of the ANP. He
described, him as approximately 27 years of age., .5* 8” tall,
145 pounds, dark browii hair, hazel eyes, medium complexion,
thin face, with a small mustache-.

The .informant also .fmrnl she
information concerning (FNU)

i the following additional

Age approximately 35, white, male-, 5 9 8", 145 : pounds,
black receding hair, employed as a mechanic, married., with
one child.,, not a United/States citizen, former resident of
West Germany 1

. He drives a .1962 light blue four-door Ford
sedan, bearing 1962 Illinois License

| \

It is noted that in State of Illinois automobile reels
tratien lists f I is listed to

Chicago.
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Chicago, Illinois
August 6, .1962

On August 3, 1962, a meeting of the Chicago branch
of the American Nazi Party was held at. ANP headquarters, I

Chicago* Present were;

|

JOE FURRY
|

WAYNE MUELLER

KEN FLECK
-One
One

Prior to the start of the meeting all assembled in
military fashion in Finland Hall at which time the first
uniform inspection was conducted by I I During the inspection

I I chewed out most all present for such things as. unpressed
and incomplete uniforms, dirty fingernails and unshined shoes.
He also criticized all for not devoting enough time to the
Party and being better National Socialists, He stated that
-eight hours a week was not any too much of his time for each
t&rnber to donate to -the party, .

. After inspection I I came into the hall and
conducted the meeting^ He outlined the purpose of the ANP
as to prevent race-mixing, to have Jews and other traitors
gassed and to do away with unemployment. He. stated that
evenutaily there will be only white men from one end of the
country to the other. He then announced that the personal
'•inspection will be held each week and that it will get
progressively worse. He also chided several for failure to
turn in their weekly work sheets.

be
b7C

be
b7C
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CG 157-3

I I also- announced that certain ANP members would
picket. on August 4 , 1962, in front, of ”The Worker” office
in .downtown Chicago,

At that point the meeting concluded.

b6
b7C

- 4 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE? j/)

FROM s SA. ROBERT J. DOLAN

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RM

On 9/5/62 [ (RAC), who has furnished reliable
information in the past, furnished a report concerning the
activities of the Chicago branch of the American Nazi Party
(ANP)o ,A copy of that report is attached hereto. The original
is: located in Chicago File A)

,^U = A)[
105-3527
157-127

1 - 105-9110
1 - 105=
1 = 105-
1 - 105-2792
1 ^105=115004
1— 157=138

irinsm

(WAYNE MUELLER)

RJD: pat
(10 )

b6
blC
hlD



September 5, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

On August 9, 1962, a “white stag” dinner was held
at the headquarters of the Chicago Branch of the American
Nazi Party CANP), I I Chicago, Illinois 0

Present at this function were the following:

KEN FLECK
JOSEPH FtIHRY

1 I a white
n
male, mid 30®s, 6® 2”,

heavy build, brown straight hair, blue eyes,
formerly a resident of Dlversey Street, parents
former members of the Geroan-American Bund,

I

employed as an electrician

WAYNE MUELLER

The evening was purely social in nature and no
Party biiBinass was discussed. During the course of the evening

appeared and with WAYNE MUELLER left the
headquarters.

Steaks were served to those present which are being
secured by one of the Chicago group.

A charge of $10.00 was made which serves to defray
expenses of operation of the ANP headquarters, Chicago.

~ 1 -

be
b7C



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

M E M 0: R A N D U M

FROM

! SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

i SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

DATES l
Q—~L~~b~L,

SUBJECT; ANP
RM

On-. 9/5/62-| |(RAG) , who. has furnished reliable
information in the. past, furnished . SA ROBERT J 0 DOLAN .with

a report concerning activities of the Chicago Branch, American
Nazi Party (ANP), on 8/17/62. .A copy of this report is
*. frfr.a.f>h«ri .hereto . The original is located in Chicago File

A}
.105=
105=3527
157-127
105=9110
105=
105=
105-11500
157=62

fJOB FUHRYJ

(WAYNE MUELLER)

RJDs pat
). SERIALS

fBI—



September 5, 1962
Chicago a Illinois

On August 17 p 1962 B a regular meeting of the Chicago
Branch p American Nazi Party (ANP) was held at that organization9s
headquarters p 2124 North Daaen Avenue, Chicago . Illinois

»

Prior to the start of the meeting I 1 who has recently
been designated as Inspection Officer, conducted a uniform
inspection of those present . Only five of those attending
actually appeared in uniform,.

Present at this meeting were the followings

KEN FLECK
JOE FBHRY

whose first name is unknown,
appeared during the course of the evening:* She is a white
female of average size, approximately 30 years of age.
It is understood the

I

During the course of the eveningl
was heard to remark that he will "take care ofwT
if he ever catches up with him. ApparentlyL
made reference to

i
]

recent activity when he appeared
at the headquarters building and removed his television
set.

Nothing of consequence transpired during the course
of the evening and the bulk of the night was taken up
by the members waxing the floor of the headquarters building.

do1



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

FROM

SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

SA ROBERT J* DOLAN

DATE :

SUBJECT: • ANP
RM

. « .. °a 9/5/62
1 |

(RAC)
, who has furnished reliable

information in the past, furnished SA ROBERT J. DOLAN witha report of the activities of the Chicago Branch- of the AmericanNazi Party (ANP) on 8/31/62* A copy of this- report, is attachedhereto* The original; is located in A) f

W Ai
^

I

^OS- 105-3527
1 - 157-127

|

1 - 105-9110 (JOE FUHRY);
1 - 105-12296 (JOHN WALLACE)
1 - 105-11500 /WAYNE MffilXKR
1 - 105-

,

1 - 157-62
1 - 105-
1 - 105-

RJD:pat
(11 ) 7/5

fo***.^
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Chicago, Illinois
September 5, 1982

On Friday, August 31, 1982, a regularly
scheduled meeting of the Chicago branch of the
American Nazi Party (ANP) was held at that
organization 0a headquarters, I I

|

Chicago, Illinois. The meeting, which
commenced at 8s 00 and terminated at approximately
9s00 p.m0, was attended by the following individuals!

KEN FLECK

JOE FUHRY
JOHN WALLACE
WAYHK MUELLER

During the course of this meeting JOHN
WALLACE was promoted to the posltition of Group
Leader.

Nothing of particular note transpired
during the evening, the bulk of which was concerned
with a bull session.

JOE FCfHHY left the headquarters building
and went to the Norwegian American Hospital to
visit I 1 who is a patient there, having
recently lost three fingers in an accident at bis
employment. JOE took |a steak and a
bottle of wine.

No plans for the future ofjfche Chicago
organization have been announced.





Chicago, Illinois
September 11, 1962

be
b7

On August 24, 1962, a regular meeting of
,can Nazi Party (ANP) was held at
Chicago, Illinois, th

organization 0s headquarters
which was attended by the following peoplej

the Chicago

location of that
haired the meeting.

WAYNE IflraibLER

JOE f0HRY

V..
KEN FLECK

During the course of the evening it was learned that
JOE FUHRY was promoted to Adjutant of the Chicago organization.

It was announced during the course of the evening
that speech classes were going to be held on Wednesday for
the membership„ it is intended that they will speak on
behalf of the ANP and others present will challenge and
harangue the speakers to give them experience in handling of
hecklers o I I is scheduled to conduct these classes.

meeting,
unit.

Nothing of particular note transpired during this
No plans were formalized for the future of the Chicago



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO I SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM s SA JOHN ff . TQEDT

SUBJECT? AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RM

DATE?
b6
b7C
b7D

On 7/26/62 (RAC) orally advised concerning
ft .White Stag dinner of t,he American Nazi Party (ANP) held
7/12/62 at Chicago. This information was prepared'in written
form, authenticated by the informant and retained as A)|

1 - A)
. 1 - 157-127

105-3527
1 .=^157-138
1 105-13966
1 - 105-13900
t - 105-10151
1 - 105-9116 (KEN FLECK) .

1 - 105-
1 - 105-9118

4WT$pat
(11)
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CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
July 26, 1962

On July 12, 1962, a White Stag dinner was held at
headquarters of the American Nazi Party,

|

Chicago. Present were;

be
b7C

I
|

had prepared the meal and the evening
was spent mainly in socializing. I I gave somewhat of >

a speech and actions the ANP could take to harass the Communist
Party.

On this occasion
is no longer a member of the ANP.

informed that [

- 2 =



united states government

MEMORANDUM

TO ; SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE

FROM""- : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PART
RM

On 7/26/62 |
|(RAC) orally furnished information

.concerning a meeting of the American Nazi Party (ANP), Chicago,
Illinois, held 7/7/62. This information was reduced tp written
form, subsequently authenticated by the .informant and the
written report is retained as A)

|

~|

On .the same date the informant. -Furnished the following
descriptive data concerning | and

1 - A]
I,

,

l/= 157-127
- 105-3527

, |

1 - 105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER
1 105-11667

1

1 - 105-
1 -
1 = 105-13966.
1 = 105
1 - 105?-13900
1 - 157=138 \_ .

1 - 105-9116 (KEN FLECK)
1 » 105-12276 (JOHN WALLACE)

JWT:pat
(14)

'
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GS 157-3

White, male,. 6' 2", 200 pounds, age approximately
34, heavy build, fair complexion, light brown hair with red
tinge

,

White,, male,
|

5’ 7”, 145 pounds, chunky build,
dark complected, dark hair, wears glasses, has very immature
appearance

„

- 2 -
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CG 157=3 .

Chicago, Illinois
July, 26, 1962

On 7/7/62 a meeting
was held .at ANP headquarters,
Chicago

.

of American Nazi Party .nembers

_
t

Present were?

JOHN WALLACE came late,,

I
|

was in charge- and opened- the meeting by
Stating there will be some changes in policy from now on and
called on COPY to- explain -them.- I I first expelled

I
from the premises, stating they didn’t want to

get into: trouble for hawing a minor 4£r£Sand and'get hit tffihi a
contributing to delinquency charge. - He then started hilf l?Oip.rks
by stating that the program to fix up the headquarters is to
be accelerated . He wants the renovation to be done quickly
and will not. tolerate shirkers.' He' then introduced a printed
form, a f’wofk sheet”. He pointed out that this form calls for
details of what a member has contributed to the party in the
nature of work performed, public participation in activities,
etc. He instructed that each member must turn. in a completed
form weekly on the regular meeting night.

b6
-b7C

b6
b7C
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CG 157=3

|
|also explained that members will be divided

into two divisions . The stprmtrooper division duties will
incHe picketing and other public street activities:. The
administrative division will remain in the background; take
care of the book work and filing and other such duties.
This division will include only those who for a good reason
cannot come out into the open as ANP members.

All members of both divisions, according to I
j

joust maintain a uniform in sharp condition and keep shoes
polished.

This was followed by a short question and answer
period and the meeting then broke up.

b6
b7C

- 4 -



SAC (157-3) 10/16/62

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 10/5/62, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, telephonically advised
the writer that a Northwestern University student

|

ICSigma NU Fraternity House) had been contacted
bv someone identifying himself as l I

telephone
|of the Nazi Party in Chicago.

of the Northwestern University
Symposium, an organization sponsoring speakers on current
affairs at Northwestern. I I told

| J
that LINCOLN

ROCKWELL would be in Chicago October 10 through 15, 1962,
and that he was going to give a speech in Milwaukee,
participate In a debate in Chicago, and .deliver a talk at
a North Shore School. | |

requested | I
to determine

if ROCKWELL could receive an invitation to talk at
Northwestern.

J Ireported this contact toL
who is a



10/23/62SAC, CHICAGO U57-3>

SA sowsrt J. POMK

mwicw mzi pahtt, *xa.
RACIAL MATTER

S

cm Octobtr 22, 1962, 1

.
Chicago, Illinois, who is under consideration for

future development as a PCX, and who has boon contacted an
insufficient number of times to determine reliability,
furnished the following:

On Friday, October 19, 1962, a meeting of the
Chicago Branch, American ifaei Party CARPI was held at that
organization's headquarters. I

I
Since

Commander ROCKWFLL and I Imre out of the city on
ftflift type of organizing trip, no real meeting was conducted.

Imaintained order ever the following individuals
who were present:

be
b7C
b7D

The evening consisted chiefly of a hull session.
Ho formal business was transacted and nothing of particular
consequence toc;

.< place.

SJPsgsaf
C«>

be
b7C
b7D



11/14/62SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

SA JOHK W. TOEDT

ASP
BH

of the A

wr:

4

la^r
Oral Information concerning a visit to headquarters
rican Nazi Party (ANP) , Chicago, was furnished by
RAC) on 9/19/62. This information is presently in

ora, authenticated by the informant and located in
f

1 - A l

1 - 105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 105-13900
1 - 157-62
1 - 105-11407
1 - 105-11500 mm mmsm

he
hi C

b7D
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Chicago, Illinois
September 19, 1962

Qa September 16, 1962, it was observed that a work
detail was performed at headquarters of the American Nazi Party

,

[Chicago, by I JTOE
FPHSY

t
I l There -gas a general

cleanup of the quarters after which I I left on an
errand carrying a portfolio, F0HRY spent the rest of the
evening filling orders in Vinland Book Store while
and I Ipracticed public speaking by recording talks on
"Communism is Jewish",

Later in the evening I came by to see I I

Upon learning thatf |was gone, he spent some time socializing
then left. While there he stated he had contacted I I

of the Jewish War Veterans and tried to sell him for $100.00
a tape recording of events at the Chicago AMP headquarters
during a visit by ROCKWELL. He stated that I threw his
out. WAYRE MUELLER also visited the headquarters for a few
minutes on the above occasion and spent the time socializing.
No further business was transacted.



CCr 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
October IS, 1362

Nazi Party
was determined

ft
ring a visit to haadenaaftegg of the American

Chicago. 10/18/02. it

if
from

LINCOLN ROCKWELL ha
Montgomery, Alabama,
some sort of a coalition between the
and tha National States Rights Party.

recent
to see

]and GEORGE
ther Birmingham or
in regard to arranging

,n Nazi Party
mentioned that

ROCKWELL planned to return to Chicago in about a month.

It was also learned that[
moved from home and is looking for a place to live.

has



b*

SAC , CHICAGO (157-3) U/14/52

M 40m ¥. T0E3OT

AHP
KM

On W/W/S2 (RAfj) orally advised of
information learned during a visit 4VS> headquarters of the
American Hiuti Party (AHP), Chicago, 10/13/62. This information
ms placed in a written report, which w*s nnthentina+ari by
the informant, and which is filed as A%

- Birmingham (Info) (KM)
* Mobile (Info) (KM)
- Chicago

1 - A1 ~l

1 - 157-127
1 - 105-3527
1 - 105-4630
1 - 105-13900 1

JWTipat
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SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 11/14/62

£A JQIET W. TOEBT

m?m

On 0/10/62 I I (RAC) advised of a visit to
headquarters of the American Nazi Party (AH?) 0/17/62. 'This
information was placed in a written rawirt. which has been
authenticated and is filed as

i - hi l,

1 - 105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 105-13000
1 - 105-2857 Cm THE PEOPLE)
1 - 105-

I

b6
b7C
b7D
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Chicago, Illinois
September 19, 1962

On 9/17/62ec 1 JOE FUHRY,

_

, headquarters
I Chicago.

and
of the American
On that occasion

about the
Jhad

aazi party.
, w

I Iwas heard to ask FUHftY what he had found out
convention of "We, the People”. It appeared that[
assigned FCHRY to learn details of that convention for some
reason. FUHRY stated that on the previous Saturday he had
learned from I I that the convention was to be
held September 22 to September 25, 1962, in the Grand Ballroom
of the La Salle Hotel, Chicago. No further business was
conducted.

b6
b7C

On this occasion it was noticed on the headquarters
telephone log that one lis in regular contact with
headquarters .

- 2 -



SAC, CHICAGO <157-3) 11/14/62

BA JOHN IT. TOEOT

AHPm

On 9/19/62 1 I (RAC) orally advised of information
learned daring a visit to American Nazi Party (ANP) headquarters

,

Chicago, 9/10/62, This information was placed in a written
report, which was authenticated by the informant and which
is retained as A)1 I

1r A)l

105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 105-13900
1 - 105-9116
1 - 105-

im* jtjjXiK)

JOT:pat
<7)

b6
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Chicago, Illinois
September 19, 1962

On September 10, 1962,1 I JOE
FUHRY , I land KEN FLECK were present at head-
quarters of the American Nazi Party, I ~l

Chicago,
|
and FUHRY were observed working in Vinland

Cook Store while the others engaged in a general bull session
and did some general cleaning, Luring the evening I I

talked by telephone with GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at ANP
headquarters in Arlington, Virginia, On this occasion it was
also learned that It is expected at the Chicago headquarters
that a trooper from the Arlington headquarters named I I

fe to come to Chicago for assignment.

- 2 -
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Chicago, Illinois
September Id, 1962

On 9/7/621 land JOE FUHEY reported to
lat headquarters of the American Nazi Party, [

]
Chicago, concerning what transpired earlier

that date at a nesting of the Pro-American Forua held at the
Port Dearborn HotejL. Chicago . I l and 3FUHRY had been sent
to that meeting by or the purpose of learning of activities
of that organization^ I Iwas aware of the fact that the
feature of the evening at the Pro-American meeting was a talk
by onef Ian associate

lstated that
»r Aray General
has visited several

times in recent months the Finland Book Store at AHF head-
quarters.



E&C, CHICAGO <157-3

>

11/13/03

0A JOHH W. TGEET

AHP
EM

On PCI W, whose
orally advised that on

J
identity must ho protected
at the Invitation of one

I

*
I Chicago, he telephonies.Xly contacted the headquarters

of the Aaerlcaa Hat! Party (AHP), Chicago* to verify that
an ooen meeting was to he held at the AHP headquarters

~1 He stated that he spoke on that occasion with

on Friday night f [

]wfco confirmed that there would be an open meeting
and who Invited him to attend]

or visit AMP headquarters at anytime.

On stated that on the evening of
he did visit headquarters of the ANP,

met at the entrance
1 Chicago. He stated he

to the building by an unknown individual who inquired as
to the purpose of his visit. After explaining his previous
contact with I

|wa» admitted and later was invited
to attend the a*etirig7»fcicb he was informed had been changed
fmm an open general sooting to a closed Meeting. He stated
that the meeting was held in a hall at the rear of the first
floor and that there were approximately 20 persons in attendance
of which 15 apparently were members of the AMP and the
others were persons apparently interested in attaining
membership. Those whose identities SUM learned included

I lJOBM mIAACE,
mmi mieisxr ana oad icmp

.

and consistedThe meeting was conducted by
|

of a discussion of Party policies* which included an absolute
order against violence on the part of Party members.

1 - A1 I

1 * 103—
1 - 137-127

105-3527
| ,

1 ~ 105-12296 CJTCBH irAhMCE)
1 - 105-13900 I I

1 - 105-1X500 (WAYKK MSBUm}
1 - 105- “I

JUT:pat
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|
stated that due to a ruling of the batted States Supreme

Court the AMP cannot at the present time heclassified as a
subversive organization because in order to be a subversive
organization tee qualifications roust be net* fie stated
these as, Humber 1, the Party must be sponsored, represent
or support a foreign government which is antagonistic to
the United States, fie stated there is no country in the
world today that is run by any fora of a Nazi government
and the MP, therefore, does not fall into that category*
Humber 2, the Party involved must subscribe to the violent
overthrow of the American government by force of eras if
necmmwy* I |stated that the AHP does not advocate any
such action and that only honest, loyal Americans will be
permitted membership in that organization* fie continued that
the AHP does not advocate the violent overi&row of Hie
American government but that their goal in fact Is to become
the American government by the year 1972*

I then spoke of the "Traitorous Jews" who are
attempting to destroy our country through various acts of
treason and manipulation and control of the federal government,
fie stated that the United States government*

»

entry into
World war tt was useless and an open act of treason in that
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor was completely known
in its last details to the White House mix months before
it occurred. The success of this attack, according to I

was absolutely assured by the fact that the American fleet
was kept tied up at the P&arl Harbor haval Bass until tbs
attack could be launched as planned. The Jewish businessmen
and money manipulators, who controlled this country and have
controlled others to the ruin of those countries, are
responsible for our entry into World War It through their
control over KOOBEVhLT. He stated that these same people
are now in control of President EEHBEBf in the same fashion*
He pointed out that it has been known for months that the
Communist buildup in Chiba has been steadily taking place
and that missiles were being installed but the Jews and fhs
other traitors kept this country waiting until the last minute
before doing something about it in order to throw the country
into a mr-iootiag and thereby divert the people from their
more serious problems at homo when the whole business could
have been handled simply and easily two years ago*

9

be
b7C

Jo 6

’b7C



He said that on* of the »or# serious problems at
home is the race problem we are no* having in the Sooth*
Th* Goy#rzu>r of the State of Mississippi and others like him
should fee hailed as the absolute and dedicated hero* that
they are. He continued that the Megro in the Halted States
today is nothing sore than a pawn *>f Jewish money. He related
that the Intelligent, educated and thinking Hegro wants
nothing to do with the white nan hut rather wants his ora
country, his own land, his own government. He does not want
integration at anytime. The trouble, however, is that the
lower class of uneducated Hagroes have been reached and
convinced by the Jews that he should integrate, that he should
go to white schools, live in white neighborhoods and ssarry

white women.

The Jews through these ignorant pawns have only
one idea in mind «*» the absolute destruction of the CJodh-created

Wiite race as we know it. In order to stop this movement,
we must be strong and never lease sight of our final goal,
if* must continually strive to reach that goal and to convince
the American people of our sincerity and devotion. He
concluded with the statement thatjthe time th* AHF takes over
operation of this government through the process of honest
elections, th* Jewish traitors to this country will be
located, tried through due process of the law and complete
sad absolute puaisirieui imposed.

, stated that he Imd previously known JOES
SAULiCS* and considered kin to b# mtzmm in his support of
the ANP Philosophy. Ho was usable to furnish any descriptive
data of I I <LHb> other than that he supposedly lw employed
as

I

~|*i the Drake Eestaurant.

.from these individual* that I

1 He stated
f«ha

he
hie
b7D

Also on I I
stated lie again visited

head(>uRrter& of the ASP. Chicago, I ,
I at which ‘fetes

he had conversation with!
that h® understood from i

holds the rank of ! 1 was sent to Chicago from the JrUagtoa
SatadQuarteru of the- ASP to take corrsud of the Chicago
fisrant* and is regarded as highly Qualified for this position.

I I wit* holds the rank of I ^ also ms seat to Chicago
from Arlington to help run th* Chicago operation. During
this conversation! |implied that they had boea
responsible for & so-caned rare bomb to have been throws
into the headquarters building some weeks earlier.

- 3 -
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This apparently was done for publicity purposes and it
was implied also that they bad bad a bard ti«e finding soaeone
wbo knew enough about it.,to construct tbs boab. .. ^ ?

^ 4£"*^w u.

— a



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 11/14/62

SA JOHN W, TOEOT

|
(RAC) orally advised on 9/19/62 concerning

a visit to American Hassi Party (ANP) headquarters, Chicago,
9/7/62* This information was reduced to -written form.
authenticated by the informant and placed in A)| I

105-14039
105-11670
105-13961
105-

J!IT:pat
9)

S'; V.vjjlu |„
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Chicago, Illinois
September 19, 1962

at hea
On September 7, 1962, a work detail was performed

of the American Nazi Party . I
j

FUHRY,

.

Chicago, by1 ] WAYNE MUELLER, JOE
]^ndFUHR^

were observed working in Finland Book Store and
working in Finland Hall. On this occasion the headquarters
Wftg alSQ visited by I

btge 15, both of whom talked privately with

bo
b7C
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SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 11/14/62

SA JOHN W* TOED!

ANP
BH

On 9/19/62 It was learned from I I (RAC)
that on 9/13/62 a "White Stag Dinner" was held at American
Nazi Party (ANP) headquarters, Chicago* This information was
reduced to written form, authenticated and filed as A) I

1 - Aj|

1 - 105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 105-13900
1 - 105-14039
1 - 157-62
1 - 105-

JWT; pat
(8)
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Chicago, Illinois
September 19, 1982

On September 13, 1962, a white stag dinner was held
at headquarters of the American Nasi Party,

I I Chicago. Present were;
]

JOE PUHRY

bo
b7C

FUHSY and

by
mp.
_Wl

prepared the meal. The headquarters
presently lias a simniv of steaks and roasts which are brought

ho is employed at a grocery store as a

The evening was spent in a discussion of the evils
of integration and authropoiogical and religious differences
between the Caucasian, Negro and Jews*

2



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 11/13/62

SA EGBERT J. DOLAN

AMERICAN NA2I PARTY, Aka.
RACIAL HATTERS

SiXL

] Chicago, Illinois, who is currently under
consideration by this oiflee for future development as a

i l I a gath«PCI (RAC) advised that on| gathering
was held at tap headquarters:, American Nazi Party (ANP),

I Among those present at tills
patrtfiviat^ blu? 1 nT 1 mi>in?Twero known to

|

J JOE EBHRY , JOHN WALLACE

,

] and one [ JTph), 5* 0 '*-5 * 10", brown h~ir,
ruddy complexion, early 20s, recently divorced.

bo
b7C
b7D

The evening was concerned basically with general
discussion as to the-' current status oi‘ the ANP in Chicago,
Illinois.

Among other things discussed was the fact that the
Chicago branch is undergoing serious financial difficulties.
They are behind in the payment of the current month *s
(October) rent and they do not have the finances to purchase
necessary heating oil for the building. As of the time of
this gathering, the gac stove in the kitchen was used to
heat the entire second floor and was iouad to be most
inadequate

,

A- a result of a recent attack by some unknown
individual on ASP headquarters a 'stink bomb” was hurled
through the window of the building. The insurance covering
this building had been cancelled and it was understood
that the owner of the building has been unsuccessful in
securing now insurance.

l.r
I 1

1

,1/- 100-3527
1 - IQ5-13900
1 - 105-142261
I - IQ5-9110 (JOE FPHgg)
1 - 157-127 r
I -103-

EJB :MAI5

m

be
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I advised that be bad learned that the AHP
in Chicago did not secure the necessary building permit
prior to the recent renovation of the headquarters building.

It was - learned that who apparently
was new with this organization, has a close friend employed
In a downtown location who, it is said, has access to a Zeros
machine. It is understood that this friend of

|
|would

be able to handle printing for the Chicago organization if
'desired,

be
b7C
b7D

I

fun
An urgent appeal was made to those present for

ds to alleviate certain of the hardships mentioned.
indicated that some $23 or $30 was donated from the

group present and certain pledges were made for future
donations.

Above is provided for the Information of this
file.

* 2 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC s CHICAGO (157-3) DATE?

FROM ? SA JOHN W. TOE§T

SUBJECT? ANP
RM

On 11/1/62 there was obtained from
m which w
: a meetIni

Chicago, on 10/26/62

(RAC)
a written report

Nasi Party (ANP) at.
Is retained as A)[

riptive data
apparently is employe

unable to famish any further
I I other than that

] He previously

be
b7C
b7D

sh any
or

the four unidentified males in attendance

1 .

<at>
i -

i -

i -

i -

i

»

i -

i -

i

»

i -

i —

i -

i -

i -

A)1

105-3527
157-127
105-13900
157-62
105-14039
105-12296
105-p

105-
105-
105-
105-
105-
105-14226
105-11500 (WAYNE MUELLER)



Chicago, - Illinois
-November. 1, 1962

On 10/26/62 a regular mooting of .members of .the

American Nazi Party ms hold at . ANP--headquartors .
-

I 1 -

JOE MfflRY

name,,unknown

. WAYNE WELLER
Four- other males,- names .unknown

| |
was in charg© .of the mooting and for th© .

benefit of newcomers and visitors gave. a resume of what the.

ANP stands for -and what it -is against/ -H® -also ga.ve.an
explanation of national -socialism, ’• He .stated that the.- ANP
is opposed to violonco and any attempt, to overthrow or change.,

this govornmont by t-he-.us© of, 'fore©.-

The meeting closed with th© -singing .of • the c:ANP
anthem- and no- further business .was conducted.

•On this occasion
uniform a red bar

was wearing oh. his
rank. - He : was . overheard < explaining

to
;
FTJHRY that, he is now a group leader and that he.mow lives

at .the. headquarters . building, and. standsv.guard on. .the- midnight.,

to 8:00 a.,m, watch,
. .

1



mited states mwmmms
MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC s CHICAGO (157=3 )

FROM $ SA JOMM W. TO1OT

SOBJECVs ANP
EM

//— eL-b
— ^

DATEt/f

Ther© was received 9/19/62 fromC
©ral information e©me@rnimg a meeting ©f the American Nazi
Party (ANP) held 9/7/62 An Chicago, This information will

having b®@n authenticated by the
informant in written form.

1 - All

TL - 105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 105-1390©
1 - 105-1150© (fWATOE MnETJUB'Et)

1 - 157-62
1 - 105-1229© ami WALLACE)

1 - 105-14039 [

1 - 157-127 (PRO-AMERICAN mwm

be
b7C
b7D
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OS 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
September 19, 1962

On September 7, 1962, a meeting of. members of the
Party was held at ANP headquarters,* I

Chicago. Present for. the meeting were;

|
was in charge of the meeting and listened

to lectures on AMP party principles given by FUJHRY and
MUTEMjEEo After this I I and PUBKY left for the announced'
intention ©f attending a meeting of the Pro-American .Forum.



UNITED

MEMO
STATES GOVERNMENT

IKASDH

TO : SAC
5 CSICA'SO (157=3)

//- jsl 4DATE; '< *** ®

FEOM s SA JOIN W 0 TOIBT

learned dmring a visit of h©adq
Party s Chicago 9 10/29/62. This
written form. authenticated and

a
rally aovxsea ox x
sarters of the American Nazi
information was rednieed to
filed as A)| I

5 '
k3 5 c? 7^

SEARCHED—__^_1NDCX_

SERIALI7.En*^rFt!n

NOVI 9 1962
FBI— CHlO,»t->.
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Chicago, Illinois
November 1, 1962 ’

of 10/29/62 the headquarters
[ Chicago

I JOE MfflRYj 1

_. —Lwh® reside at headquarters, were also
j

worked on the heating plant. '. During the
it was mentioned that members of the ANP would demon-

strate in Evanston, Illinois, 10/31/62 where .MARTIN LUTHER
KINS was giving a talk at the Unitarian Church. This was
mentioned by I \ in connection with a question by I las ’

to the location ©f the Unitarian Church as he planned to go
directly there from work. I Ialso announced
h© presently is I I of the- White Youth Corps
and will serve for the next three months at which time he
will become 18 . He then will name his successor.

b6
b7C
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TO s SAC. CHICAGO (157-3), DATE;



CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
October. 25, 1962

On 10/24/62 an emergency meeting of-frh® American
TTami Party was called 'at the MP 3

Chicago . Present weres

JOE FIERY

He. also said that as a result of the bomb recently thrown
into the building, the owner has had bis 'insurance cancelled
and is becoming more nervous about allowing the ANP to continue
to occupy the space. Accordingly, other arrangements may
have to be mad© in the near future’. On® suggestion being
considered is the possibility of the ANP purchasing the building

then asked for ideas and/or contributions. It was
observed that in the collection several loose bills were
included and a number mad© pledges.. Of those making pledges
it was observed that JQ3H WALLACE pledged $2.5,00, JOE IUHRY
$20.00 a-rndT

|
$25. 00. One suggestion received was

that the ANP hold a series of ©pen dinners to raise money.

are
now residing at. the headquarters building and
bombing, a 24 hour watch has been instituted
that close order drill is to be

in view of the
He. also announced

at the regular weekly

bo
b7C

b6
b7C
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He then told of having returned th® day before .from
Birmingham, Alabama* H© stated he went from Chicago to the
Arlington headquarters with GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL after, his
visit to Chicago* They -stayed in Arlington for a -few days

.

then went to Birmingham mherm_ROCKWELL attempted to get I I

I out of jail* When
|

|left ROCKWELL in Birmingham
ROCKWELL was planning t© go to Honston, Texas, and • Los Angeles

.

California., where he hoped to. set .up ANP branches*, I I

also, announced that the, Arlington headquarters is to get a
new printing press and the old one will b© sent to the
Chicago headquarters*

|
ptated that a Zenrox duplicator

available 4© him at his place of employment could be used on
any occasion needed to reproduce ANP literature in any
quantity.

| |
then s tafted he has tentative plans for

some ANP demonstrations. He mentioned that MARTIN LUTHER
KING is .scheduled to speak sometime soon in Evanston., that
a peace rally of s©m© sort is scheduled for Me .Cormick. Place
in November and also an anti-Nami rally of some kind is to be
held in Chicago. He -stated he is considering a demonstration
at any or all of th® above and that there would be further
word on this*

)

V..

ho
b7C
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: ANP
RM

DATE • ///z 7/V2.

On 10/16/62 there was received from (RAC)
information obtained during visit to headquarters of the-
American Nazi Party <fANPT>

. _

Chicago, 10/11/62 » This information
was filed as A\ after having been placed in written
form and authenticated toy the informant.

The informant described the individual in attendance ...

who accompanied
|

~| as 6 * 1", 165 pounds, approximately
35 years of age, slender build, with a pale complexion,, black
hair, cut in crew style, with a pock marked face.

The informant was unable to provide any further
descriptive data concerning

b6
b7C
b7D

ffcNU).

13 sage

Al

Richmond
X
1 -
1 -
1 -

1 -
Chicago.
1
1
1
1
i;
1
1
1
1
1

(RM)
(GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL)

105-
105-14226
105-14227
105-3527
157-127
105-13900
157—62
105-
105-Desdex (S)

I SEARCHED.
^JHDEXiL—

SERIAUT-FD

[

born approximately

[

b6
b7C
b7D

165 lbs.,
] (RAC)

,
visit to ANP headquarters

10/11/62. pock marked face)
105-Desdex (S) (W, M, I HI (RAO. visit to ANP head

105=
quarters 10/11/62T (LNU) )

JWT:pat
(18)
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Chicago, Illinois
October 16, 1962

On October 11, 1962, the following were present
at headquarters of the. American Nazi Party . \

Chicago;

b6
blC

It was learned that
|

|and|
|
were

to have attended a Communist Party function of some kind that
evening but the function was cancelled at the last minute#

l

In conversation among

l

was overheard to s tate he is[
TfUHRY and I

^

J

Chicago, around the first of November*.
It was also brought out that I I has a knowledge of electricity
and sound systems. I Iwas interested in this and discussed
with | | the possibility of building a couple of parabolic
reflectors for use at ANP demonstrations, and at large
gatherings. It was also brought out that I Ipossesses a
miniature wire recorder and a pocket recorder and that the
ANP headquarters is equipped with a console record player,
recorder and amplifier as well as an intercom!.- system between
the front door, Vinland Hall, the basement and the upstairs
quarters

.

he
hlC
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEHORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

PROM ; SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT; ANP
RM

DATE; ///^

On 10/11/62 information obtained during a visit to

5 - Richmond
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

1 -

(RM)
ROCKWELL)

13 -
(ANP

Chicagp*
i - a!
i - ids-
1 - 105-14227
1 - 105-14226
1 - 105-3527
1 - 157-127
1 - 105-13900
1 - 157-62
1 - 105-14039
1 - 105-
1 - 105-11500
1 - 100-35635

(WAYNE MUELLER)
(KOI)

bo
b7C
bf.D

JWT:pat
(18)
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Chicago, Illinois
October 11, 1962

During the evening of October 10, 1962, the following
persons were present at headquarters of the American Nazi
«« I I I /Mt. J _

Party, Chicago:

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, Arlington,
.
Virginia

Arlington, . Virginia
.Arlington,. Virginia

Arlington, Virginia

JOE FIJHRY

WAYNE MOELLER

Two young boys, approximately 17 years, of age,
whose names were unknown.

The evening was spent in general rwnivergntirm and
no business was conducted It was learned that

|

and I I had accompanied ROCKWELL on the trip from
Arlington. ROCKWELL had given speeches at Carleton College and
Me Allister College in Minnesota. Several of those present had
gone to Minnesota to hear his talks. It was also learned that
a public affair is planned at the Chicago ANP headquarters for
the evening of October 12, 1962, at which ROCKWELL will speak.
A meeting "by invitation only" is also planned for Saturday
evening, October 13, 1962, at which ROCKWELL will again talk.
In that connection it was learned that invitations to hear
ROCKWELL speak had recently been distributed by the ANP at
Northwestern University and it was planned that ANP literature
would be distributed at De Paul University. It was also learned
that on October 11, 1962, ROCKWELL was expecting to meet, in
Chicago with representatives of the Nation' of Islam.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157=3)

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: ANP
RM

DATE: 2'7' f

19

1
1 -

Chicago.
1
1
1
X
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A

105=14227
105=14226
105=3527
157=127
105=13900
105=14039
105=14045
157=62

•12296
•12832

105=1167©
105-11500
105=13966
105=
105-
105-Desdex

On 10/16/62 there
concerning a

(ANP) held 10/12/62.
form, authenticated by the

2 = Richmond (Info)

was received from (RAC)
©f the American Nazi Party

was reduced to written
and filed as A)

(GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL)

be
b7C
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CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
October 16 , 1962

On 10/12/62 a meeting of members of the American
Nazi Party wps held at ANP headquarters,

Chicago, Illinois. Present for the meeting were;

name unknown
for the Chicago Sun-Times newspaper

The meeting was held in Vinlamd Hall with ROCKWELL
r

WALLACE
and I I in ANP uniform.

In addition there were present approximately 75
persons not known to be connected with the ANP. This had been
proclaimed as a meeting open to the public.

|

was stationed at the front entrance to the building with a
billy club and

| ~lwas armed with brass knucks.
Every person admitted was searched at . the door for weapons

.

The hall was filled to capacity and several were turned away.

opened the meeting by announcing that no
smoking or disturbances would be tolerated during the --meeting.

were then stationed by

he
b7C

b6
b7C
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CG 157-3

in positions in front of and surrounding the speakers platform
and the meeting proceeded. It was observed that I I was
stationed near a rear exit through a partition at the back
of the hall and that he maintained a shotgun behind the partition
out of sight of the crowd*

| |
then introduced I Iwho gave a talk

on genocide. His main point was that race-mixing, as it is
being pushed today by Jews, would result in the destruction
of the white race and must be fought.

| |
then introduced GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL

, who
spoke on the topic "Communism is Jewish". In his talk ROCKWELL
traced the history $3>f Communism and its relation to Zionism.
He declared that Zionism is treason and that he had inquired
of the U. . S. , Justice Department why Zionists were not required
to register as agents of a foreign government. He stated he
got nowhere at the Justice Department and in effect was told
to mind his own business.

Upon the conclusion of ROCKWELL'S speech the majority
of those present left, however, a number stayed for a period
of informal questioning of ROCKWELL, It was noted that the
average age . of the crowd appeared to be approximately 25

.

In the discussion it was learned that ROCKWELL had
received a telephone call during his speech from a doctor
associated with the Jewish War Veterans organization who.
desired to arrange a debate with ROCKWELL. ROCKWELL was to
contact him later.

be
b7C
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTMEMORAND UM '

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (100-32906)

FROM : SA ROBERT A. VILLEMURE

SUBJECT: THE JEWISH CULTURAL CLUBS
OF CHICAGO
IS - C

On November 15, 1962, the Security Section,
Intelligence Division, Bureau of Inspectional Services

.

Chicago Police Department, made available to IC I I

I I
reports on the meeting "Threat of the American- be

Nazi Party" held November 11, 1962 at the Fine Arts Building, b7c
Curtiss Hall, 410 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
and a picket demonstration by the American-Nazi Party in
front of the above meeting place.

Original of this information is located in 100-
40099 and is as follows:

DATE:

26

New York (RM,!

1 - 100-228
Chicago

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 .

100=40099 (Chicago Committee . Against
Nazism, Anti-Semitism and Racism)
(American Nazi Party)157=3

100=19366
100-17526
100=31410
100-26848
100=38480 (Chicago Anti-Adolph Heusinger Committee)

[

sh Committee)

100=13768 [ r
100=26973 (Emma Lazarus Federation' of Jewish

Woman's
100=4061

tK
1 =

105=11431 (Jewish War Veterans)
100=30835
100=133
100=24800
100-3949
100-21194
100-25679
105-3527
105-14226

be
,b7C
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CG 100-32906

1 - 105-14039
1 - 105=13900
1 - 157=62
1 - 105=11667 I

1 - 105=11500 (WAYNE MOELLER)
1 = 105=12296 (JOHN- WALLACE )

1 = 105=dead
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CG 100-32906 12 November 1962

Subject: Meeting, ’’Threat of the American-Nazi Party”
held Sunday, 11 November 1962, 1400 hours,
Fine Arts Building, Curtiss Hall, 410 S.
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Picket Demonstration by the American Nazi
Party in front of above meeting place, 410
S. Michigan Avenue.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

Meeting sponsored by the Jewish Cultural

Clubs of Chicago - Picket Demonstration
sponsored by the American Nazi Party of Chicago.

•

Date and time : Meeting scheduled for 11 November 1962 at 1400
' hours. Actual time commenced - 1440 hours.

Place:

Attendance:

Fine Arts Building, 410 S. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois = Curtiss Hall.
Picket Demonstration took place in front of
this building

Approximately two hundred and seventy-five (275)
persons were in attendance during meeting proper.
Five (5) members of the American Nazi Party
participated in subject picket demonstration.

Chicago;

I

[

of the
Jewish- -Cultpra.1- .Clubs of

1 Cdloredj
I or T.n«

_

lQ.ba.nv Park Hebrew
and I I of the Midwest Jewish

]
of

the. Chicago Anti^Adolph Heusinger Committee,;.
I L one time executive- -member of
Metal Polishers -Local 6, AFLs I I

be
b7C

| |
Director of the Emma Lazarus Federation

! of ' Jewish Women'1 s Clubs 5 I I

I I for the Chicago district of the United
Electrical Workers Union.

- 2 -



CG 100-32906

Topics; Issued resolution to bring an end to Nazism,.
Anti-Semitism and Racism. Initiated a
"Freedom Movement" to be comprised of all
minority groups. A call for concerted action
to abolish the American ultra-right movement
particularly the 'American Nazi Party.

,

12 November 1962

Subject; Meeting, "Threat of the American-Nazi Party"
and Picket Demonstration, 11 November 1962,
continued.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION continued.

Pertinent announcements ; "Anti-Heusinger" meeting will be held a"" r'“" week from this coming Tuesday - 20
Nov. 1962, at 6159 N. Kenmore Ave.,.
Chicago, Illinois.

Matea±il Display ; The American flag on stage of meeting hall -
No literature displayed for sale

.

Colleotions

;

Admission fee — 50$. Held collection of money
contributions - amount announced as $121.50 ,

Adjournment; The meeting cam® to an orderly conclusion at 1730
hours

.

Incidents; During the aforementioned subject picket -

demonstration, fighting broke out between 'the
three pickets and a group of approximately- 25 men,

, many of &hom were members of the Jewish War
Yeterans . At the outcome of this fracas

.

a boy
who 'identified himself as I I 18 -years
Old, I

and student, was taken into the first district
Police Station where a disorderly conduct charge
was made and complaint signed.

12 November 1962

Subject-; Meeting, "Threat of the American-Nazi Party"
held Sunday, 11 November 1962, 1400 hours. Fine
Arts Building, Curtiss Hall, 410 S. Michigan

- 3 -
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Atouto, Chicago, Illinois - Auspices:
Jewish Cultural Clubs of Chicago, 'Admission 50^.

Subject meeting was held on the tenth floor, Curtiss
Hall, of the Fine Arts Building. An unidentified woman was
stationed at the entrance engaged in collecting admission fees.
The usual array of literature was not on display during this
affair. The American flag was the only adornment observed in
the meeting hall.. Approximately two hundred and seventy-five
(275) persons were in attendance. Th*
noted wer<& the scheduled speaker

The majority of this assemblage was comprised
of elderly Jewish individuals'.

The purpose of this meeting was to initiate a movement
against Nazism, Anti-Semitism and Racism. The sponsoring
organization - Jewish Cultural Clubs of Chicago - issued a call
to all persons of the Jewish faith and other minority groups ‘to
band together in defense of their civil rights and liberties.
The recent uprising of the ultra-right and the American Nazi
Party is said to be the danger now confronting these minority
groups.

bo
blC

The rally was called to order at 1440 hours by
|

_pf the sponsoring organization.
I was one of a delegation of ten who petitioned

Jt© "us© your influence with Pres. Kennedy to bring about
the annulment of the appointment of Gen Adolph Heusinger as
chairman of the NATO Military Committee." At this time the audience,
was asked to stand and sing our National Anthem. Following this bb

display of patriotism, the Chairman proceeded to introduce the
purpose ^f this affair, anfl guest speakers. The featured

did not appear on this platform.

b7C

Reason given was that she was called on short notice to
attend an emergency session of the Illinois Legislature.

t© give a brief talk on why the minor-
should unit© in -order to abolish the so-called

fascist movement now taking place thru-out the world-. He then
spoke on the, history of the United States back to the signing of
the Declaration of Independence.

|
| also reviewed the 1st,

13th,, 14th and 15th Amendments of our
-
Constitution. He said,

"We are here today to initiate the movement ' to preserve our

- 4 -
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democracy and our freedom of religion, speech and press.
It gives me great pleasure to know that our Chicago Police
Department is doing a tremendous job in maintaining order
on the scene of the picket demonstration now confronting this
meeting - led by members of the American Nazi Party.”

In conclusion of his brief remakrs,
|

|gave the
eulogy for the late Eleanor Roosevelt. He then called for a
moment of silent prayer = everyone responded.-

The first speaker was|
|
colored.

urns ‘on Racism and how it effects our economy. ”The
American people must be educated in order to bring an end
to Nazism, anti-Semitism and Racism. W® are forgetting that
Americanism was founded on the principle that all men are
created equal under God. I am proud to be here today as a
representative of the Negro people. As a minority group, they
play an important role in the struggle for civil liberties
and human rights. We must forget our shortcomings and join
hands in the fight against the destroyers of our democracy.
We must educate our people against this tyranny that is emerging
in the form of the Nazi and ultra-right. Only: through unity
and sacrifice - we can save humanity and preserve our human
dignities.

”

The second speaker was of
the Albany Park Hebrew Congregation and chairman of the Midwest
Jewish Committee - recently spoke at a rally to protest the
naming of General Adolph Heusinger to head MATO forces in"

In his opening remarks

,

I

~1 commented on the picket
demonstration taking place in front of .the meeting hall and
stated that everyone present go out into the..street and ©ounter-
demonstrate against the "Brown Shirt Nazis’”. The speaker’s theme
in general dwelled on the history of Germany’s Third Reich and
its wrath it shown against the Jews during World War -II.

The next speaker was|
of the Chicago Anti-Adolph Heusinger Committee. Before -

expressing Ms views on the essence of this Rally . \ I

I Tinsisted that he be given a goal to speak toward and
also the real purpose this meeting is- beign held. At this time
the Chairman presented a Resolution calXing for an end of Nazism,
Anti-Semitism and Racism.

| 1returned to the speakers stand
and reiterated most of the previous speaker’s views.

be
b7C

be
b7C
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At this time
|

The total collected was $121.50.
gave the collection speech.

I J one time executive members of
Metal Polishers Local 6, AFL, spoke on the plight of the Slavic
people during World War II. He stated that the loss of Slavic
lives at the hands of the Nazis were as great as the Jewish
losses. As- a representative of Slavic people I I offered
physical and financial support to the movement to end race
hatred.

The fifth speaker was
| |

of -the. Emma Lazarus Federation of Jewish women’s Clubs..-
j

Bp for deportation by _ the , Immigration and Naturalization
1

'

Service in 'I960. This speaker's theme! in the main/ dwelled on
anti^semitism., She told of the past wave of anti-semitism that
took place in Europe and the Bnited States. Prior to this
ourbreak of anti-semitism, members of the former German 'Nazi
Party held an anniversary conference in Cologne, France. In
the early part of 1960, GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, head of the
American Nazi Party, applied for a permit to hold a meeting
in Union Square, New York City, on July 4th - Independence Day.
In his vicious advertisement of this affair, it was stated that
"all Jews should be sent up in smokestacks and al l Negroes
sent back to Africa." At this time, the speaker,

|

emphatically stated that the resurgence of Nazism began in
the United States and not in West Germany »- she claimed that
630 incidents of anti-semitism . occurred” in the United States
compared to 600 like incidents that occurred in Europe.

The last speaker was|
for the. Chicago district of the United Electrical Workers- Unions.

1 recently signed an appeal to abolish the House Un^
American Activities Committee. The speaker's remarks dwelled
on racism in industry and the role it plays -in our economy.'
In conclusion, he reiterated the former speaker's views on
anti-semitism and added that the United States is responsible .

for the build-up of 'a new Nazi' Party -in West - Germany
. |

stated that- &igh-ranking military officers of the former Third
Reich are now active in West Germany's army and also hold key
positions In NATO.

be
b7C

bh
b7C

h6
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The following announcement was made: An "Anti°
Heusinger" meeting will be held. a weisfe from this coming Tuesday =

November 20, 1962V at, 6159 N. Ke&more Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Subject address is the Sovereign Kbsher Nursing Home owned
and operated by the aforementioned speaker,

I

Subject affair came to an orderly conclusion at
1730 hours o It may be noted here that during the course of this
meeting members of the American Nazi Party were picketing in
front of subject meeting place = Fine Arts Building. . See
attached report of subject picket demonstration.

The following were recognized in attendance:
Jo 6

|

b7C

DISKIN. I*0U

of above)

12 November 1962

Subject: Picket Demonstration by the American Nazi Party,
at a meeting of the Jewish Cultural Clubs’ of
Chicago, pine. Arts Building, 410 S. Michigan Ave.

,

11 November 1962.

A protest picket demonstration sponsored by the
American Nazi Party of Chicago, under the leadership of

| ]

| | was staged in front of the Fine Arts Building,
410 S. Michigan Avenue, during - a meeting of the Jewish Cultural
Clubs of Chicago .

'

' •

Five members of the American Nazi Party, wearing ’full

uniform, apparently designed to represent Nazi storm troopers
of the Hitler era, replete with swastika armband, -arrived at
the scene of the meeting at 1400 hours 0 Armed with’ placards the
five^men paraded back and forth in front of the building. At
the outset one member of the group was dragging a red flag on
the ground. The flag bore a hammer and sickle insignia and
what later proved to be a "Star of David" emblem. When the
insignia was seen clearly
flag from the demonstration,
immediately

.

was asked to remove the
He complied with this request

be
b7C
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About the same time that the Nazi party members arrived
a large group ©f men also appeared. These men were later
identified as
they had come

members of the
to demonstrate

Jewish War Veterans , who stated
against

was taking place , but decided not t©
the Communist meeting that
demonstrate for fear

on his
if_ the

said-
of |_

•fcrr*

of being identified with the Nazi group. The group scattered
and took up positions along the walls of the building and
the curb line. At approximately 1415 hours a youth, sa‘

‘

own initiative, stepped to the side
armed Nazis, and swung a vicious
head. At this same time a groupto the ;side of

of 10 or 15 men surged forward and pummelled other members of
the ANP. The action was quickly broken up and members of the
ANP requested that no arrests be made.

The crowd that had gathered to observe was ordered to
move along and quiet was restored. • This quiet was maintained
although many of those who had been ordered to move along had
returned. A second disturbance began when a' hysterical Jewish
woman, complaining about the uniformed Nazis, pushed forward
and tried to strike one of the Nazi pickets. Before she could
be removed the crowd again surged forward and fighting broke
out between the three ^ pickets and a group of approximately 25
men, many of whom were members of the Jewish War Veterans.

This difficulty was quickly stemmed and the area cleared
Again the leader of the ANP group

,

complaints against the assailants , but again

,

the police to release their attackers.

was asked to sign

At about 1645 hours, when the picketing was about to
break up, a young Jewish boy, mentioned previously in this
report, who was standing in a crowd directly behind the pickets,
was seen to throw an egg which struck f I in the leg

.

. When this boy was apprehended
|

asked if . he could
sign a complaint.

The boy was taken into the first district where a-
d$smfipd<&ip1hr fiMidws-fh (nhs.TPP*® yng».d@> goad S±g:n©d. Tfa©

bov identified hiaself as 1 lis.i

i

and student

.

A hearing in this case will be held on 16 November 1962.
At "this time the court is not known.

- 8 =
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t©[
three were

Three pickets took part in the picketing in addition
I PPegiOMSlv man* -impart Tluese

During the demonstration other members of the American
Party, wearing eiyilian dress, were identified
included WAYNE MUELLER, JOHN WALLACE',
and about eight others who were not identified by name

.

Placards carried by the pickets read;

COMMUNISTS UPSTAIRS
GAS THE COMMUNISTS
GAS THE COMMUNIST SCUM
COMMUNISM MUST BE SMASHED
THE JEWISH CULTURAL CLUB' IS A COMMUNIST FRONT
COMMUNISM IS THE ENEMY
COL. ADOLPH EICHMANN IS INNOCENT.

b6
tolC
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO s SAC, (157-3) Date:

FROM : SA

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

Recommendation : None

On November 13$ 1962, Lieutenant|
Chicago Police Department . Security Unit, made available
to IC] 1 a written report dated
November 12, 1962, concerning an American Nazi Party picket
demonstration which occurred on November 9, 1962, at the
Hamilton Hotel, 20 South dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois,
in connection with an ELISABETH GURLEY FLYNN 72nd birthday
meeting held under the auspices of the Gus Hall - Benjamin
J. Davis Defense Committee, Illinois Section.

\

The original of this report will be maintained as
a serial in 100-39864.

The report in question reads as follows:

157-127
105-3527
157-153
X57—
105-14039
157-62
157—
105-12296
100-39684
100-17787
;MAZ

(JOHN WALLACE) •

(Hall-Davis Defense Committee,
(ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN)

Illinois Section)



CG 157-3

Seven members of the American Nazi Party.
China tro Branch with headquarters at

| |

_
arrived at the Hamilton Hotel, 20 South

Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois, on November 9, 1962,
at 8:05 P,M» These American Nazi Party members were
present to protest the presence of top members of the
Communist Party holding a meeting In the Grand Ballroom
of the Hamilton Hotel. This meeting was • sponsored by the
Gus Hall - Benjamin J. Davis Defense Committee, Illinois
Section, and was in honor of the 72nd birthday of ELIZABETH
GURLEY FLYNN who was in attendance.

The pickets, led by| ANP,
all were wearing civilian clothes with swastika armbands.
Each was carrying a placard. No other members of the ANP
were observed in the vicinity.

Members of the ANP arrived
Illinois 1962 License Numberl
registered to|
Panel Truck.

Ln a panel truck,
J This truck is

Dodge

;s included in the demonstration in
were the following:

JOHN WALLACE

Placards carried by the pickets read as follows:

GAS ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
COMMUNISTS UPSTAIRS
DOWN WITH COMMUNIST SCUM
EXECUTE ALL RED TRAITORS
COMMUNISM MUST BE SMASHED
GAS THE COMMUNISTS
COMMUNIST MEETING UPSTAIRS
REAL LIVE COMMUNISTS INSIDE.

Particloam
addition td

be
b7C

b6
b7C
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No disorder resulted from this activity. The members
of the American Nazi Party departed quietly at 9s35 P.M.- .

3
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SAC (157-3) 11/30/62

J. TOjSDT

AFRICA!! RAZI PARTY
Rll

Cn l I PCI (RAC)
I

| who has furnished f.

reliable information in the past and whose identity must be IJ

protected, furnished -she following material which he obtained
from I I durlnp a visit to ARP headquarters,
ChJ caro.l 1



UNITED STATES: G0¥ERNME1T

M E M 0 R AJ: 01 M

TO
r.j

FROM

: SAC , CHICAGO. (157-3)

SA' ROBERT • J . DOLAN

DATE:/-/ 7-63

SUBJECT: AND, ‘aka,
s,' ,.b .RM.- '

6m
information': .in th<®

ROBERT J. DOLAN
ANP. Thft Qyjglffiial

File A]_

p nu'U' has furnished reliable
furnished/to SAs JOHN

,
W. TOEDT and ;v-v

the :^bHyi%ies‘ of^;the:

;'V V.;' :

is;’maintained - in Chicago
this report; is attached hereto.

1 - Af
1 - 105-

<3?- 105-
1 - 157-
1 - 157-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1-105-
1 -105-
1-105-
1 -105-
1-105-
1-105-
1-157-
1 - 105-
1 - 157-
1 - 105-
1:V 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 157-
RJDspat
(23)

12114
3527
127
153
13900
4630
12296
11500

14044

11667
158
14039
62
9116

12815
117 •

"b7D
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fher© at® presently four gfoapa vlthia the
membership of the Chicago organisation* These mi
firate tts© litera Troopers* which is composed of membersam willing to participate in ail public dewmetntiom
*®d actiVitio© aad'-take part in all other assignments
live® the©* JRpcssdly * there is the Associate storm ;
Trooper©* which is composed of these .individuals who
are willing to partieipat© is "certaia of the public
activities” but not all* The thirl group are fc^rrn as
Associate libers and these are the individuals whe

'

remaio la the background as far as public participation
i® concerned* fhey* however* will handle non~publie
assignments titlii the organisation* The fourth and
last group are £snewa as Supporting BMoSeBbets and . v

:

. are as their cane implies these individuals who do
,n©t participate actively is the activities of the
organisation hut rather. ”do their part” by means of finaa*

. ciai ®€aatrihuti®®®» . •

.

:*- .',.-•.
v: ;

; ®®@©rdifflg membership of the Chicago
, .organisation* the following individuals are considered
as members 8 -however* it is not hoove if they are
officially carried on Party rolls as such nor is
it hnovn ' if. they do in .fact possess membership cards

g

o



St is understood
at Arlington* Virginia, fens

press and that if it is at
formerly used by then will

as a

that the ASP Headquarters
purchased a new printing
all possible the eld press
be turned ever to the

:
: Wwm appearances the Chicago unit of the

ASP is mi but brake"* I

"
handles all funds

and is the only one who apparently has real knowledge
of tbs money on head in Chicago but ©very evidence around
the headquarter© indicates that nosey Is definitely
short" at: the .Chicago. unitv

a front:
'She Chicago organization no longer operates

[group as such. , The Fighting American -
;

'

, which previously existed as a front
the Chicago unit, has remained out of

existence and nothing has been done or said to Indicate
it [-will be .reactivated*:

'

j

'reactivated
is not to.; b
bold its
advice from
appearance®

of theyounger future members have
White Youth Corps, which allegedly

' with the ASP, however, It will
in the ASF building* will receive

the leadership of the ASF* and from all
sill be subject to ASF for final authority.

Jcurrently
membership with one other unknown Individual

.

school students in the Chicago area*
Ians for the White Youth Corps have boon

as of this. tine* •

make upth®
'All are

been learned that the reason fori
mosm &28C0LR ROCKWEl&» the Party *s
cm a trip to Atlanta and Birmingham

.st Chicago visit wasprincipally
of the Satlonal States Bights

to swing
|

|over with the
,
AiBPvo

held hoping to holing
as possiblebb

is said* was sympathetic
to the principles of' the Sani Party* however, Jusi could
not bring himself to undertake tbs banner: of the swastika
nor' the idea of representing himself as . a Nazi,

. Id: n vo
addition*, during the course ©ffihis trip, ROCKtfKLL end

to cdntaidtl
Party and
Assurant!;

and
secret

ABF

conferences
off the BSBF

I l it

Birmingham in an attempt to secure

V ::V

•b

'.b6

b7C

'bo

V-b7C



the release of
|

from Jail there.
|

|has
apparently been Incarcerated since his . attach on
Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING.

| |
apparently visited

In Arlington, Virginia, before Journeying to Birmingham
and Atlanta with ROCKWELL. Re departed ROCKWELL In
Birmingham and returned: to Chicago.

be
b7C



29 January 1963

Subject? Interview with Cosmnder 0.L* ROCKWELL, cont*d«

#h outside Income I mu#fc find out where ha is getting this noney
®P*nd. I have also been advised that 00Vt doe# a little too

wtSF
1 aid p rhaps at this time doe# too much talking-"

If all the charge#, or if most of the charges against
I Iare

usubitantiated, 1 miy have to take him back to Arlington with me
* bourse in handling of men. Obviously he is too soft for

ehe>j}®« He is a smart, capable and likeable person but lacks
ejcpo‘^ience in leadership. I know he is sincere1

* •

t One of the complaints lodged against Iby the
membership was his failure to cooperate with the local police*
BOOKWBB^1 stated that he had given explicit instruction# to his
many brph^h offices to cooperate with both the local police depart-
ments and the FBI* All police departments have been told that they
have theVight to search the looaL headquarters of the ASP, the car#
owned by IpCeL members and the persons of members if they deem it
necessary* ^These searches can be made at any time and without
benefit of search warrants. Any person or branch leader who fails
to Cooperate with the police will be dropped from membership,
ROCKWELL also stated that he had advised his branch leaders to sub-
mit applications of all members, new and old, to the bocal author-
ities. * I have a definite reason for this order**, said Rockwell.
"There might come a time when one of our members is being tried for
some offense. The fact that we have given all this information
to the police will indicate that we have been cooperating and might
have some bearing On the outcome of ft trial if we HAVE TO SUHPOJgRA
THE POLICE OFFICER TO TESTIFY FOR OS."

Hmy times we get men who apply for membership who
are wrong criminally. If they do not inform us of this on their
application we are at a loss to do anything about it unless the
local authorities from the information we give them, discover the
person to be wantedor otherwise wrong. We immediately expel such
a member. Also, X will drop frees membership any member who refuse#
to obey a police Command, any person who deliberately commits a
criminal act, or any peraon who conceals a police record. In fact
I have turned over members to the police when I discovered they
were wanted."

ROCKWELL requested us to accompany Mm to the
local headquarters to meet the new members recentIt added to the
local roster. These men included,

| |
and

Other member# >r#sent at this time
I and



29 January 1963

Subject* Interview with Cowaander ff.L. KOCKWELL, Cont*d.

xjmm h ^ OU3? tisio in th# h.emdqi,3,KT»fcftyAWMt to tho flflVftyil f irnuft: aji . *J- 7—-—-

—

s&^SSSS'SS&sT£S
sjtss^suiss-“«as" sasys

1 i— Another nhnna f>aTi for was fro*a a I

f?“
3

Tihnrm r»*1 1 foz* , T*. *
loiowQiiifl *« L- 1 *r05a a

«s - 4ar^??35?SgBifS
saa-sj^wr-s* o^o&rtet-

Ptort tort h. wrt°^!Stoa tfSf’brtn ^mainfr*.^ 5>rl»tlnS
J

h«adqa«rt”s
S
iSL no*

J
b«

fl®ll II^^O^REZols TH^AKEA^hJ^ AKP^TORtIP°WttL '
^

FORCED TO VACATE THEIR EOCATXOH.
n&AIWARTERo WIK. ^

wants to ta
1
who

STisSEim
zssnssr&r 3 a^ss^ifKSB5^
Unlv#*r*« 4.tv 4,4: t»4it nnnv.'ki^ itj-+ii a i -, .

® ^northwesternUnlv®r*aifcv it wiiT ^^.^i^ v Z* sxv<m ** "orthweatam
n«»S

wi
J~ P^*bly sm taka place at BLBSR HALL. gfannSheridan Road. Sranaton, Illinois. It will he sponsored byT I

©hats*
has ref
that di
against

IPX Tina fl9H«a «*»»< **» — ,
fl gireilds

“WKWELL *ppaaranoo and hrtrtrtrtaction will be taken against the house and alsoany nasi appears at their westing.
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29 Jakuary 1963

Subject

i

Interview with Commander S«L* ROCKWELL, cont*6,

la oar discussion relative to the organisations

Membership applications several names were mentioned*

| who had applied for membership,

but who never completed his applloation, was deno^o^ because,

TiA st gfticlT I
X txnd03?B*bBnd li# ws piolwd tip

by the police for trying to bugger a young bey in his basement •

ROCKWELL added, "Yea and I am pretty sure he is a Jew*

I former member, was. mentioned and

it was said that hefeohtaotcdl |agsin oently hoplng t

o

a uL avt a*Am Irt ns? * new NAZI Party* TftlS
t* «** said that hefcontactedl ^sgain recencyw

;
enlist an aide In starting a. new NAZI Party*

was tried about a year ago and failed for lack of interest,

1 the new arrival, is qp parently _ inline

for the top spot in the local setup *$ J°
atsv in Chicago*

SO appears to be well trained In the ROCKWELL tactics* jig

an aggressive individual who frequently blows hi# top*' atdewsand
l

sSgglSw! H# wodutly did tine for hitting aw. Murtin tothor 000B
,

(Rev* Martin Luther KEJO), a quote from ROCKWELL.

1 a bumrnish looking individual with a

long criminal record is aaotner recent arrival. I

that he was in the Communist Party for about Iq- months the

west coast* He suggested to R°CKWELLthathebe^lowed to join

some local Communist front groups* If he is accepted he wouic

then relate his findings to the local headquarter# who turn

could submit regular reports to the local authorities* ROCKWELL

agreed With this suggestion and stated they would v?ork out some-

thing in this direction very soon.

Copies of leaflets were submitted;

host men starve to oet justice in phimlelphia

AMERICAS NAZIS SMASH JEW PRESS C0H3PIRACY*

tpo'Jl p

/- 3o^J3



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3 > DATE:

FROM : SA JOHN V. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTI
Racial matters :

Oa/.lkrvaibir 26, 1962,
furnished reliable '

information
concerning an ANP meeting
is -located in A3 \

the informant after reduction to written

-drally.
This

advised :

1

information

.The source' was -unable to. furnish any/.additional •

• information', concerning the unJ^o^^dUbJedf^W'-V^RrA^^^R®^
at- the above meeting other than is- set forth under ; t$ie copies

Of 'this- memo.

;b6

vb7C
v

’b7D

•1443©~T
158 [

DESDEX (S), -white male ,.>born
17©;. pounds,;!

’

1 "4 105-

‘November .23

DESDEX AS ; white : male . h\ ;u

RAC). » attended ANP
meeting November .23, -1962 - .A; .A —A-

1 -105- DESDEX (S) , white maley born .-^apiponinately 1

1

I

5* 10®, 180 pounds, .pimpled^iacej ,
J(RAC)

-Vi

1 - 100-

.1 - 157-
1. - 157-

JNT:gmf
(16)

153
127

attended ANP
I I

INDEXED-
(searched

taAW .my *

~ roi



• <

GMcago., Illinois .

Movemfeeir,. -2® , 1962

TJh>©r<© was ' no fur'ster tousiEiess

.



UNITED

FROM t

SUBJECT!



&

Chicago* Illinois
Hovemtoer 21,: 1962

„ t is'u'xrojiHiuiBijir 18 ,
' 1962 ,

At was nlfaraaywaril ftlhnft

present at headquarters of, theAmericaaNazi
Chicago, wer©' the 1 •following:

ep
* |_

be
'

b7C

worked on the ftJrffifaQ,
FOTBY on book Store catalogues and invoices

,

" and
amd l I dA/.. Whit® Tonth Corps, correspondence*
AMP business ‘was transacted. .

and

No

1 « •
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SAC, CHICAGO <157-3) /2/7/6S.

SA JOHN W. TOEDT

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On November 30, 1962, PCI (RAC)|
(Code name). Who has furnished reliable information in the
past, orally reported on a contact with!

This information is currently in written form,
has been authenticated by the source, and is filed as

bo
b7C
b7D

l^A]

<J^105-3527

JWT:gmf
(3)

i«S£XED..,4

SEGWUZPP :'j Ftrn :
/—

DEC 7 iiZZ



Chicago , Illinois
November 30, 1S32

It was learned that on this dateJ I

contacted! I and was informed by Ithat the
Chicago American Nazi Party would conduct a picketing demon*
stration that evening. I told to appear at ANP
headquarters later that evening to participate in the
demonstration

•

- 1 -



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 12/7/SZ.

SA JOHN W. TOBDT

AMERICAN NA2I PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On November 13, 1962, PCI (RAC) I J

wlio has furnished reliable information in tho part, furnished
oral information concerning a picket demonstration of the
Hall-Davis Defense Committee by the ANP, November 9, 1962.
This information was daced in written form, authenticated
by the informant, and is retained as A ) I

PCI furnished the following descriptive data
concerning I I (LNU)

:

Race
Sex
Age
Height
Weight
Hair
Employment

White
Male
Approximately 45
6*

160 pounds
Gray with prominent widow*8 peak

Chicago, Illinois.

X>~ A)| J .

$L - 105-3S27 I 1
1 - 157-127 I I

1 - 100-39334 (Hall-Davis Defense Committee)
1 - 100- (DESDEX (S) , whit© male, bom approAaatelv

I I 6* , 160 pounds, PCI (RAC) I

was observed at ANP picketing 11/9/62; has
prominent widows peak, |(

hNU)

JWT:gmf
<«)>

SeAffCHEO JKOEXiD
Scmtmp farn

Jo 6

b7C
b7D

be
b7C
b7D



Chicago, Illinois
November 13, 1932

Early in the evening of November 9, 1962, there were
present at headquarters of the American Nazi Party. I I

J Chicago,
J and five others, names unknown. It was determined

that these individuals were planning to demonstrate that
evening in front of the Hamilton Hotel, Chicago, wh
was a meeting of the HaU-Hayis Defense Committee
was heard suggesting to|

|
that he take a earner _ ww

headquarters and accompany the group to take some photographs
of the demonstration and observe activities. When]
agreed,

| |p
broken.

I produced a cameraJmi
He then suggested that

determined that it was
go along anyway, watch

the crowd, explain things to questioners, and be available
to lend a hand to the demonstrators if needed.

be
b7C

All present thereupon rode in the ANP truck to the
_2ifiinity of the Hamilton Hotel. During the ride T l and
I lemphasized to the others that there was to be absolutely
no violence during the demonstration except if necessary in
self-defense.

Upon arrival at the Hamilton Hotel ,| land the
other five present paraded in front of the hotel carrying
placards of aa

^

anti-^oramunist , anti-Jewish, and anti-Hamilton
Hotel nature.
parked the truck
the crowd. They
observed.

cdJmnid two.
and he and!

later were joined by one

i were in ANP uniform.
bserved r±llia-jpicketing from

, who also
b7C

The picket continued from approximately 8:00 PH
to 9:00 PH, when

| |
again appeared with the ANP truck,

picked up all participants, and departed the area.

It was observed that the demonstration attracted
slot of attention, both pro and con.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT v

MEMORANDUM

TO ; SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE?
//2/63

FROM s SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTS’
RACIAL MATTERS

PCI 1 (RAC) (Cod© Bam©), wife© Has furmisted

1962, oral information eoMcernLimg am ANP picket demonstration

This informatics, was incorporated into a written
report „ amttent igated fey tte inf©rmamt , and filed as
A] ~i

[stlWWW

srn^ «63
Fiji:

cHICftbki



Chicago, Illinois
December 3 , 1962

Ob the evening of November 3©, 1962, it was observed
that from approximately 8:©0 PM to 1@:©0 PM, a picketing
demonstration was conducted in front of tlSne Sherman House Hotel
in downtown Chicago by members of the Chicago branch of the
American Nazi Party. The demonstration
against a talk a^d
a recent

ng of movies byini
]t

«

was conducted

Participating in the demonstration in ANP uniform
were the following: v

Also present as observers were

Those on the picket line carried signs such as
”Communism Must Go” and ”Sherman Motel Supports Communists’*

.

b6
b7C

pickets were spit
upon and showered with lighted cigarettes. At approximately
1©:0© PM the crowd was routed by police and the pickets Nyere
entering anTJ&NP truck to depart the area when]
was aft-fesairefeari few a 1hw?«tamder.

were arrested and taken to jail.

Later ?.t ANP Headquarters at 212^ North Damen
and WA1HE MUELEER

t as a
some changes win nave to be made in their way of operating.
He stated he believed this is the way to do it, that is, to
stand and take it on the picket linej that HITLER made a mistake
•by starting violence early in Germany and as a result his move=
ment was Set back several years before he got enough strength
to start making headway. He said that by being the underdog
on the picket line the ANP can pick up sympathy regardless, of

b6
b7C



what it stands for toy merely letting the Jews demonstrate
their willingness to resort to unlawful harassment. In the
incident tonight , for examples the MP was engaging in peaceful
picketing, against a Communist, and they are attacked and
subjected to indignities toy Jews in the crowd, led toy a member
of the Mayor’s staff, and arrested. At the same time the

Jew-Communist
disturbance was

He further stated that, as .the
a member of the Mayor’s staff, the

the Mayor either is a willing party to it or is a political
captive of the Jews t© the extent that he can do nothing about '

it.



2/8/63SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

SA JOHN V. TOSEY

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On January 31, 1063, |
|(RAC), who has

furnished reliable inforoation in the past, informed orally
concerning a visit to headquarters of the AMP, Chicago, on
January 16, 1063.

as 4
Thi« information is now retained in written form

?

b6
b7C
’b7D

1 -A j

~
,^>.105-3527 [

JWFsgmf
(3)



Chicago, Illinois
January 131 , 1933

Daring the evening of January 16, 1963, it was
observed that|

|
and JOE FUHRY *+

.headquarters of the American Nazi Party,!
|

I Chicago. I Iwas overheard telling FUHRY that
the Vinland Book Store had been closed because of city
zoning regulations and that the city may also keep them from
using the hall at headquarters for the same reason.

- 1 -



SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 12/7/63.

SA JOM W. TOEDT

AMERICAN NAZI PART?
racial umrns

\ IcRAC). who ha* furni*hed reliable

lnforaation la the paat, orally 0LS^5®aR2 i9a!>

1882, of a vieit to the ASP Headquarters, Noveaber 25, 1002*

This information is^lp written fora, authenticated

hy the and filed as Aj
|

1 * Al
1- 157-153 L
/$% 105-35271T- 106-11580.
1 - 157-02111
1 - 10!UQiWi
1 - 105-11027
1 - 105*13888

JWTigmf
(9)

SEARCHED—-^MTOpiED-
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DEC7 1962
FBI— CHICAGO
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GMomg© , Illinois
H®v@mto@r 251, 1962

H©v©asteer 16, 1962, a meeting yf



: : - SAC/ CTICAGO (157~3}> . DATS: fl-/n ^

FROM 11, m^y .

'

v:SPiilBOTjsa^

r'i
'.

19.9
'-.

(Code mane) , who las. famished. . 3P@liatole^iffiforttalfcloffi. i»::the :

pasty orally juralshed liifomati(S>s3i':<
':t2ne-;ANP.' Meld^Meventoer 10y::1982i :

•

•---• vAfffcag. gaduetlom ta^willite f
•"'by* the :source!;' this report was; filed as^ A3

cation 1

©(MSI?©© lad’.1©affmed -eu- tie- •

;

JOip WAMaACE pvesea&lgH'. Is;
’$:Cfeiea^ "©jaevtlsme:!

9 088Vdfeliltfri&^

b 6

,/b7C

;b' 7 D



C&icago, /

Wweaib&T 10 p
'

On November 16 , 1902, a meeting was toeld at
Headquarters <af tM; :Mericam ; Hazi ^Part^yf

• I Chica^f®'« Ill£iBi<ols. i litere'eer^ :

attendance* including: tke- f<alt<awimgs

was in . clarg© -‘ajad

concerned m AHP picket'
and in general** plans for, future
definite wasproposed in

'

ANP

weekvendy

stated t&at
in

r at: timeat

"bo

b 7 C







then announced that I I «n«fv

WAYNE MUELLER have been promoted to group leaders. Then he
spoke of the bad finances in the party and how they badly*
need contributions.

I
|

told ©f .some' trouble the AMP has recently had
at the AtTjngton Headquarters with homosexuals in the-

orgSBizst”
tion.

.
He; did- not; elaborate except- to state that it ‘had^'tPden

decided that the organization will, rid itself of all^'-froBroa:'-
sexuals. He said that every' member will have to execute’ s ’

notarized affidavit stating that he is not now and has
never, been accused ©f being a homo. and this affidavit filed
with the AMP.

No further business was .transacted.



* ‘ •

SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) .

' 1/25/63

sa john w. warn

AMERICAN hasi sam
FACIAL MATTERS

On 12/20/62. 1 IftAC), who h*a lumialisd
reliable information In tk» put, verbally infamed
concerning iofomation learned doling » visit tolwa^uarteris
of the MP December 18, 1962.

ft> ^-3^7-3^

o

o



Chicago, Illinois
Deceabe? 20, 1992

pTaaent a* hmadm%ax,'taVtt of tte IHfieBB Hast I&rty,
| |

I Chicago. I liafogged those ^taat
that the White Stag dinner previously announced vould be
held on the next evening. Thom who planned to attend we*©
to call the next day to leafs who*'© It vould be held. WUECK *>ic

and I I «e?# observed paying the $10.00 fee to? that dinner
to I Ion that occasion. FEHM-Y also made a $10.00 contribution
to to apply on the telephone bill at headquarters.

I Ialso said that the city building inspectors
are giving the party trouble, having found several alleged
viohfclons* It vas also pointed out that several B.B. shot
and .22 ealiher bullets have been fired at tbe front vlndove
of the headquarters building and rooks thfoun through the
bads windows.
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SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) I/2S/63

sa john w. mem

AMEXICAN NAZI BAHT?
racial matters

I I (SAC). who has furnished Reliable
information la the past, orally informed on December 20 ,

1962, of information learned during a visit to headquarters
of the AHP on December ifi f 1962. IMs information will be
found in Aj I having been reduced to written
form and autbeatioated.

b6
b7C
b7D

1 - hi

$
157-1271
105-3527
157-153
105-

JlTtgaf
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SEARCHED
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Chicago, Illinois
December 20,1932

(Sunday)[

be
Jand JOE yPB4Y ware present at hBadnunTtere

of the American Nazi Party . \ I Chicago. , 7r
All worked on files of the organization and no business bm
conducted. Zn conversation it was mentioned that!
had gone back to ANP Headquarters at Arlington, Virginia,
on that date. Be had come to Chicago for the specific purpose
ofBaking contact with a particular person. This party was
to have come to headquarters hut did not show.
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SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) 2/7/03

SA ROBERT J. DOW

AMERICAN NAZI PARfT, Aka,
BACIAL MATTERS

Submitted herewith is an anigInft* ED 302
setting forth result* of an interview conducted with
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, Commander, American
Nazi Party, at the Chicago Office, on 1/29/63, by
SAs ROBERT J . DOLAN and I I

. 105-3527 L
~

1- 105- I

.

I

1- 157-127 I

1- 105- I \

1- 105-9118
1— 187—138 l

1- 157-153 i

BPD:smj ..

<8)

•bo

b7C
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FD-308 (Hev, 1-25*60) £ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG^ON
• i

t

Data 2/4/63

. OEORiSE
t

LIICOLH .
ROCKWELL. Ccmmander. American Nazi .

.

Partirv . in the ebmpdny
_

©f l

(

I and be
I ^ f I bdthofficersofthe African Nazi ^ hi

Party, advised^ '• in Chicago, Illinois,
. and while here tobwn 'to' tho -Ffil' certain of;

. his -. instructions id "the : membership of theChlcagoBranch,
American Nazi Partyi, regarding their future relations with

’ dhiy'cbMtituts<i;^ Rockwell
ex^iain©d :it

:

ha-s;.al^ays;
;

'b®^ to extend full .

\ cdoperhtion': to the ^EBI/'ind it© -police departments whereever
: his;©rgant^&ti^
bpolidyf • h®;--said s 'isvtSsat-^ 'wishes t6,aiake- certain he‘ is
never accusedof opbratinga secret organization.

/. ROCKWELL stated, that he to'
hisoffleers in Chicagoto furnish the pollce department
with'cdples' o ..-all ' membership-, ap^ his party.
H© ;asked ii thlB^ practic®- is'' 'desired- bythe FRI .

‘

.

ROCKWELL .wasM^ the FBI would accept all.
. -ln£brmati;®n. vhi© desired to furnish '

however, the r®c©ipt®£ s^'efe infcswatloh' by the FBI should
'

",

not ’ beV cbnbtrubd ;by' S®CKWELL; dr his ' ©rganizatiohas indicating
" the FBI appr®^®® :©f' ; or -saheti©ma.';tha;A^ Nazl Party,
- its 'm®mb©rs’

:

’®r activitlei';;: By;ib deing’ this -‘Bureau is
' " "

extending - id .

’

fee . And•'hid -ass,delates .

'

’attenti®n i.a^ailable : t® ’any' individual \wishing;' to furnish
; . information

. _t® -the --FBI; . .
. ROCKWELL ,was emphatically .' advised.

tRia^:d^s ;
'n®t; in' anyWa^ •

FBI ; has- of. |^fe$raing,i:i^ ;interest.'in .

matters effe©ting;.th®
: Mited:-8tates : Obverhmdntd-

^

.
ROCKWELL stated he''’-fully and appreciates''

. ' "

- the , p®Sit'i'®ffi
: th®- : FSl;a^^ and objectivity -

'

'
bf.;:tfeis

: the fbi, -

-ROGKWELL
;
::saMj'

;

k^ r ..

- representative® and;: the professional ' approach shown by
the*;

On 1/29/63 „ Chicago. Illinois
\

’• > •

Fil*#_J2ft_i32=3-

SA ROBERT J. DOLAN and 8A
Lfuafe dictated

2/1/63
be ,

b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor. conclusions 1 of the FBI* It Is the property of the FBI .and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



CG 157-3

ROCKWELL stated that he realizes that because of
the controversial nature of his organization and its adoption
of the Swastika as a symbol the movement is certain to come
under the scrutiny of the FBI and other law enforcement
agencies

.

ROCKWELL advised he came to. Chicago principally t<

He explained that l \"put down a little mutiny",
I lof the Chicago Branch
a number of charges against
who is currently serving as [

Chicago Unit, ROCKWELL stated he considers [

aerican Nazi Party,, has listed
]

®£ tin®

] to be a
"sneak" and one who has grown "cocky and too big for his
britches". He, added that in' all probability I I will be
removed from Chicago and perhaps from the party entirely.
ROCKWELL stated that [

member

,

Arlington, Virginia
stated that at this time it is his .intention that these
two men will stay on in Chicago for an indefinite period
to assist in the operation of the Chicago Unit.

ROCKWELL made reference to two
the Chicago organization. He stated that
f ©rmer

[

wnffimihteT’g n>-f

at Chicago, is now completely
disasssociated from the American Nazi Party. ROCKWELL
Stated that it is his understanding that I

|
is

currently attending the University of Illinois. ROCKWELL
of thestated that

American Nazi Party,
formerly a member

has been dismissed from membership due
tb repeated misconduct and drunkenness. ROCKWELL stated
that he reinstated I I at the insistence of the
membership but dismissed him again. He is now completely
disassociated from the American Nazi Party. ROCKWELL
added that his whereabouts are unknown.

ROCKWELL stated that]
|
a member of

the American Nazi Party, was sent to Chicago by ROCKWELL
in an effort to supplement the membership of the Chicago
organization. ROCKWELL stated that l "has presented
a disciplinary problem to him both at National Headquarters
and at Chicago. He stated that hehas become arrogant.

b6
b7C

„
aa<3>tb©r

]
both from th® Natlm1 Ematiqrnrters

,

are aIs® vis itlag ia Cfeicag®, H®

b6
b7C
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insubordinate and almost impossible to control by officers
of the ChicagoPnit . However, ROCKWELL stated he has '

found I ~l to be courageous and loyal and for these
reasons will prefer to keep him within the organization

jhas no specific
He

at Chicago, ROCKWELL added that
assignment other than serving as a stormt|fpoper
stated that he will "shape him up" at Chicago pr will
return him to National Headquarters at Arlington,

While in Chicago, ROCKWELL stated he will
"look info" a number of building code violations which
have been filed against the owner of the building housing
the Chicago Hoadauarters of the American Nadi Party. I I

I I and against[ |as the
tenant of that building. ROCKWELL stated he believes
the violations charged against them is merely an attempt
to pressure the owner of the building into evicting the
American Nazi Party and ultimately to destroy the
organization in Chicago.

bo
b7C

ROCKWELL stated Ms unit in Chicago presently has
about 25 members broken into three categories: those
who participate in all functions of the party; those
who for one reason or the other participate in only
certain of the public functions; and those who for their
own reasons prefer to remain in the background and not
be identified public-ally. ROCKWELL stated that at the
present time he has given no thought' to transferring
National Headquarters to Chicago in spite 'of the ‘

rumor that was prevalent some months back. He pointed
out that they "never had it quite so' good" exeeptfor
the question of money. He noted however that the
financial situation'' may improve'"appreciably within
the next few months, in- this regard he stated he contemplates
a further publication ©f his book "This Time 1?he WorId"
and the release of a long playing record containing
speeches regarding 'the American Nazi Party movement.
In addition he- noted that he expects some publicity
to result from a forthcoming article in "Esquire"
magazine to be entitled "An American Jew Looks At
an American Nazi".



CG 157-3

ROCKWELL stated he expects a breakthrough” within
the next six months . He explained that he means a change
in the laws effecting his movement and as a result the
possible 'prosecution of himself and/or some of his members.
He noted that he expects that such prosecution will
result in favorable publicity of his cause.

ROCKWELL stated that while in Chicago he will
appear on Friday, February 1, 1963, before a student
group on tlie campus at Northwestern University, at
Evanston, Illinois. He advised that no other Chicago
appearance is planned at this time and that he will
return to Arlington subsequent to his appearance at
Northwestern University. He noted that he hopes in the
near future to make a number of personal public
appearances at colleges and universities throughout
the country. 1



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO ; SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE:£-/^3

FROM : SA JOHN W, TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS '*

On January 31. 1963. Information contained herein
was received orally from

|
(RAC) , who has furnished

reliable information in the past.

f*
This information was reduced to written form .

authenticated by the informant, and is retained as A)

3527
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Chicago, Illinois
January 31, 1963

It was observed on January 10, 1963 . that present» VMV V W MM V UUIMJi J J.V | JL «/V

at headquarters of the American Nazi Party,
[

Chicago, were the following:

JOHN WALLACE'
JOE FUHRY
WAYNE MOELLER

, In Ronvensatlnn on this onnasinn. it toas brought.
out that I I had
gotten back from the .Aril nation, Virginia headquarters. They
had made the trip in

| |
car and |came back with

them. He) now is to be assigned to the unicago Branch

.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO ; SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE; zJ/J'/bS

FROM ; SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On January 15, 1963, ] (RAC) , who has
furnishedwfrelfable information in the^past, vocally informed
of a visit to headquarters of the ANP'on January 13, 1963],

informationbeing placed in written form, this
was authenticated by the source and is filed as A)|

b7D

105-3527J
157-153
105-1150'
105-11667
105-
105-139011
157-158
157-127
105-140551
157-62

/b 5.
sJ-

1

SEARCHED. JHDEXo

ISERIALIZED-J^FI^D.

FEBl 5 1963
em—CHICAGO
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Chicago, Illinois
January 15, 1963

On Sunday, January 13, 1963, a meeting was held
at headquarters of the American Nazi Party. I 1

1 Chicago. This, according to I I was a storm
troopers meeting. Present were the following;

£ ]
JOE FPHRY

bo
b7C

Istated that separate meetings were now being
held for .the different groups in the ANP and as this was a
stormtroopers meeting, asked ' FUHRY and I I to leave,
they being associate’ members ’ rathei? than stormtroopers.

was heard to state that hfe had come to
Chicago frOm the ANP, Arlington, Virginia, headquarters with i

learlier in the week. I I

was also heard to say that he has been a- two-time loser for
armed robbery.

] was heard stating that he and were
disagreeing more and more on party affairs and that he did
.not think
also said that

a leader or should be in charge.'. [

b6
b7C

was. out of town on ANP business.

wasOn this occasion it Was noted that
writing Vinland Hall checks on an account apparently maintained
at the South Holland . Trust and Savings Bank.

also visited headquarters on the
above onnasiom. In conversation it was mentioned that T

had recently lost his job. L

- 1 -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

t

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

PROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT? AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

.On January 31, 1963, there was received from
|
(RACX’Srlni information concerning a meeting of

the ANP held January 27, 1963. This information was
included in a written report which has been authenticated
and which is filed as A)|

The source was unable to furnish any descriptive
data concerning the individual by the name of LEE and under-
stood he was from the Arlington, Virginia. Headquarters of
the ANP.

DATE?

2 - Richmond (100= ) (GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL) (RM)
(1 - 100= )|

15, - Chicago
1 -Aj J

105-3527
1 - 157«=127
1 - 157-153
1 - 157-158 I

1 - 105-14039
1 - 105-13966
1 - 105-
1 - 105-

,

1 - 157-62
1 - 105- I

1 - 105-13900
1 - 105-1015l|
1 - 105-5587 (MAX NELSEN)

JWTigmf
(IS)

be
b7C
b7D

- i



On February 5, 1963, the informant stated that he
had learned at an ANP meeting held February 1 . 1963

.

at
Chicago , that this individual is one \ who has
recently been reassigned to the Chicago ANP headquarters from
Arlington.



January 31, 1963
Chicago, Illinois

On Sunday, January 27, 1963, a meeting was held
at headquarters of the American Nazi Party,

Chicago. Present were the following:

be
b7C

ROCKWELL was in charge of the meeting and announced
he was there on that occasion to hear certain charges which
had been made to him against

|

Chicago branch. He stated that all charges woul
written form. Formal nHarcres were thaw filed by±jb<

5of the
be made

^

in

, Daring this procedure,
it was mentioned by ROCKWELL that I Iwas not using his .right
name in the ANP, I Ithen admitted that his correct najfe
is I I Among the charges against I I as read by
ROCKWELL, were that he lacked leadership, is too secretive,
never tells the members anything, has confided in outsiders,
namely f I and MAX NELSEN, that he engages in petty
things to annoy the others living at the headquarters, that
he has locked himself in his room to avoid people, that the
headquarters is allowed to becomd unfit for human habitation,

bo
’b7C

that all the improvements made at the headquarters building
were made by the members’" as I I could' not be bothered.
Certain charges were also made against I I including the
fact that he had gotten FUHRY harassed in his job without
checking with him before he furnished his name to the Police
Department j also that I I had chewed out an FBI Agent., In
reading the charges, ROCKWELL said he was shocked. He lit
into

|

with the
respectful.

i
and told him you .just do not do things like tangling
BI or the police but rather you are courteous and

1



ROCKWELL then continued the meeting to 1/29/63.
He instructed I I to write out his reply to the charges
made. He also said he was going to interview each member
in regard to the situation. He also announced that a
general meeting would be held Wednesday night, 1/30/63,

At the end Of the meeting at about 10s 00 PM, a rock
was thrown through the front window of the headquarters
building. The police were called and| |made out a
report.

2



SAC, CHICAGO (157-127) 3/20/63

SAC, RICHMOND (157 -P-
\

RACIAL M&rJtSRii
aka

/n .

'

1 /'

“i ;>
t

Y

I

1 <,

*

Re CHieago letter 2/23/63,

I (RAC) advised that subject and
ia from Chicago and were present

on
J would be

on 2/4/63,
were uransrerred from Chicago „

au American nasi Party headquarters, Arlington, Va. ,

2/3/03. The source said that he did not know if
staying at Arlington, 7a*

wasr
Arlan?

Qn 2/26/63, the same sou£ca_s$ated that
_in Chicago and thatL Jwould be at theI I

—
I I ”^*»*H»* WV V Wi*V

lgton Headquarters for a period of about two months for
retraining purposes.

that[
On 3/14/63, PCI (RAC) stated

was in Chicago for some unknown purpose and the
date of his expected return was not known. PCX further stated
that he had no reason to believe that
back to Chicago.

would be transferred

^Chicago (REGIS. MAIL)
P • 157-3) . ,

(1 - 157T127 \
,

/'-*

A'X - 157-f
2-Richmond

[1 - 157-93)
;i - 157-362)

*!
/

1 5/35:27 -3

k i ^l . 1 t
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